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ABSTRACT

SOME NON-STANDARD FEATURES OF BAHAMIAN DIALECT SYNTAX

By

Alison Watt Shll ling

This dissertation investigates three areas of non-Standard

syntax In the Bahamian Dialect.

Chapter I provides orientation and a discussion of the

literature. It gives historical and social background showing the

relationship the Bahamas has with the US and the Caribbean. Since the

analysis Is based on tape recorded data, detal Is are given of the

techniques employed In data collection.

In Chapter I I copula sentences In BD are discussed. Tables

are provided showing the forms of the verb In such sentences and their

frequency of occurrence. Individual speaker variation In the presence

or absence of non-past positive copula is compared with equivalent Black

English data in Labov 1969. It is concluded that Bahamian Dialect

variatOlon cannot be accounted for by phonological rule as can the Black

English variation. Copula omission is governed by the following

syntactic environment; discussion of these environments leads to the

conclusion that there Is an underlyIng copula only before a noun-phrase

complement. DIscussion of other environments where a surface copula Is

found shows that these can be accounted for without postulating an

underlying copula. It Is shown that variatIon In the BD copula can be

accounted for If BD Is considered to have developed from an earlier

stage where copula categorIes were simIlar to those In present-day

Guyanese Creole basIlect,
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In Chapter I II the factors determining the forms of the

verbal negator are discussed. Frequencies of forms found In different

environments at different points on the BO continuum are given and it

Is shown that the form selected reflects non-Standard distinctions in

the SO basilect. This corresponds to the situation in the Guyanese

Creole mesolect.

In Chapter I I I a detai led analysis of negative concord In

Bahamian dialect Is compared to data given for Black Engl Ish by Labov

1972. Rules are proposed for negative concord in BO and BE which

derive these varieties independently from SE rather than by the addition

of rules to the end of a grammar required for SE, as proposed by Labov

1972.

In Chapter IV the lack of dummy-subject rule In the BO basi lect

and the gradual appearance of this rule for different environments in

the mesolect are discussed. Pronoun copying of a noun-phrase subject

is also analyzed and attempts to correlate its occurrence with features

of the copied noun-phrase show that this copying is optional with the

complexity of the noun-phrase and Its contrast with a preceding noun

phrase favoring the copying. Similar pronoun copying and also the

fronting of a non-subject has been called toplcallzation. Both these

transformations make a noun-phrase more prominent in the sentence;

such a noun-phrase in the BO data seems to have certain

characterIstics of the sentence topic Insofar as these have been es

tablished.
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INTRODUCTION
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General Remarks

1.1. This study presents an analysis of certain syntactic features

of the Black Bahamian Dialect. I have concentrated on three areas only,

in order to provide a detailed analysis of the data. hope to show

with frequency counts and examples the close simi larity between the non

Standard features I discuss and these same features In other Afro

American varieties of English, in particular US Black English and

Guyanese Creole.

1.2. Although my emphasis is not on diachronic development I have

included some historical background to justify making these comparisons.

The origins of Black Bahamians as slaves mainly from the US but also

from Africa, and their existence in sma I J communities near the US

mainland but somewhat isolated from it, parallel that of Gullah.

These two varieties constitute a link between the US as a whole where,

In spite of some large plantations, most Blacks lived in dally contact

with the White majority, and the Caribbean where the Isolation of the

Black majority was much greater.

The close trading links with the states throughout Bahamian

history contrasts with the slight and Indirect contacts with Guyana.

Nevertheless Black Bahamian Dialect can be seen to be perhaps closer

to Guyanese Creole than to Black English; the original circumstances

which gave rise to Afro-American varieties would seem to have greater

influence on their development than later contracts between the peoples

In the Americas.

anaiyze data from White Bahamian speech mainly for com

parison and contrast with Black speech. I have provided considerable
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detal I for White speech however, since a full understanding of Black

varieties and their development depends upon a knowledge of varieties

with which they are in contact. It is of interest also to see the

Influence which Black speech has had upon the White. White Bahamian

shows an intesting ambivalence in avoiding overt Black markers such as

~ or mussy whl Ie adopting habitual be which masks Itself more read I Iy

as Standard Engl Ish.

1.3. have chosen for detailed analysis the copula, negation, and

omitted and double sUbjects. The copula has been studied In detal I in

other Afro-American varieties; my analysis reveals the extent to which

an understanding of de-creollzing Black varieties depends on a

knowledge of more basi lectal forms. Negative concord Is a more general

non-Standard English phenomenon, although the greater pervasiveness of

this In Afro-American speech probably indicates re-inforcement from

Creole here also. The final area I sAlected is somewhat different In

kind from the first two, In that very little analysis has been performed

of sUbjects and topics in non-Standard English. This analysis is more

preliminary in nature than those of the preceding two areas; more data

Is needed from Bahamian speech and from related varieties to determine

the relationship of the various features discussed in Chapter IV and

their function In discourse.

1.4. The analyses of the copula and of negation reveal the great

simi larlty which Black Bahamian Dialect has to US Black English on the

one hand and Caribbean varieties on the other. Many other features of

BBD also show this, one fairly straightforward example being the.com

plementlzer /se/ (usually written 'say'). In US Black English as a

whole this exists only in the expression "He tell me say ••• " <Oi liard
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1972). In Gullah, however, as in BBD, this form exists In a wider range

of environments Including not only the equivalent of the US Black English

expression but also the complementizer for any indirect statement:

(1) He tel I me~ r,3 suppose to stay off. (BM46R) 1

(2) remember~ I done left light on. (BF75R)

(3) know ~ the bi II only $4.00. (BF32R)

In Jamaican Creole, besides the above uses, /ss/ is found

introducing comparisons and extraposed SUbject clauses, besides being

complementizer after psychic state verbs (Bai ley 1966):

(4) fieba se jaaj naa komi = It seems as if George is not coming.
(p.112)

(5) dem ron laka ~ dem set daag afta demo = They ran as though
dogs had been set after them. (p.137)

(6) mi fraitn ~ im gi ml non ata/'. = I am surprised that he
gave me any at all. (p.112)

(7) im dis faam ~ im sik. =He just pretended to be sick. (p.120)

This non-Standard element is thus more restricted in its use

in BBD than in Jamaican Creole, but less so than in US Black English.

Its persistence in mainland speech in the superficially most Standard

context - written as 'say' after the verb~ - is analogous to the

behavior of non-Standard elements in a socio-geographic continuum and

provides evidence for the Creole origins of such features in US Black

English.

Related Literature

2.1. As the entries In Reinecke at al. (1976) show, there has been

no analysis published of the variety of language spoken in the Bahamas,

merely a few collected texts and discussion of the folk-lore. This is

not surprising, since the islands are small and the population
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Insignificant besides the numbers In the Caribbean, and It is only

recently that the Creoles spoken In Jamaica, Guyana and elsewhere have

themselves come under serious scientific scrutiny.

The reasons for thi~ neglect are also obvious; although more

different from Standard English than most Engl Ish varieties, these

Creoles have an almost entirely English lexicon, and thus would not

excite the attention of searchers for new languages to describe.

Furthermore the low social status of the speakers casts Its shadow over

these language varieties, sti I I stigmatized by most laymen as merely the

Incorrect English of ignorant people.

2.2. Such a stigma probably had a mol~a pronounced effect upon

research Into US Biack English than that of Caribbean Creoles, since

the Island territories take pride In their distinctive speech as part

of their national heritage, whereas US Black English is spoken by a

geographically scattered minority.

However, even in the case of Caribbean Creole Studies there

has been felt a need to justify research in terms pf Its usefulness

in solving urgent educational problems (see, for example, the Intro

duction to Bailey 1966). While It is true that research Into the

Creoles Is Important for this purpose, such an apologia would be

considered inappropriate before similar works on the standard language.

The majority of literature on US Black English also seems to be slanted

towards the teaching profession; agaIn, while this is of great importance,

it does mean that many of the papers even by wei I-known soclo-Ilngulsts

such as Stewart (1964, 1967) and Labov (1964, 1969a) are focused on

educatIonal
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issues rather than linguistic ones.

Linguists wishing to undertake research on Black English

enter an area of pol itlcs, polemic and prejudice which sti II makes the

objective collection and analysis of facts difficult. The speakers of

the most distinctive forms of Black English are young, lower-class and

Black. Black adults, whi Ie vitally concerned to have the educational

gap closed, are naturally skeptical of judgments offered by ~hlte middle

class linguists (or even by their Black, Standard-Eng I ish-speaking

colleagues).

Authors such as Oil lard (1972) have rightly ridiculed writers

I ike Francis (1958) for discussing the importance to US speech of Fi Ims

and Swedes and not that of Blacks. However, Linguistic Atlas lexico

graphers and those who, like Francis, based their writings on Atlas

research, were concerned with geographical differences In lexicon; the

few items of African phonological as wei I as semantic parentage such as

~ or~ have spread Into general use. Differences In the lexicon

of Black and White speakers, at least in southern US communities,

consist mainly in subtle differences of usage of Engl ish-derived Items

such as the Black use of signifying for a type of verbal jousting or

suck teeth for a Black mannerism. Atlas questionnaires designed to

elicit labels for farm equipment, for example, missed such subletles,

as well as the more basic differences in Black use of items such as be

~ or~ as grammat'c~1 markers.

Authors such as McDavid (1950) addressed Black-White

differences directly; McDavid for example, gave distribution maps of

he do In Black and White US speech and also in southern England to show

that this form is not limited to Blacks and in any case could have



originated in the UK. By the same token, habitual ~ can be traced to

Irish and ~~ tel Scots; the appearance of these forms In Black speech

and not in that of Wh!tes who are the descendants of the British

Immigrants is attributed by McDavid to the preservation of archaisms In

the most underprivileged section of tre community. McDavid's (1950)

view, accepted by many, was that only Gullah could not be explained

in this way:

It has long been known that Gullah, the dialect spoken by
Negroes along the South Carol ina and Georgia coast Is
sharply different not only from al I varieties of standard
Eng!ish but also from the folk dialects of the US and
Canada. (p.323)

It is easy to see this attitude, as does Di I lard (1972), as

one which seeks to deny any Black contribution to US linguistic

heritage but, as Steward points out in a perceptive article (1964), one

can seek to minimize differences with the laudable aim of emphasizing

that Black potential Is the same as White, given equal opportunity.

The recent emphasis on the deep structural differences between Black

7

English and SE (see for example Dillard 1970, 1972 or Loflin 1967, 1969)

can lead all too easi Iy to the conclusion by the linguistically naive

reader that Black English is therefore inherently deficient. After al I,

the argument goes, their language Is Engl Ish, but their language causes

them to fail scholastically, therefore their language Is an Inferior

form of EnglIsh. This view has been reinforced by writers such as

Bernstein (1964) who, working with class differences rather than racial

ones, postulates that lower-class children learn mainly a 'restricted

code' of language ill-suited for school learning.

The efforts of such as 011 lard and Loflin to show the



syntactic differences between BE and SE have thus not always been

welcomed by Black leaders. 01 I lard's suggestion that BE be used In

schools lays such wei I-Intentioned attempts to give dignity to Black

speech open to charges such as those of Sledd (1969) of Whites

attempting a linguistic apartheid where Blacks are held back from

participation in the mainstream SE culture.

2.3. Against such a background writings on Black English have

tended to quote little and debate much. Detailed research-based

studies have come from New York (Iabov, 1968, 1969, 1972), Detroit

(Shuy et al. 1967) and Los Angeles (Legum et al. 1971) rather than from

the southern communities ~,hence Black speakers emigrated. I shal I be

relying quite heavily on the Labov studies mentioned in my comparison

of Bahamian Dialect with Black English. The other studies do not show

any striking geographical differences from Labov's New York BE.

Gullah, even if not as fundamentally different from other

Black US varieties as the passage from McDavid quoted above states,

remains of great interest for the understanding of the continuum of

Black speech within the US and Its I inks with Caribbean varieties.

There have been two substantive works on Gullah: Turner (1949)

emphasized the African elements of syntax, phonology and lexis in

Gullahi this was of great value, although unfortunately this

contributed to the Impression that this variety was in fact an Isolated

type completely unrelated to Black English. In syntax, Turner gives

too few details l~r me to make useful comparisons in the present study.

Cunningham is perhaps too complete to be of much use. She has the

8



laudable aim of describing al I features of the grammar:

••• it is my intention to present a syntactic analysis
of a tongue known to be Creole rather than an analysis
of only that which Is Creole in that tongue. (p.3)

However,

because Gullah is "rapidly being modified, by Its speakers, in the

direction of Standard English" her stated aim results In her describing

many feat~res which are also found in SE2• This results in the uniquely

Gullah features being too briefly, and thus inadequately, described.

She provides many examples; however, she states in her

introduction that she relied not only on spontaneous data but on

elicitation and correction from informants who, according to Cunningham

had only 'indirect' knowledge of Gullah; she says she could barely

understand some spontaneous speech of the true Gullah speakers. (p.7)

Since In her data she does not distinguish between elicited and

spontaneous speech It Is not clear what weighting to give the variant

forms. In some features Gullah seems nearer to Caribbean basllect than

Bahamlan3, although without any Idea of frequencies this is difficult

to judge. As a result of this confusion, when her data gives no

evidence of a form found in Guyanese basi lect, Bahamian Dialect and

Black Eng/ish4, one wonders whether there exists a genuine difference

between Gullah and related varieties or whether In fact the method of

data collection may be deficient.

Since Gullah would seem to be in many aspects the variety

closest to Bahamian, It Is unfortunate that I have been able to make

little use of existing studies of Gullah.

Descriptions of southern US White English are almost non-

existent (one exception is Wolfram 1973); Indirect comments, Indicative

9
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that features such as perfective use of ~ appea~' there, suggest

that this variety wi I I reveal itself greatly Influenced by the

surrounding Black speech, as is the case in the Bahamas. The nature

of this influence -- such as whether done is used in a Creole completive..........
sense or as a mere lexical substitute for auxl Ilary~ -- would be of

interest to study in detai I.

2.4. For the Caribbean Creoles the number of studies is stil I

sma I I; Bai ley (1966) is the most comprehensive analysis of Jamaican

Creole, but being an overview it gives little detal I on anyone aspect.

other writings on Jamaican such as LePage (1957, 1958) or Cassidy (1961)

give briefer description of the syntax, although vocabulary Is wei I

covered in Cassidy and LePage (1967).

With Anglo-Creoles there has been some preoccupation with

isolating the 'core Creole' (Bailey 1966); this has undoubtedly been

more difficult than in some French Creoles or Sranan where a different

superstrate language (In Surinam, Louisiana or Dominica) or political

circumstances (in Haiti> have prevented the formation of a continuum.

It was recognised that a continuum of varieties exists in Jamaica

between the most non-SE variety and SE, and DeCamp (1971) attempted to

characterize it. It is the detailed and documented characterization

of not only the basi Iecta I forms of Guyanese Creole but also of the

intermediate forms and their relationship with the acrolect which makes

Bickerton (1973, 1975) valuable in the field of Afro-American language

studies. have taken Guyanese Creole for comparison with my data

because the detailed description provided by Bickerton facIlitates

such comparison. I would expect that more detai led descriptions of

other Caribbean Creoles would show Bahamian to have comparable
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similarities to those found with Guyanese.

Termi n2,'ogy

3.1. have cal led the speech variety I discuss the Bahamian

Dialect (BO) mainly because this Is what it is cal led in the Bahamas.

This Is not meant to imply that Black BO is not to be considered a

creole. Although it is certainly the case that even the most non-

standard form of Bahamian speech Is more easily understood by the

naive SE speaker than a creole such as Haitian by a Frenchman, never-

theless there are many features which form an Integral part of Black BO

which are similar to those found In Anglo-Caribbean Creoles.

3.2. In discussing Black BO shal I make use of the terms

basllect, mesolect and acrolect in the sense defined by Bickerton (1975):

"bas i Iect wIII be used to refer to that var iety of
Guyanese Creole most distinct from English, acrolect
to refer to educated Guyanese English (a variety which
differs from other standard varieties of the language
only in a few phonological detal Is and a handful of
lexical items) and mesolect to refer to al I Intermediate
varieties." (p.24)

Bickerton shows that the Guyanese Creole mesolect can be better under-

stood if it Is seen in its place in the synchronic continuum between

GC basi lect and Standard Engl ish. Most of the basi lectal features of

Black BO are similar to GC mesolectj I shal I try to show that Black BO

basllect can also be better understood If it Is postulated that it arose

historically through decreollzatlon from a variety similar to present-

day GC basilect.

I have loosely label led as basi lectal, speech wherein the

greatest number of non-Standard features are found. Inevitably, In the

characterization of these It wll I sometimes seem as if I am seeking to
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"unweave the 'pure' Creole syntax from the complex mass of material"

which Salley (1966) states as her aim for Jamaican Creole. In SO

there Is no integrated basi lect used by some speakers with far less

variation than further along the continuum. Individual features In the

speech of one speaker at this level, (such as the lack of dummy subject)

may be clear-cut and become variable in the mesolact but other features,

(such as the use of does) are better defined in the mesolect. For many

features there is variabi lity at al I levels. This may be due in part to

the fact that I have samples from different geographical areas, with

data obtained by different meansj however variation can be seen for one

speaker in one style at one time and thus must be considered an inherent

part of the dialect.

3.3. It is not always clear what to label basllectal. Consider,

for example, the second person plural pronoun. There are four possible

forms --- ~, yinna, you-a I I and YQu. Since the first Is close to

basilectal Caribbean Creoles (see Sai ley 1966) this Is perhaps the most

basllectal In BO. However, un~ was recorded from one old speaker,

SF100S, from a community not otherwise investigated and seems unknown

elsewhere. The most basilectal form for most is ylnna (/yJn~/)

apparently a synchresis of you or ~ and ~j It is widely known,

although in Nassau it is mainly used by the old and by pre-school

children. However no speaker I have recorded uses it exclusively; In

stead, three basilectal speakers with sufficient output to provide

clear evidence seem to divide SE you consistently In the fol lowing way:

you = singular and Impersonal; you-all = polite pluralj ylnna; = plural

to children and in insults. One can treat the politeness distinction

as a style shiftj however, when 8M93R asks me:
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(8) You-a I I live on the boat, eh?

and within

a few minutes quotes his own speech to his chi Idren:

(9) I love a II of Y,i n!)13.; now whether yi nna love me •••

He seem to be using the pronouns in the same way as Standard French

'tu' and 'vous', where such a distinction is regarded as part of the

grammar. Both you-al I and~ are thus also basi lectal in the sense

that what is basi lectal is the three-way distinction.

3.4. The acrolect is that form of speech used by educated

Bahamians In formal situations; it is on the whole the same as the

conversational SE which usually forms the basis of I inguists' intuitions.

I have not analyzed the 80 acrolect in detai I and wi I I not discuss it in

this study. However, there are certain characteristics which seem to

mark it, such as greater frequency of past medals and an under-use of

the present perfect (as compared for example to British conversational

SE) but the differences are few In syntax. I believe that the

differences In such areas as conversational conventions or in frequency

of different sentence types such as clefts or non-restricted relatives

are stl II evident in the acrolect, but there Is a lack of material from

other varieties of English with which this could be compared.
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5The Historl~al Background

The Bahamas is an archipelago between Florida to the north,

Cuba to the south-east and Haiti to the southwest (see Appendix 1 for

map). Save for two narrow deep-water channels the waters are shal low 

between ten and forty feet deep - and strewn with rocks, small cays and

reefs. The thirty or so habitable islands are low, seldom over 100 feet

above sea level, the soil everywhere being a thin layer over limestone

rock. There are no rivers, fresh water lying underground in a layer on

the salt water. The average temperature ranges between 70 degrees In

winter and 80 degrees in summer. Hurricanes though much discussed,

are rare for anyone island - New Providence last experienced one in

1965 and the one before that was in 1929.

A Bahamian Island, San Salvador, was the first landfall made

by Columbus. He claimed the archipelago for Spain, but, as has

frequently happened since, these sma I I barren Islands were disregarded

In favor of larger richer lands beyond. The major Spanish contribution

to Bahamian history was the efficient removal of all her Lucayan Indian

population by 1520. For the next century Spanish and then English

sai lors became faml liar with her dangerous waters, but It was not until

1648 that the first colony was established, on Eleuthera, with settlers

from Bermuda. Around 1670 New Providence was also settled, but with

Spaniards firmly established in both Florida and CUba, Nassau became a

refuge for privateers and pirates - by 1713 about 1000 were estimated

to be there at one time - with the result that the colony was several

times ransacked by the Spaniards In retaliation. In 1717 a Royal

Governor was sent from England and imposed some sort of law upon the
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colony.

Between then and 1783 the populatIon rose to about 2000

free Inhabitants and 1000 slaves. The Inhabitants bartered salt,

turtle-shel I, pineapples and dye-woods with north American colonies,

the French or the pirates, who were sti I I often unofficially welcomed.

The American revolutIon brought first a brief period of prosperity as

a prlvateering base and then an Influx of Loyalists who chose British

colonial power. Though the numbers who came - some 1000 \~hltes and

7000 slaves - may seem insignificant today, they altered the character

of the colony. Large land grants were made, plantations on fourteen

formerly unsettled islands established and the new Whites seem to

have largely taken over the organization of local society. Craton notes

that "of the 114 Iandowners I Isted, practl ca II y a II the i r names couId

be found In a 1966 list of Bay Street merchants and members of the

government." (1968).

The sUbsequent history of the Bahamas was not, however, that

of a plantation economy. Within twenty years of the optimistic

establishment of the cotton crop, the thin soi I was worked out. Although

the industry survived In some places untl I Emancipation, many plantations

were abandoned, and those which remained diversified their crops to

become almost completely self-sufficient, producing, Incidentally, a

more bearable life for the slaves than the monoculture of a vast sugar

plantation such as those In Jamaica. Most of the Bahamian staples of

the present-day Bahamian diet are mentioned in contemporary accounts,

and the dally life of the slave wll I have differed little from that of

some of today's subsistence farmers or from his poorer White

contemporary.
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The pattern of present-day settlement was largely

established at this time. There were the larger plantations where

Blacks far outnumbered Whites; when abandoned, areas of Black

settlement resulted. There are settlements of poorer Whites mainly

on several s~al I Islands off Abaco and Eieuthera; these had banded

together for co-operation in fishing and boatbuilding enterprises, and

farmed the adjacent mainland. Thus such Islands as Spanish Wei Is and

Man 0' War are stl I I all White, whereas the nearby mainland has Black

settlements. In Nassau there was the usual fluid mixture found in any

port; the final noteworthy additions to the Bahamian population were

severdi ~0atloads of Africans seized by the British blockading the US

coast and brought to the nearest port. These, free but destitute,

were al lotted sma I I plots of land, the most favored being In the area

'over the hi I I' from White Nassau in the sti I I mainly Black southern

section of the city.

The fortunes of the Bahamas varied enormously In the

nineteenth century. At first prlvateering In the French war, cotton

and salt brought some income, but until the eivl I War subsistence

farming was the lot of nearly all ex-slaves and many Whites. The

running of the blockade provided brief wealth, but this merely made the

subsequent depression more unbearable and Indeed, then, as so often

afterwards, the profit-made In Nassau went into foreign pockets and

left with them. Other sources of Income - conch shell for cameos,

pineapples and sisal - had brief periods of success but not until sponge

fishing was established In the 1890's (bringing some Greeks who maintain

their ethnic Identity today) was an export found that could withstand

competition on the world market. However, it was another U.S.
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misfortune which once again brought prosperity; during Prohibition

the Bahamas was the natural center for bootlegging activities. Once

more large profits were made by a few but al i benefited from Customs

revenue and inflated wages.

Nowadays the islands depend almost completely upon tourism.

Last year there were about one and a quarter mi I lion tourists in a

territory with a population of 200,000. Most of the food and al I other

supplies are imported and the economy, though more prosperous than most

other territories in the Caribbean, is dangerously dependent upon the

U.S. Despite a Black majority the government was run until 1967 by

the White Bay Street merchants mentioned eariier, who had little motive

for changing the status quo wi-th improvements in education or agri

culture. Since 1967 the P.L.P., a Black party, has been in power;

foreign employers in banking and tourism have been induced to train

Bahamians rather than importing expatriates, much money has been poured

into education and the Black middle class has expanded greatly. At the

same time, however, the government is bedevil led by problems such as

one of the highest live birth rates in the world and the need to balance

encouragement of foreign investment with retention of Bahamian control.

Another suciai probiem which couid wei I become serious is the Haitians,

possibly as many as 20,000, who have entered the country, often

Illegally, and are either settling in the bush or taking unskll led jobs

for lower wages than Bahamians.

2. Prior to the influx of Loyalists in 1783, the 1000 or so

slaves in Nassau and nearby probably shared the somewhat precarious

fortunes of their more numerous masters under conditions making for
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rapid decreollzatlon. The Loyalists, however, brought plantation

customs, and although their slaves also came from the States, they were

plantation slaves;' once In the Bahamas, plantations there, successful

or not, resulted In groups of Blacks becoming settled in The Fami Iy

Islands with relatively little contact with Nassau Blacks, whom, In

any case, they out-numbered six to one. The core of the ancestors of

the present Black population were thus from the States bringing with

them the form of plantation Black English spoken at the time; it seems

fairly certain that Black Bahamian English and US Black English have

common origins.

The Black population was augmented only slowly by the purchase

of slaves from abroad. There is record of some slave ships stopping on

their way to Cuba, but most ships preferred to discharge their cargo

at one port, and Nassau was too sma I I and poor to absorb such numbers

at one time. It seems I ikely that most of the slavss imported came

piece-meal from other American territories rather than direct. However,

relatively few slaves needed to be imported. Compared to plantation

rich colonies where vast profits were to be made by the Inhuman overuse

of young African males, the gentler pace of broad spectrum farming,

and the better care taken of slaves when profits were slim resulted In

better balanced slave communities and a natural Increase of births

over deaths in the Bahamas at a time when in other West Indian islands

there was an annual decrease as high as 6% (Craton 1974).

There was probably then a smaller percentage of pidgin

speakers in the Bahamas than elsewhere in the Caribbean untl I the

beginning of the nineteenth century, when there was an influx of
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Africans from the captured slave ships. These, however, unlike the

East Indians In Guyana, were completely assimi lated into the

Bahamian population. It would seem that conditions were favorable for

some elements of African culture to have survived and for some time, in

fact, African working men's clubs existed and African recipes were

known, but they are barely remembered today. On Andros folk tales with

African elements are in circulation, but these can nearly all be found

on the U.S. mainland also (Parson 1918). I know of no survival of

African day-names such as documented for Gullah by Turner (1949). It

is not possible to tel I whether this group of late arrivals did slow

down the gradual drift of decreollza+lon of Black Bahamian Dialect, but

they were probably assimilated into the Black community as easi Iy as

most immigrants where there is no ethnic or religious clash.

3. Of the population of 200,000, half lives in Nassau and

another 30,000 in Freeport. The remainder lives in settlements mostly

of a few hundred people scattered throughout the Islands. In the

Family Islands subsistence farming and fishing form the chief means of

livelihood, supplemented by any craft-work that wi I I sel I; a few areas

have tourist facilities which may radically alter the employment

patterns of a settlement and there are a few attempts at larger-scale

farming.

The population is roughly 90% Black of African origin and 10%

White, though no official statistics on race are taken. Of the Blacks,

an unknown percentage is Haitian, whose language I have not attempted

to record. For this sma I I population the numbers of expatriates

living in Nassau, particularly In times of wealth from piracy, gun

running or tourism, has been relatively large. The Family Islands have
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remained largely outsIde thIs, though their adult males were often the

sailors carryIng legal or II legal produce. Under the Colonial

administration a settlement's commissIoner and teacher were often

foreIgners, usually BrItish.

Most Family Island settlements are Black; I have marked th~

White ones distinctively on the map in Appendix 1. In Abaco and

Eleuthera geography maIntains some separation of adjacent settlements,

only in Long Island does land communicatIon seem to have been

established for some time. Most communication is with Nassau, with

many FamIly Islanders visiting relatives in the capital on occasion,

In Nassau the two races are largely Integrated in work and

residence and somewhat separated socially. This often extends to

schools, - the White children seldom attend public schoois - churches,

and middle-class employment, with the Whites tending to be found In

commerce the Blacks in the professIons. This is a gross over-,
simplification, but such trends can result In there being far less

close contact between the races than a casual observer might assume.

The closest contacts with the outside world have been with

the U.K. and the south-eastern U.S. Commercial contacts with the latter

and the former's adminIstratIon of the colony have both had influence on

the acrolect, so that the vocabulary, for example, has elements of

both. Contact with the Anglo-Caribbean has been very slight; it was too

far for the Inter-Island freight boat whIle the U.S., Cuba and Haiti

were not. ThIs sItuation seems to have existed from the beginning;

there was little that the Bahamas could offer the CarIbbean, or vIce

versa, which could not be better obtained from the US or the UK.
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If social history, then, can explain the mixture of British

and US vocabulary and phonetic elements In White speech and the acrolect,

it leaves unexplained the close simi larltles of syntax In the Black

Bahamian Dialect to that of Guyanese Creole at the other end of the

Caribbean. In this study It wll I become clear that not only are

similar or identical non-Standard syntactic distinctions made, but

also that the same lexical items are taken from Engl ish to express these

distinctions. Some of these same elements are also found in US Black

English; this makes it probable that the plantation language brought

by the Loyalist slaves to the Bahamas was a language very simi lar to

present-day Guyanese Creole basi lect. In the Bahamas this decreolized

much less rapidly than on the mainland owing to isolation and a higher

proportion of Blacks to Whites.

If this Is so, It means that the problem of the similarity

between Bahamian and Guyanese is pushed further back in time, and

becomes a problem of the origin of Afro-American varieties generally.

I do not attempt to enter into this discussion In this study, but simply

to indicate the Bahamian facts as a further piece of the puzzle for

others to fit together.
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The Data

The data used in this study comes from approximately twenty

six hours of transcribed speech itself selected from about forty-five

hours of tape. The data was recorded In Nassau and In the Family

Island settlements marked on the map in Appendix 1. With limited time

and resources it was not possible to obtain adequate samples from all

ages, social positions and geographical areas. Since from my previous

knowledge race and geographical differences seemed the most likely to be

reflected in speech I concentrated on these as much as possible. Even

so, settlements of possible Importance in the south are not covered

In this study.

It Is unfortunate that I am not a native speaker of Black

Bahamian Dialect. However, any student of non-Standard variety of a

language has grown away from that variety to some extent whilst

acquiring the education necessary to make the stUdy, so that my

deficiency may be less serious than It would seem by comparison with

the best possible case. My examples are thus perforce of recorded

conversation, not from my own intuition; my twelve years' residence has

however given me much passive knowledge which has served as guide.

I have also not sought to tap the native Intuitions of the

Interviewees or others by the elicitation of forms; I feel that it is

uncertain whether such Idealized examples and jUdgments are helpful when

seeking to characterize a social continuum. Throughout the study the

examples quoted are therefore from spontaneous recorded speech, not the

product of elicitation or translation.

I selected older Informants since they were on the whole the
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most enthusiastic (hence least inhibited) speakers; they also provide

as basi Iecta I a sample as anyone in the community except probably pre

school children, whose speech poses particular problems of recording

and analysis.

The material not transcribed was either acrolectal (such as

several interviews within the White community) or very monitored (from

school-age chi Idren) or was of poorer quality than average (many of the

group recordings). The tapes not transcribed have been scanned for any

evidence which might contradict the conclusions I have come to in the

study.

In Appendix 2 I give details of the background of those

speakers who provided the best combination of quality and quantity of

fluent narrative and conversation for the statistical counts of copula

and negation in Chapters 2 and 3. I also give detai Is of those speakers

whom I have quoted several times. However, for every quotation J give

the source by race, sex age and island of origin, for example:

B{lack) FCemale) 44 CCat island). Abbreviations for islands wi I I be

found in Appendix 1.

Most of the tapes were obtained by my interviewing

individual members of the community. Since I was a unknown White

expatriate, sometimes meeting the informant for the first time, I

felt it necessary to Increase the possibility that his or her speech

would be relatively informal and 'unmonitored'.. did this by

recording the second meeting rather than the first, and by asking to be

shown skll Is such as straw-work or cooking. I also obtained recordings

made by Black Bahamians. Surprisingly, when the interviewers were

adult, even where, for example, a man was interviewing his own uncle,
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the recording situation or the interviewer's formality often resulted

In more monitored speech than I achieved. Students also recorded for me;

here far greater informality was achieved, the problem being poor quality

of recording since they did not use lavaliere microphones. Finally,

made several recordings of conversations when I was not present and

where the participants were not aware until afterwards that they had

been recorded, though they had given permission In principle. The

quality here was again mainly poor, so that I did not use such

materials for statistical counts of features. These recordings provided

some little check that there were not in fact more basi lectal patterns

in Bahamian speech that had not been obtained in the interviews.

In the Interviews, most informants were self-conscious about

being recorded, at least Initially, and In the statistics this Is

perhaps reflected in a higher incidence of SE features than might have

been obtained If surreptitious recordings had been used as the basis

of the counts. However, SE features such as the use of don't with

stative verbs are found in the most animated sections of surreptitious

recordings, so the variation I report is certainly an Integral part of

the dialect, although the percentages reflect the more measured style

used to outsiders and tape-recorders.



Note to Chapter I

1. The significance of this coding Is explained in section 4 below.

2. See for examp Ie her section (pp , Ilt4- -7) on WH-questions where the

only non-SE feature is lack of Inversion of AUX and of do-support but

where only her examples make this clear, not her rule.

3. For example In the use of i£c as infinitive marker:

(a) My mother never tell me for fight. (p.172)

or DE = /df/ to mark present progressive:

(b) I stl II DE look. (p, (,b)

These are

very rare in 80 but she presents them as normal in Gullah.

4. For example different negators for statives and non-statives, see

Chapter I I I; or lack of dummy SUbjects, Chapter IV.

5. The Information In this section Is adapted from Craton (1968).
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Introduction

1.1. The copula has been analysed in detai I for Black Engl ish

(BE) by Labov (1969b) and for Guyanese Creole (GG) by Bickerton (1973).

In the fol lowing section I wil I analyse BO copula and compare this with

these two analyses.

Labov (1969b:718) postulates an underlying copula for BE (or

at least one inserted In deep structure) which would be identical to

that required for Standard English; this copula would be variably

contracted and deleted by phonological rules whose constraints are

marginally grammatical but largely phonological (see his p.748).

Contraction in White conversational speech and BE contraction and

deletion are viewed as fundamentally similar processes, the BE

difference being in the addition of a few rules near the end of the

phonological component.

Bickerton (1973) views the copula of the GC mesolect as a

series of transitions between the copula system of the basilect and

that of the acrolect. According to Bickerton (p.649), the GG basllect

has three different methods of handling sentences which al I have the

verb ~ In the acrolect (zero before adjectives, because in the basilect

these are statlve verbs; ~ before NP complement and In continuatlvesj

~ for locative and existential> the underlying forms wll I be different

from those In SEe The output of GC mesolectal speakers can best be

accounted for by postulating grammars wherein reanalysis of more

basilectal forms Is made, so that use of SE forms Is found in a

gradually Increasing number of contexts as the speech of Individuals

becomes more acrolectal. The mesolect can thus only be understood
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by reference to the basilect as wei I as to the acrolect.

1.2. As the tables In this section wi II show, the data from BBD

show basic similarities to data from both BE (see tables Labov 1969b:

735) and mesolectal GC (Bickerton 1973 p.652), although BBD seems

nearer to BE In the amount of variation and in the pervasiveness of

zero in most environments. hope to show, however that, as distinct

from Black Engl ish, phonological rules, whilst sufficient to account

for the contraction of the copula, as in SE, cannot account for the

wide differences In copula presence among the various syntactic

environments. Alternative explanations can be found for much of the

irregularity, and motivation for this irregularity given by

postulating that 8BD lies on a historical contInuum linking an earlier

stage of the language (very similar to present-day basi lectal GC) with

the acrolect and SEt

1.3. In Tables 1 and 2 I have tabulated the occurrence of parts of

the verb ~, the locative ~ and zero as they occur In past and non-past1

copula environments. I include, as Labov (1969) does, in addition to

the copula proper, the environments before present participle (Vlng)

and 'gofng to' (~ in 8BD). The data are taken from eight basllectal

speakers whose output was representative and sufficient to provide

several examples of each type of copula sentence. In Tables 3 and 4 I

give for comparison a similar analysis of the outputs of a Black Nassau

teenager, a White couple from a mixed community and a White from an

al I-White community. In these tables I have omitted negatives, discussed

In Chapter I II, muss~, discussed in section 4.4. below, and non-finite

be after medals or another verb, discussed in section 4.3. I have also
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TABLE 1

PERCENTAGES OF OCCURRENCE OF NON-PAST
COPULA IN DATA FROM EIGHT BASILECTAL

SPEAKERS

+NP +PP +PA +Loc +Ving +G

2l 9 87 60 54 98 99

is 90 9 36 10
(am,are)

de 21

be 3 6

(doe)s be 3 9

Numbers

+NP = before noun-phrase 30 28 95 53 142 100
+PP = before past participle 310 3 57 10 2 1
+PA = before predicate adjective 0 0 0 21 a 0
+Loc = before locative expression 3 1 2 6 1 0
+Vlng = before present participle 0 0 4 9 1 0
+G = before 'going to'

Totals 343 32 158 99 146 101
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TABLE 2

PERCENTAGES OF OCCURRENCE OF SURFACE PAST
COPULA IN DATA FROM EIGHT BASILECTAL

SPEAKERS

+NP +PP +PA +Loc +Ving +G

0 4 45 19 11 25 27

Is 2

(doe)s be

was 91 39 70 51 58 73

de 4

bin 3 15 9 33 17

See Table 1 for abbreviations Numbers

5 34 17 16 30 5
3 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0

120 29 62 73 69 14
0 0 0 0 0 0
4 11 8 48 21 0

Totals 132 75 89 144 120 19
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TABLE 3

PERCENTAGES OF OCCURRENCE OF SURFACE NON-
PAST COPULA IN DATA FROM FOUR MESOLECTAL

SPEAKERS

+NP +PP +PA +Loc +Vi ng +G

0 7 59 50 43 77 80

is 93 41 49 43 21 20
(am, are)

be 0 0 8 0 0

(doe)s be 0 0 0 6 2 0

See Table for abbreviations Numbers

10 10 40 21 44 12
144 7 39 21 12 3

0 a 1 4 0 0
0 a 0 3 1 0

Torals 154 17 80 49 57 15
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TABLE 4

PERCENTAGES OF OCCURRENCE OF SURFACE PAST
COPULA IN DATA FROM FOUR MESOLECTAL

SPEAKERS

+NP +PP +PA +Loc +Ving +G

0 12 4 5 3

Is 2

was 94 79 95 74 85 100

bin 5 8 21 13

See Table 1 for abbreviations Numbers

1 3 2 2 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

83 19 56 35 33 8
4 2 0 10 5 0

Tot~1 5 88 24 59 47 39 8
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excluded sentences where the sUbject ends in a final sibi lant or

fricative, the commonest being the pronoun this; contraction of /lz/

to /z/ after these final consonants would give rise to such impossible

SO clusters as /sz/, /cz/, leading to assimilation. Since I wish to

discuss contraction versus deletion of the copula I have preferred to

omit an environment that so strongly favors deletion.

ComEarison with Labov 1969

2.1. It Is not completely clear what Labov includes in the data

which form the basis for his variable rules. I am assuming that he

excludes the negative2 and non-finite as I have, and also past, which

I tabulate separately. He states that he "wi I I focus upon the

quantitative analysis of the forms of h in the environments 1 - 12"

(1969b:729). However, this would exclude both ~ and ~, although his

rules on page 748 include both of these, and~ but not ~ must be

presumed deleted in the "environments 1 - 12" for examples such as:

(I) We on tape. (Labov's example (6):717)

~ definitely seems excluded from his analysis

since it is apparently not deleted. He states:

In the first person, the form~ is regularly
found:

(33) I'm tired Jeanette.
(34) I'm not no strong drinker.

This form occurs with overhelming frequency,
despite the fact that it Is possible to find
rare Instances of pIa in 1., .LJ.!, or even I'm Is.
If the task of writing a grammar for a~non-stand

ard speech community is that of finding the regular
linguistic patterns, we must conclude that the
form I'm which occurs in well over 99% of the
cases7lrepresents the pattern here. (1969b:719)
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In the tables of Bahamian data I have included wIth ~ the

rare examples of ~ and~ (ten altogether, for the basi lectal

speakers of Table 1) and wi II refer to the non-past inflected-~ forms

collectively as ~ in part as a convenient means of avoiding

confusion with uninflected ~ and in part because for most of the

informants it is the only form which is used even in non-third-persons

environments, as in:

(2) You's a parasite! (BM46R)

(3) Sister, al I of we is pigeon tonight. (BF75R)= we are al I pigeons.

(4) Set of rattlers, that's al I they is. (BF32R)

In Table 5 below I summarize the copulas which appear where

SE wou Id requ ire .s!!l or ~.

I

(I)s (arm

you

(i )s (arre

~ they
(i)s (a)re (i)s (a)re

8 bas il ecta I

4 other

13

4

5

8 6

Table 5

3

5

3 13

7 9

The ten basiiectal examples of ~ and~ are produced by only

three of the eight speakers; furthermore, six sentences are In religious

context, which often calls forth from BBD speakers an ornate SE style

ful I of Biblical phrases; these inflected-~examples are accompanied

by SE question Inversion in two cases, another characteristic of style-

shift:

(5) Are you prepared to meet your God? (BM93R)

(6) Miss F-, are you right with God? (SM93R)
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and there are two examples of quotations of an SE speaker,

such as:

(7) Mr C- say •••• I'm looking for P-. (8F75R)

The frequent use in 880 of ful I or contracted ~ for first

person copula as in:

(S) How old you thlnk~? (8FS7A)

(9) I's the damn boss! (8F44C)

thus constitute a major difference from Black English. The

quotation from Labov(page 31 above) seems to indicate that ~ or 'm

appear in environments where ~ and ~ usually deleted (such as before

'gonna') and such evidence does make it more plausible for deletion, as

well as contraction, to be by phonological rather than syntactic rule.

The surfacing of one of the three contracted forms /m/ and not /z/ or

/~/ could be explained by their different phonetic character - final

nasal Is the most stable In 8E - more easily than by syntactic

difference between them. In 880 however a copula, either ~ or ~,

appears no more frequently after 1 than elsewhere.

I have Included In the tables examples with it,~ and what

as sUbjects. It seems that these are also excluded from Labov's data

since they are not in the environments specified; he also says:

The cases of ~ ~s and wha's provide other
examples In which the copula Is frequently
represented:

(35) I 's a real light yel low color.

these forms [I s ],L~ (£ s], and [wJ.\s] are aga in found
in the great majority of cases. (1969b:719)

As he explains, he wishes to exclude environments where ~

Is not deleted since this would obscure important constraints on the
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variable rule; however, he also says that~ that's and what's

"assume considerable significance for the final statement of the

ru Ie." (p, 719)

This significance lies in the fact that since, in Black

Engl ish, there is contraction but no deletion in such cases, conditions

upon deletion must be such as to prevent it after an underlying final

/t/ .

However, in my 8D data,3 after 11 and~ the copula is

present before a noun phrase but absent elsewhere in a pattern simi lar

to other pronoun subjects (I discuss a class of exceptions with that's

before +PA in section 3.4. below):

(10) That's the same one you was tel ling me about? (BF77H)

(11) ~ election day now •••• (BF32R)

( 12) That quite enough for B-. CBF32R)

(13) Yea, it fix. It moving, it working. (BF16N)

(14) That go finish directly. (BF19N)

Since the significance of 11 and that subjects for Labov

I ies in the conditions for deletion, rather than in determining the

ordering of contraction and deletion, my Inclusion of 11 and~

subject sentences in the tables does not vitiate comparison of Black

English and 80 data. There seems to be a clear difference between the

behavior of the copula in the two varieties at this point.

Other categories excluded by Labov (1969), such as short

answers and tag questlon~are rare in BBO and I have no examples in

the data under analysis. The remaining environments can be grouped

together as those where SE cannot contract the copula (as discussed
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in Zwicky 1970). In BBO as in BE copula is nearly always present

in such environments and I ike SE cannot be contracted. From my Table

1 the numbers of ~ Involved are:

:!:tiE.

51

+PA

21

+Loc

5

As Zwicky points out, contraction of inflected ~ is not

possible when material fol lowing it has been moved or deleted by

transformation. This occurs in several types of sentence: direct or

indirect questions:

(15) Where J- is? (BF32R)

(16) Let me see how broad your back is. (BF32R)

comparison:

(17) This road wasn't large as it Is. (BF64N)

or pseudocleft:

(18) AI I she could do after that ~ say she spite me. (BF32R)

In BBO the verb may be simi larly 'exposed' by becoming

sentence-initIal, where there Is then no rule inserting a dummy subject.

Here too the copula Is present and not contracted. Such examples are

created by extraposltion:

(19) Is best for B- to have m here on R.I. (BF32R)4

or In exlstentials:

(20) ~ only one big Boss, you know. (BF44C)

Labov uses environments such as these, In which Inflected

copula appears on the surface, as evidence for an underlying copula

for all environments. However, It would be possible for ~ to be

inserted by transformation In just these environments where the VP slot,
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or AUX, had become clause-initial or final as a result of transformation.

Some marking of these environments as a group is required for al I

varieties of English to prevent their undergoing later contraction.

Contraction and Deletion

3.1. In Tables 6 to 9 I give an analysis of each individual's

output, for both basilectal and mesolectal speakers, contrasting ~

and~ with zero and dividing ~ into full and contracted forms.

Include am and are, also is after It what and that but exclude the- - - -- -
stressed and non-reducible forms discussed immediately above. It can

be seen that, as opposed to Guyanese Creole mesolectal data, variation

Is stil I prevalent at the level of the individual. Grammatical

conditioning on deletion seems to carry far more weight than in BE;

although the relative Importance of the fol lowing environment is the

same as in Labov's data - deletion is less likely before NP complement

than before PA and so on - his SUbjects delete almost half the copulas

before NP, while stil I only deleting about 80% before Vlng. This

contrasts with BBD 89% occurrence before NP and 99% deletion before

Ving.

Labov (1969) orders deletIon after contraction and,

fol lowing his rules, deletion only occurs In environments where

contraction Is found. In B80 basi lect and most of the mesolect this

is not the case. Of the contracted :forms shown In Table 6 al I but

three are after one-word personal pronouns and that, see (2)-(4) and

(9) above or:

(21) Old J-~ a Joke. (BF50R)
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TABLE 6

OCCURRENCES OF NON-PAST FULL, CONTRACTED AND
DELETED COPULA FOR EIGHT BASILECTAL SPEAKERS

+NP +PP +PA +Loc +Vlng +G

F C D F C D F C D F C D F C D F C D

BF32R 4 60 10 - - 9 - 12 25 - - 9 - - 55 - 50

BF44C 3 28 3 - - 6 - 23 - - 8 22 - - 18

BF87A 3 21 3 - 3 - - 3 5 - - 5

BF71A 11 29 2 - - 2 4 7 - 6 J2 5

B~'178R 2 7 2 - - 7 19 - 6 8 - - 3

BF75R 5 44 3 - 1 - 7 - - 10 25 10

~493R 7 16 8 2 - 4 4 4 9 - 8 10 - - 9

BF64N 3 16 2 - - 2 2 - 3 - - 5

Totals 38 221 30 2 1 28 6 30 95 4 53 1 142 - 1 100--- --- - -- --
%ages 13 76 11 6 3 90 5 23 72 7 2 91 99 1 99

F = fu l l C = contracted D = deleted
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TABLE 7

OCCURRENCES OF PAST FULL, CONTRACTED AND
DELETED COPULA FOR EIGHT BASILECTAL

SPEAKERS

+NP +PP +PA +Loc +Ving +G

F C D F C D F C D F C D F C D F C D-
BF32R 9 2 4 - - 4 10 - - 12 - 2 6 -
BF44C 2 - 1 - 10 3 - - 3 - 3 9 - 3 7 - 2

BF87A 3 - - 2 - 4 7 - 7 4 - 1 2 - -
BF71A 7 5 9 - 6 - 3 - - -
BM78R 7 5 6 - 2 3 - 1 - 1 - - -
BF75R 46 5 18 - 8 20 - 6 35 - 7 34 - 11

BM93R 28 - 2 3 - 2 9 - 13 - 3 - - -
BF64N 11 1 - - 4 4 - 1 4 - 10

Tota Is 113 7 5 29 - 34 62 - 17 73 - 16 69 - 30 14 - 5--- -- ---
%ages 90 6 4 46 - 54 78 - 22 82 - 18 69 - 31 74 - 26

F = fu II C = contracted D = deleted
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TABLES 8 & 9

OCCURRENCES OF NON-PAST AND PAST
COPULA FOR FOUR MESOLECTAL

SPEAKERS

NON-PAST +NP +PP +PA +Loc +Vlng +G

F C D F C D F C D F C 0 F C D F C D

BF19N 4 18 2 - - 3 3 (") 17 3 13 - - 24 - 70

WF80L 3 14 6 - 1 4 - 3 7 - - 2 - 7 -
WM80L 5 27 2 - 1 4 5 2 6 - 6 12 -

W~184M 9 53 - 2 4 2 2 18 11 5 9 5 1 - 3 3

Total s 21 112 10 2 6 10 6 33 40 8 13 21 - 12 44 - 3 12--- --
%ages 15 78 7 1133 55 8 42 50 19 31 50 - 21 79 - 20 80

PAST

BF19N 5 5 - 17 - - 4 - 2 8 - - 1

WF80L 4 1 - 1 - - 3 - - 4 - - 1

WM80L 15 2 - 3 - - 6 - - 4 -
WM84M 59 - 1 11 - - 35 - 2 22 - - 17 - 6

Totals 83 - 1 19 - 3 56 - 2 35 - 2 33 - 8

%ages 99 - 1 86 - 14 96 - 4 95 - 5 97 - 3 100 -

F = ful I C = contracted D = Figures for 'non-reducible' non
past copula not Included



(22) I guess you done tel I her say ~ your papa. (BF32R)

(23) That's who he is. (BF32R)

The three exceptions are two examples of contraction

after a proper noun ending In -I, e.g.:

(24) Baldy's a little girl. (BF32R)

and one of contraction after a complex NP subject,

although this ends in a personal pronoun:

(25) That same hat' got now what' tel I you's my sun hat,
that's a Haitian hat. (BF75R)

Neither of these examples Is typical; there are far more examples

of such proper nouns having ful I copula after them:

(27) Chuckie Is a nice little boy. (BF19N)

and sentences with complex NP subjects nearly always have

pronoun copy between that NP and the verb. An Inspection of other

basi lectal data besides these eight speakers shows the same

limitations upon contractions as with these; the only contraction not

after personal pronoun is a further example after a one-word noun

ending in -I:

(28) but ~hlckcharney's a funny boy. (BM74A) (chlckcharneys
are goblins who live In pine trees.)

Other pronouns do not permit contractions, either simple

or complex:

(29) mean the young womens-dem now what Is womens they ain't
got no God In them. (BF87A)

(30) Yours Is yours and mine is mine. (BM93R)5

(31) One Is eighteen and one Is sixteen. (BF34A)

(32) You-own Is boys? (BM78R) = yours are boys?

(33) ~he big one Is lemon. (BF71A)

42
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(34) ~J!ost of them is our grandchildren. nJM80U

neither is It only the phonetic shape of the personal

pronouns which permits contraction, since contraction is not

permitted even where the word preceding the copula is monosyllable

ending in a tense vowel, or non-tense +/t/:

(35) My best bet now is high tide. (BM46R)

(36) Racoon Cay (/ke/) Is eight miles. (BM78R)

(37) Plait is not a hard work. (WF80L)

A simpl ifled6 rule for contraction would thus be:

V

[-stress]

( V

I[+tense I
i+stress 1

pro

v

(::~~;:s J

o 11 V :ro
[+stress J

l

t

""I
I

I
I

r~tense J I
L-stress J

NP

III!----
[copula]

That is, a vowel is lost when initial in the copula fol lowing either a

pronoun ending in /t/ or a tense stressed vowel, or a polysyllable noun

ending in an unstressed vowel.

The last environment is perhaps not part of the grammer

for most basilectal speakers.

In the data of the mesolectal speakers of Table 8 the above



rule is broadened only slightly to include there's, except

for speaker WM84M, who has a few examples of contraction

after consonants.

The environment for BBD contraction is thus much more

limited than for Black English. In Labov's (1969) data there

is variable contraction after consonants and near categorical

contraction after vowels and pronoun. The BBD basi (ectal

speakers of Table 6 have sti I I only optional contraction

after personal pronouns; of the ful I forms in this table

nine occur after 1, ~, she, ~, you or they compared with

with forty-eight contracted forms. Once optional contraction

after non-pronouns begins as with WM84M there is categorical

contraction after pronouns.

Deletion in BBD is not limited in the way that

44

contraction

environment.

is, by the preceding phonological or syntactic

7Labov tabulated his data to show that copula

realization was affected by whether a noun or pronoun preceded.

In Table 10 below I give the totals from Table 6 (basi fectal

speaker-s) reanalysed in this way. Figures in brackets

represent deletion occurring after NP subjects ending in

non-stressed /i/ and after pronoun subjects after which

contraction is not allowed. Even if contraction is possible

in the community as a whole after non-stressed /i/ it can be



+NP +PP +PA ±b2£ +Ving +G Total d
s:

45

F 19

NP- C 3 o

4

o o

o

o

o

o

25

3

24

2

o 4 6 17(3) 12 16(5) 12(2) 67(10) 64(10)--

F 19

Pro-C 218

2

30

3 o 26

252

4

38

o 31(1) 20(2) 64(11) 38(3) 108(13) 79(7) 340(37) 52(1)

Table 10

seen that 67 deletions after nouns and 37 after pronouns occur in

phonological environments where contraction cannot occur in BBo.

Examples are:

(38) His daddy name R-o- and his mother name is $-. (BF71A)

(39) She's a twlnj boy dead and the girl living. (BF44C)

(40) S- Smith suppose to run for the House? (BF32R)

(41) Some peoole black, some clear. (BF44C)

(42) N- and Turo coming to the dock now; M- and Keith behind.(BF32R)

(43) AI Ison g~ take a little whi le, (BF32R)

(44) You know when they get soda-water and beer and thing;
them the kind of bottle you sel I. (BM78R)

(45) One-one here now. (BF44C) = Just one Is here now.

(46) Alison-own doing right now. (BF32R) =Ailson's is being done
right now.

(47) This here g3 record, eh? (BF44C) =This is going to be
recorded, isn't It?

Comparison of these data with Labov (1969)'s Black English

data shows a significant difference in frequency of deletion versus
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contraction. In his data not only contraction but also deletion is

more than twice as likely to occur after a pronoun than after a noun

sUbject. This is not the case with BBD. I repeat below the percentages

from Table 10, contrasting them with percentages taken from Labov

(1969 Table 1. p. 730) for occurrence of copula in Black Engl ish

'group style' after NP and Pro:

BE BBD
% % % d

to

t:!.E:.. Pro- NP- Pro-- -
f!!.!l 51 2 24 4

Cont. 20 41 2 38

~ 29 57 74 57

Table 11

As the percentages show, deletion in BBO Is in fact

slightly higher after nouns; Labov's ordering of deletion fol lowing

contraction, with the same phonological and grammatical constraints

operating twice, so that the favorable environment of preceding

pronoun has a double effect does not operated in BBO. Most deletions

atter nouns and some atter pronouns would be lett unaccounted for.

BBD contraction seems to be a phonological rule whose syntactic

conditioning is limited to that of the preceding environment which

for most speakers must be a pronoun. This seems to operate whatever

the fol lowing environment.

It is obviously some aspect of the fol lowing grammatical

environment rather than phonological conditioning which causes

8deletion. If there is postulated an underlying ~ for al I non-past
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positive environments, it wi I I have to be deleted by syntactic

transformation, not phonological rule.

Comparison with Guyanese Creole

3.1. From the preceding analysis it is apparent that Black BO

has zero In most non-past positive environments where SE has finite be.

There are other languages where a simi lar situation exists, for

example in Russian where a copula surfaces in negation, past, non-

finite and 'exposed' positions but not non-past positive (Ferguson 1971).

For such languages I do not think that a phonological deletion would

be suggested; there could either be an deep structure COPULA which

is lexically real ized as zero in "the appropriate context or,

fol lowing Bach (1967) the copula would not be inserted transformatlonally

if tense or negation have not been selected (p.479).

The case of BBO is different in that one of the copula

environments, that before +NP complement, has surface copula in non-past

positive contexts in the vast majority of cases. In this it is simi lar

to Haitian Creole which uses s6 as copula before NP complement but

zero before adjectives and phrases of location:

(48)
,

Li se journal is. = He is a journalist.

(49) Li kontan. = He is pleased.

(50) LI nan machin-nan. ~ He Is in the car. (adapted from Valdman 1970)

These have the same negation and past markers:

(48') LI pa journal is. = He is not a journalist.

(48") LI
,

a journa list.te Journalfs.= He was

(49') Li pa kontan. = He is not pleased.

(49")
,

= He was pleased.LI te kontan.
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It seems that the same alternatives exist for the zero forms

in Haitian Creole and BBD as for Russian; however in the case of the

first two there could not be the same copula for al f environments.

Whether viewed as present in deep structure or inserted trans-

formationally, the environment +NP would have to be differently marked 

perhaps with a feature[+equative] - from the attributive and locative

meanings so that lexical insertion of ~ occurs only before +NP.

In the case of the Guyanese Creole basi lect there does not

seem to be a single copula category. Whereas in Haitian and aBD the

differences are neutralized in past or negative this is not so in GC;

the equative marker ~ becomes~ under negation, ~ for[+anterio~;

locative ~ becomes na de and bin de. To account for such forms one

might well postulate underlying abstract predicates EQUATIVE, LOCATIVE

etc. rather than an overaf I copula, since there are no basi fectal rules

which mention COPULA as a unit.

In GC decreolization the two environments for ~, the equative

copula and the continuative-habitual marker, change at an earl ier stage

than the locative de or adjectival contexts; the BBD basi lectal

situation is very I ike this meso IectaI GC stage where equative ~ has

become ~ and continuative ~ has become -~. The pul I of the SE ~

forms in al I these contexts, Including where the basilectal de sti I I

exists, causes a I ittle uncertainty at this stage of decreolizatlonj

there is probably a unifying feature [+coPula] for the copula contexts

but there must also be differentiating markers so that ~ can be

inserted in nearly al I equative contexts but seldom elsewhere.



I wll I now examine each of the environments separately

to show that much of the variation between copula presence and

absence In both past and non-past contexts can in fact be accounted

for without recourse to variable rules of percentage frequency of

occurrence.

3.2. From Tabies 7 and 9 it can be seen that the copula Is

usua I Iy rea I i zed in past env Ironments. It is, however, less usua I IY

omitted before +N~ than elsewhere. This could be accounted for by

proposing that the equatlve copula has a distinguishing feature

favoring lexical insertion, as I discussed above. Since the past

tense marker is usually also realized, the +NP environment would

have two features favoring a surface copula whereas other past

environments would have only one.

The question presents itself as to why there should be any

deletions at al I before +NP if the underlying structure is presumed

to require one. In the present tense, although Ii, especially after

contraction, Is not a phonetically salient form, the deletions do

not seem to be phonologically conditioned although this Is possible,

since nearly al I are after pronouns that permit contraction. However,

constraints would have to be different from those proposed by Labov

(1969) where a preceding vowel favors contraction but not deletion.

Moreover, there are several examples where there Is also a following

voweli In Engl Ish in general such an environment:

(51) I a old woman. (BF32R)

(52) I about the only one on R.I ••••• (BM93R)

(53) The teacher tel I me he one of the backward ones. (BF19N)

would not favor deletion of an Intervocalic consonant,

49
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so that a phonological rule of deletion would hardly begin In the

community In one of the less likely environments.

Seven of the omissions of ~ before +NP are where

context would require non-reducible ~ largely by BF32R:

(54) AI I we coulda he_a.r sa.y he in Exuma. (BF32R) = .•. hear is that •••

(55) Who~? I ain't know who that is. (BF32R)

The omission from (55), which is quite common, is presumably

sentence-final, since BBD does not have inversion for questions: such

omission is possible after ~, as in Where that? but not after

personal pronouns.

Several omissions occur in a type of complex sentence

which has the form of an equatlve sentence but where the semantic

corrtenr may cause confus Ion. Sentences such as:

(56) That!s how I does plant. (BF44C)

(57) That's where he live, right there. (BF71A)

have most probably an underlying structure:

. S

That-------------:?~ NP

/~
NP S
I L'::::::::::=-===========-_

the way I does plant in that way

with a relative clause on the NP complement.

However they are semantically nearer to manner adverb (which I have

grouped with +PA) or locative; this may account for omissions such as:

(58) Yea, !':3t where we had to go for water. (BF75R)

(59) ~: ._~ T- get vex with U- i2c. (BF32R)

Variability In +NP environment Is to be expected



In a continuum situation. There is a basi Iecta I distinction of

copula type, but as speakers move away from this they move towards

an acrolect, of which they al I have at least passive knowledge,

where al I these copula environments require the same verb, and are

treated as a unit. Thus decreol Izatlon blurs the distinction

between +NP and elsewhere, making possible an occasional deletion

of a verb which seems to be underlying both In basilectal BBO and

In SEe

3.3. The decision as to what to label a past participle Is to

some extent arbitrary. have cal led items past participles if

they are such in SE; even there however items such as tired,

surprised or vexed are probably more common than the corresponding

active verbs, and in BBO I have no evidence of the active

equivalents. There is, however, no clear-cut distinction one can

make between items such as these and others, such as finish, cut and

palnt(ed), where the active equivalent is common in BBD.

The ~ passive In BBO as in SE refers only to the

performance of the action:

(60) •••• after the Cuba trade and Haiti trade pet cut off. (BF75R)

In SE the ~ passive can refer either to the activity or

to the resultant state, as In:

'The dress was finished at 2 p.m. and I checked It was finished.'

In BO many transitive verbs can be used In a 'middle' sense; that Is,

they can take as subject not only the agent of the activity as usual

but optionally the patient. These then become an equivalent to the

'activity' passive of SE:

51



(61) Maimai does make out of spl it peas. (BF83N)= Maimai is made ••••

(62) Soldier crab could eat. (BF44C) = ••. can be eaten.

52

(63) My wife she in Nassau. She exoecting on this same mai I. (BM78R)
= she is expected on the next boat.

The above examples, because of tense and modal markers, are

obviously ful I verbs. However, because the passive is always

stative, stem form alone can be used for non-past; there is thus no

difference in form from the past participle, which is nearly always

also indistinguishable from the stem form, and which in non-past does

not usually have a copula form preceding it. I have thus excluded

from the tables stem-forms where the activity rather than the state

is being referred to, such as:

(64) Aalri make out of grits. (BF83N) = is made

(65) AI I of this throwaway. (BF51R) = is thrown

even though they correspond to SE passive. Note that if

these had been included, the only result would have been an increase

in the percentage of zero copula before +PP, which would not affect

the conclusions reached here.

Non-past copula before past participle seldom appears

amongst the eight basilectal speakers; of the three examples, one is

in the rei iglous style discussed in section 2.2. above (example 4)

another might be an SE phrase learnt as such:

(66) •••• It's registered under the Bahamian flag. (BF75R)

but the third seems to have no rationale for copula:

(67) "The IHork Is fin Ish over here!" (BM93R) - quat Ing what he
said on the death of his father.

In the past tense, the environment +PP is the only
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one where zero occurs more frequently than~. Rather than being

a peculiarity of the environment as a whole, closer inspection

reveals that much of this is in fact due to lack of ~ or bin before

one lexical item born amounting to 25 of the 34 instances of zero+PP.

It is doubtful that one lexical item should be given such a weighting,

particularly when this item is idiosyncratic in SE also. In fact

~ seems to be, for al I speakers except (BF75R), a ful I verb, most

ooomonly used with the patient as subject, as in the examples

classified as participle:

(68) born in 1897 ••• (WM80L)

but appearing also as the non-stative:

(69) I 's the oldest chi ld Mamma born. (BF44C)

in the 'middle' sense, it appears with tense marker ~:

(70) Wei I, they born the time I did born, some of them couldna bin
living. (BM74A) = If they had been born when I was born•••

~ was included as a past participle not because it is

such in SE; this would not be sufficient, as several BBD stem-forms

derive from SE past or participle (e.g. ~, lost, broke) but because

BF75R uses ~ before it:

(71 ) was born on T- Street. (BF75 R)

although she also omits ~:

(72) He born, they born in Nassau. (SF75R)

Numbers are too sma I I for good generalizations to be made

about other lexical items. However, some of the variation in the

table in the past tense is almost certainly caused by Individual

differences in the assignment of lexical items to 'verbal' rather than

'participal' categories. A good example of this is the item marry.
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Was marr~ in BBD refers to the resultant state; unlike SE where it

can be the activity:

(73) was marry unti I I had my 1st child before she dead. (BF44C)

But after both bin and zero either activity or state can be

referred to:

(4) bin marry twice. (BF87A)

(5) bin marry bout fifty years, you know. (Wrv180U

(6) And then I marry. I marry now fifty-odd years •••• (BM78R)

I have, perhaps arbitrari Iy, omitted from the tabulation

any 0marry where the context indicated past punctual context, while

including those with -punctual reference:

(77) English lady bin here Miss H-. Miss H-mariY to a German man
(BM78R)

One further item~ which I have included in the past

participle category causes no irregularity in the tabulation, but is

of interest because sentence such as:

(7S) What the place name? (BF75R) = What is the place cal led?

is ambiguous between a +NP and +PP interpretation, that is,

between 'What Is the name of the place?' and 'What is the place

named?' Clear examples exist in my data of ~ both as NP:

(79) His daddy name R- 0- and his mother name is S-. <BF71A)

and as PP:

(SO) He girlfriend were name 0-. (BF32R)

and there is no evidence, such as that from negative or

tense aspect markers, to suggest that~ may also be a statlve verb.

I have assigned doubtful cases such as (7S) above to +PP category,

since clear examples of these are more numerous in the data than NP



examples. Examples such as:

(81) They name by the oldest dead. (BF64N) = They are named after
the oldest Inhabitants.

(82) but he name W- S-. (BF87A)

remaIn ambiguous since ~ and they can be possessive

adjectives as wei I as subject pronouns.

The variation In the +PP category, then, seems to be almost

certainly a result of the Idiosyncrasies of lexical Items and

differing treatment of these amongst BBO speakers. It may be that

the analysis of more data would reveal regularities which are

obscured at present.

3.4. With predicate adjectives, I have again taken items which

are adjectives in SE, but this seems valid on the whole for BO also.

These Items are not stative verbs In the BBO system, as they are in

the GC basi lect (see Bickerton 1973 p.648)j they take -er for

comparative:

(83) Some darker than others •••• some whiter then others ••• (BM78R)

and~ as a past marker:

(84) He just buy them up cos they was che~. (BF32R)

In the data established only two Items which have

treated as adjectives may weI I be verbs; rotten seems to be used for

both 'rot' and 'rotten' in 80, although the BBO example is ambiguous:
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(85) He ain't care If al I the fish rotten. (BF32R)= is rotten or rots.

but elsewhere I have:

(86) My nose gonna rotten right off. (WF5M)

(87) When that comes out, it'l I be when it's cut out or
burnt out or rottens out. (WM54M)



~ Is much more frequent in the data; in the present

tense al I 14 examples lack Is copula, leaving them ambiguous between

copula +PA and verb. However there is one example of be dead:

(88) Oh he be dead anyway. (SM93R)

In the past, of eight examples only one has copula ~'

again from BF75R:

(B9) But it was dead. Had it dead al I that time. (SF75R)

It may be that~ is both adjective, as in (88) and

(89), and an alternative to ~ (which is also found) as in:

(90) That's what she tel I me the night when she dead. (SM78R)

From the Tables it might appear that a difficulty

with postulating no underlying copula except before +NP is the

large number of surface copulas In the environment +PA. However

of the thirty unstressed copulas before +PA twenty-three occur in

what are probably set phrases:
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that's right - 16

that's al I right - 2

that's O.K. - 3

that's true - 2

since these are probably generated as cliches,

rathern than with internal structure, I do not think that they

constItute proof by themselves of underlyIng copula for the +PA

environment as a whole.

Of the remaining basi lectal examples two are expressions of

age and one of price, e.g.:

(91) •••• cos she's twelve years old. (BF71A)

(92) In my boy days meat was sixpence a pound •••• but now today
is 65¢ a pound. (SM93R)

These are variable both In the community and in the speech
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of some Individuals, so that BF71A also omits copula and a meso Iecta I

speaker has both:

(93) I think he bout nvo months now. (BF71A) - cf , (91)

(94) If you 49 this year and next year say you're 48 and you' I I
never get old. (WM84M)

These expressions, like those of distance which I have entered

under locative have the form NP --- If the copula is lexically

inserted or not dependent upon the form as wei I as the semantic content

this could explain the variation of these expressions which are

equatlve in form but attributive in meaning.

The remaining four examples of non-past copula presence

before +PA seem to have no common lexical, syntactic or phonological

characteristics to distinguish these from the overwhelming number in

which there Is no copula. In the past tense, except for dead discussed

above, deletion seems to be mainly an individual characteristic -

BF75R contributes six of the nine examples apart from dead --

rather than grammatical or phonological. Copula presence In the

environment, I ike absence before +NP, seems to be attributable to

the pul I of the SE form toward treating al I these categories

simi larly, but it does not seem as though there is a basilectal rule,

even variable, of copula insertion here.

In the mesolect this category Is the most variable;

although there are no phonological regularities amongst those forms

where copula appears, for example:

(95) •••• cos he is too cruel •••• (BF19n)

(96) He too dumb. (BF19N)

(97) But It's too close to the water. The mouth of It too close
to the water. (WM80L)
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a variable rule could be Inserted for speakers such as WM84M

whose grammar al lows contraction before consonants. However, even for

this speaker the variation seems to be Influenced by the syntax; age

expressions are variable (see example 94) and measurement similarly:

(9S) Some of them's headboards is seven feet. (WM84M)

(99) They go down in water that's five fathoms deeD. (WMSOL)

Labov does not discuss these more specific categories such

as age or price nor items such as~or~. It would be of interest

to ascertain whether within his main category of +PA the frequency of

occurrence of copula in such environments departed significantly from

the overal I frequency, as it does In 80., in other words, that lexical

or semantic considerations might outweigh structural or phonological

ones.

The assumption that 880 basi lect does not have underlying

copula insertion before +PA which would then have to be deleted by

syntactic transformation in most instances can be accounted for

historically by postulating an earl ier stage in the language in which,

as in present-day Guyanese Creole basi lect, the adjective was a stative

verb. The appearance of the copula in expressions of age, price etc.

would be explained since these do not have typical predicate adjective

structure. The acquisition of more acrolectal elements is a gradual

learning through time and social ranking; thus common SE expressions

such as that's O.K. wil I be acquired before the +PA environment as a

whole Is restructured to acquire a copula.

3.5. Apart from stressed copula ~ there are only a few examples

of is +Loc. Two examples occur before expressions of distance:
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for example:

(100) Racoon Cay is eight mi les. (BM78R)

since expressions of distance also occur without ~:

(101) Lowe Sound bout seven miles that way. (BF87A)

there Is uncertainty In the community over this category

as discussed for age etc. above; I do not have enough data to

ascertain whether some individuals may have categorical Insertion or

omission In these contexts.

Both the remaining +Loc sentences have~ as subject pronoun, for

example:

(102) Then St. Anne Society that's on the parade. (BF64N)

The unmotivated copula here may wei I be because when~ Is

sUbject of a copula-type sentence It nearly always does have a copula

fol lowing, since the vast majority are before +NP or in the set

expressions such as that's right. That this also creates confusion as to

the form of the sUbject pronoun is further seen in the occasional

appearance of /dees/ as sUbject:

(103) That's was we home. That's Papa's place he did buy. (BF87A)

However, more important in +Loc environment than the few

examples of ~ are substantial numbers of sentences with de, be, does, ~

and, in the past, bin. I discuss ~ and~ in section 3 below since

these affect other environments. ~ Is found only in +Loc context; It

Is the same phonetically as GC basi lectal copula before +Loc,

although I understand (Bickerton, personal communication) that GC ~ is

found with only non-past reference, bin de, which I have not found in

9BBD, being used for past.
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The frequency of occurrence of de for the eight basi lectal

speakers of Table 1 (there is no occurrence in the data of Table 2)

is as follows:

BF32R BF44C BF87A BF71A BM78R BF75R B~~3R BF64N

Non-Past

Past-
9

4

o

Table 12

5 3 2 o

This frequency is low; even those speakers who provide several clear

cases in the present, such as BF32R and BM78R:

(104) de here every night ••• You going sitting up there al I hours
till 10 11 o'clock••• (BF32R)

(105) Two on am de here now. (BM78R)

or in the past:

(106) And so when he come, he bin in the room bathing ••• he de in the
~ bathing, I say •••• (BF32R)

far more frequently have zero+Loc In the present and

~ or~ +Loc in the past. Furthermore, because of phonological

identity of de with the adverb there and their occurrence in simi lar

sentences, it is not always possible for the hearer to decide between

a zero copula + adverb analysis and one with copula alone, for example

In:

(107) Chi Idren al I know, wei I, little money de somewhere scatter
bout. (BM93R)

Although I have collected examples apart from those

tabulated for the eight basllectal speakers I have not taped or

overheard any clear Instances from Nassau. Such expressions as

'Who there?' may have originated with this copula, but synchronically
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are equally likely to have adverb analysIs for /de/.

Ten of the de examples in table 9 have stress on de, because

they are In grammatically exposed position. The others, in fact, carry

a greater stress on the copula than similar sentences with ~ would

have, a degree of stress simi lar to that on be and~. Phonological

rules for deletion would thus be difficult.

For most of the Black community ~ does not appear as a

copula, and may not even be recognized as such. I played a few

samples of tape where this feature appeared to a group of Nassau

students and they al I either did not hear /de/ or wrote It as 'there'.

Although these Individuals command written SE and are therefore not

typical basilectal Nassau speakers they did recognize other basi lectal

features not appearing In their own speech.

The relatedness of the marginal 8Bo de to GC ~ is so close

as to make it probable that we have here the remains of an older form

of B8D copula sentence where one would propose an underlying copula.

For those ~ users in the 8Bo community there Is available a choice

between real izing a +Loc copula as either de or 0 (and for some a third

possibi I ity of SE inflected be) whereas aero IectaI speakers would have

one possibil ity. In any grammar there can be two or more different

structures to convey the same semantic content without their being

transformationally related at a superflci:al level, and in any community

some speakers have access to more alternatives than others. The fact

that basilectal and acrolectal grammars both require lexically-inserted

copula does not prevent there being a third possibility of non-realization

which may be the only possibility available to some speakers.

As can be seen from Table 4 WM84M, representative of a large
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seldom having omission of copula before locative. However the Whites

In the mixed community omit the copula frequently, and in general

It seems that the Influence of Black speech upon White wi I I take

place more readi Iy in the area of omissions, especially where, as

with the copula, the item omitted is phonetically eXiguous. The

actual occurrence of BBD grammatical markers such as~ or~ is

far less frequent.

3.6. Variabi Iity in the mesolect -- In the speech of BF19N for

example occurs more often before +Loc than before +Ving or +G~

The copula before +Ving and +Ga is treated simi larly in both

basilectal and mesolectal grammarj that these categories should differ

from the previous ones is not surprising since la Is here auxiliary,

and the verb Is already marked for +continuative by -~ or for future

by ~. There are only three examples of ~ In these contexts for

al I the basi lectal speakers In Table 3j of these, one Is a direct

quotation of an SE speaker In answer to a BBD one:

(108) 0- say, "Yes, sir, who you. looking for?" "Well, I'm looking
for P-." (BF75R)

The other by BF75R is an indirect quotation of an SE speakerj

(109) He don't want no teachers who are working for money. (BF75R)

and In spite of the non-SE negative concord In the first

half of the sentence, both copula presence and person-number concord

are probably Influenced by the memory of the speaker's words.

Only the one example by BF32R seems unmotivatedj she Is In

the middle of a long excited discussion of a friend being cheated,
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(110) You think if it was him on the line ••• and T- gone undermine
hD! out the job, you think he'z Sa run that freezer for
T-? = If It had been him in that situation, and T- had
undermined him out of the job, do you think he would be
running that freezer for T-?

It seems clear that in these environments there would be

no justification for proposing a lexically inserted copula with

subequent phonological deletion. lnceed , since, from Labov (1969)

figures and tables, deletion of Black English copula in these

environments occurs In by far the majority of cases, It may weI I be

that for some individuals In the Black English community the

simplest grammar would have no underlying copula in these environments

or that, as I propose for +Loc in BBD, the grammar would have two

alternative structures available, rather than deletion being handled

like contraction by phonological rule.

3.7. There are four occurrences of II in past tense In Table 1.

Of these, three are before NP and one before +PA, al I of them where

the copula Is In 'exposed' position, e.g.:

(111) The only thing they give me is food to eat and a room to
sleep in .••• (BF75R) (when she was in Nassau for training)

(112) How old mamma Is when she die? (BF87A)

Only two members of the community have examples of such

transformed sentences with past copula, e.g.:

(113) AI I he used to do was laugh. (BF32R)

so that maybe a more basllectal version of the rule

simply Inserts II without tense marker.

The five occurrences of zero past copula before +NP are the

combination of occasional omission of underlying copula and that
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of past marker. The past tense without underlying copula in other

environments Is omitted on average from 24% of examples in the basi lectal

data in Table 1, and non-past copula before +NP is omitted in 11% of

cases. A combination of these two percentages would lead to both being

omitted in the same sentence in 3% of cases, which is close to the

actual figure of 4%.

have given seven examples of contracted ~ in my data.

It may wei I be that these are further examples of the copula ~ with

reduced vowel giving the pronunciation /dZ/, I have considered them to

be contracted ~ because there seems to be no a priori reason for /~z/

in past context not to represent~ with deleted initial consonant.

Rules to delete a similar /w/ are required in BBD to account for

@ ~ 'I I and wou Id ~ I d. CIear examp Ies of th ish zl occur in non-

reducIble context:

(114) The first Bahamian captain ever captain a boat from
Europe out here 3Z a Bah- was a Ragged Islander. (BF75R)

(115) All C- used to do ;}Z lauch , (BF32R)

but once the initial consonant has been lost, the item when

unstressed would be vulnerable to loss of /3/, which would account for:

(116) After the other chi Idren-dem done gone -- now~ the
Saviour now -- (BF44C) = After they had gone -- he was
the Sav-iour.

and also devoiclng and assimilation of the lone consonant:

(117) AI I that was one kind of bread •••• That's one kind of bread.

Examples (116) and (117) would, however, be identical if the

Input to the phonological component had been ~ 11z/. To say that the

examples (114) and (115) had in fact underlying ~ would
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leave unexplained the vowel qual ity lal, but would account for the

otherwise puzzi ing restriction of contracted ~ to the +NP context.

And in example (114) I~z/ seems clearly to be alternating with ~j

she is correcting the NP complement from 'Bahamian' to 'Ragged

Islander', not modifying the tense. I do not feel the evidence is

decisive either way, and have therefore noted these examples as

contracted~. Since In this study one of my purposes is to show

underlying regularities behind surface variation, I do not want to

assume there to be regularity without there being clear grounds for it.

4.1. If there is no underlying copula or be-Aux in most BBD

environments, then the occurrences of ~ must be accounted for in

another way. Be is found in non-fin'ite environments simi lar to those

of SEj after medals, including used to:

(118) These children they can't believe say you could be twelve
years old and be a menitress •••• (BF75R)

and after another verb:

(119) They say they suppose to be having the first preference
to that. (BF32R)

This ~ is very rarely omitted (in three examples for the

basi lectal speakers) as in:

(120) Then enter days which used to very good. (BM93R)

It is, however, semantically empty and could wei I be

inserted by transformation somewhat similar to that proposed for

stressed ~ in sectIon 2.1. above. That Is, whenever a specIfied

medal comes to be placed Immediately before +PP, +PA,+Loc or +Vlng,

the requirement that these only occur before a verb wi I I be vlolatedj

the semantically empty ~ could be Inserted as a dummy verb requIred
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SEe

As seen in Table 1, be is also found in BBO in two non-SE

contexts: after an Invariant does either in non-past:

(121) Put that in the pot and they does be bol ling unti I they come,
al I come together. (BF83N)

(122) The sisal when it done it does be white. (BF38R)

or infrequently in past context:

(123) Then the boat sometime does be two weeks three weeks and I
had to go get cabbage and beat m and thing. Things was
bad. (BM78R)

Be Is also found alone, with habitual reference, either

non-past:

(124) When they come in •.•. people be row right up (BF75R)
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(125) Any time you come meet me

or past reference:

be the same man. (BM78R)

(126) Oh, sometime you be lucky••• we had a lot of boat then.

(127) Chi Id, these pineyard here when we left home in them days
we be back here one two-three week before you could go
and you got to walk•••• (BM74A)

(128) This one gang of fel lows up on the roof this morning they
lust be playl~. (BF24N)

As can be seen from the above examples, this lone be

occurs In al I contexts discussed for finite copula except +G~.

The meaning of both does be and ~ is that of habitual or Iterative,

and the negative for both seems to be don't be,since no other

possible form such as *doesn't be or *ain be is found, and don't be

has habitual reference:

(129) Yea, but he aln no good cos he don't be in the house, eh, pussy?
= (he Isn't usually) (BF44C)
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In WBD ~, often inflected for person, is found, but not

does be:

(130) I be between here and there. (BF50M) = I live sometimes here
--and sometimes there.

(131) She bes there al I the time. (WF80L)

(132) It bes cheaoer for a person what can't, you know, afford to
pay. (WF39E)

The~ found in examples (121) - (123) above Is found

frequently In BBD as a habitual marker on verbs; it is also found in

mesolectal GC and elsewhere In the caribbean. It is contracted to

/az/, or /z/ after pronoun sUbjects optionally:

(133) ••• and that's the name he'z carry. (BF75R) 11 = that Is the
name he goes by.

Its use In BBD Is somewhat like that described by Bickerton

(1975) for GC, and the loss of an Initial stop from an auxl I lary,

described by Rlckford for this marker (1975), occurs also In BBD with

mussy must be, which wll I be discussed below.

In BBD~ Is a habitual marker primarily for non-statlve

verbs, with the more basi lectal speakers using It with both past

reference, alongside used to:

(134) Yes, dry fish to Haiti. Used to carry dry fish - corn fish
you see. They didn't take long time to dry, but sometime
you'z go fishing little whi Ie before you get a boatload.(BM78R)

as well as non-past, as In example (133), whereas mesolectal

speakers restrict It to non-past. This Is like~ In GC. However,

rather simply being more and more restricted In distribution within the

non-statlve non-past, as occurs in the GC upper mesolect (Bickerton

1975 p~i17) ~ becomes optional In these contexts even In data from

basi lectal BBD speakers who use it in past environments. There are many
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(135) When you finish mixing It up you does had to put In the oven•••
The other bread you put Fleischman yeast and you cal f that
light bread. (BF38R)

(136) People do a lot of straw work round here ••• Just make them,
having a mind I ike they' I I sel I off. And the plait,
sometime I plait this same kind of plait, send It off to
sell. (BF38R)

(137) That's how I does plant. f plant the two together (What come
out?) I plant the corn and the peas together •••• you see how
that does be. You see how that is now? ••. You understand
that? That's how you do It.

At the same time it can be found, also optionally, even

with mesolectal speakers in contexts where it Is seldom found In GC

at any levelj as Bickerton (1975) says:

The main statlve rule applies to It ••. and In consequence
It seldom or never appears before medals or statlve verbs
or In conditional or temporal (whenever-type) clauses.(p.68)

In BBD It Is found before statlve 'verbs':

(138) I'z mean to act stupid; she can't help acting stupid.
(BFI9N) = I Intend to act stupid ••

and verbs with a 'middle' sense:

(139) Malmai does make out of spilt peas. (BF83N)

before medals:

(140) When the boats didn,'t used to run like now, island used to get
out of grocery. Sometime we does had to get cabbage for
for food. (BM78R)

(141) Soldier crab you'z can't eat, eh? (BFI9N) = Soldier crabs
cannot be eaten, can they?

and In most subordinate clauses except for conditional,

but Including the 'whenever' - type mentioned by Bickerton:

(142) I tel I him, when you'z go too slow, don't go get none. (BF32R)
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In the speech of the younger Nassau BBD speaker~ is

found In non-past contexts ~r~ frequently than in that of the more

basi rectal Family Island speakers. BF19N, for example, does not seem

to omit this m~rker on any non-stative non-past main verb with habitual

reference. This may be styl istlc;~ is recognized to some extent

as a marker of Black speech, and does not appear in White speech.

However, its Importance may be because at this level of BBD mesolect

tense has become more important than in the basi lect, yet there are

sti I I few marked past verbs except the copula. Time reference of

stative verbs Is Inherently less precise but if the non-statlve non

past verb Is marked the time reference of actions is maintained.

When discussing the negative in Chapter 3, I wil I show that tense is

clearly differentiated for non-statlve verbs but not for statlves.

In BBD does be Is more frequent than In the data Bickerton

used for his (1975) analysis, and he did not find lone ~ at atl.

In BBD does be and ~ together account for 14% of copulas In +Loc

environments) for both basi lectal and mesolectal speakers, and also

occur elsewhere though less frequently. The meaning of these two

forms seem to be identical, even to the use with past reference only

amongst older basi lectal speakers. As Rlckford (1975) points out,

sentences I Ike 'He be working', 'He be sick', 'He be In
the club' which occur with Iterative meaning in Black
English, would result automatically If ~ were deleted
and lost completely from the equivalent Creole structures:
'He~ be working' ,'He~ be siCk', 'He~ be in the
club'. (p26)

Unlike BBD, where does be and be are both common, ~ is not

attested as a 9gble form in Caribbean Afro-Engl Ish. Rlckford

hypothesizes that this may be because:
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" •••• a precondition for the emergence of invariant ~ as
iterative marker would be that~ is so frequently
deleted in toto in the community, that the "dummy" be
could be reinterpreted as the real iterative signal:"(p.26)

Since~ Is frequently used by all Black members of the

community amongst whom ~ alone Is used with habitual sense, this would

not seem to be the case in BBD.

Why should BBD decreollzation differ in this respect? The

answer may I ie In the diifering influences upon BBD; the non-SE

speakers with whom the BBD speakers come into contact are the White

Bahamians and the Southern US Blacks. Both of these groups have

invariant ~, White BD speaker probably acquiring it originally from

BBD whilst eschewing the ethnically marked~. This invariant be,

already perhaps occurr"ing sporadically In BBD through deletion of

~., would be reinforced at a stage of the mesolect when does is stll I

frequently used. It may be that ~ in BBD, rather than being derived

by phonological rules from an inserted ~, may optionally arise

direct from the +habitual marker In a copula environment.

To account for does be in GC, Bickerton (1975) suggests:

"At this level (upper mesolect), however, al I
speakers have variable copula Insertion, and this
affects al I environments •••• But what happens when a
speaker wishes to say 'John is frequently/usually sick'
and lacks the necessary adverbs of frequency? He must
use doz, just as In other contexts, but If.... ~~
§lm~1!~~~~~~1~_1~2~r!~_!b~_~2Q~1~,the resultant form
Is not doz iz but doz be." (P.118) (emphasis mine)

However, this seems to Imply that be Is only Inserted

after~ to the same extent that It Is variably Inserted in any

copula environment. In BBD, as I have shown above, the percentage

of surface copula is low save where stressed or before +NPj if
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Bickerton's analysis also appl led to BBD one would expect +habitual

in a copula environment to be marked simply with ~+0 at about the

same frequency as 0 copula for non-habitual in that environment.

However this is not the case; I have in my data only one example of

does+0:

(143) Them crabs does dead in the road. (BF9A)

and this, because of the item dead (see section 3.4. above)

is doubtful counter-example to the generalization that~ does

not occur except before a surface verb.

It would seem better to account for BBD does be by the

same rules as required for ~ after modals and used to. That is,

when there are modals or tense-aspect markers there are surface

constraints on most of them to occur only preverbal Iy. Thus the

sentence wi I I be considered i II-formed if it contains a modal or a

tense-aspect marker unless It has undergone a transformation Inserting

dummy be after it. This Is similar to dummY-I! insertion in SEt

The varying percentages of ~ and does be in Tables 1 and

2 are not artifacts of the data but reflect the semantic

differences of the environments requiring SE 'be'. (Does) be is not

found before +G~ - '*1 does gd read a book every morning' would be

as Impossible as '*1 am usually going to read a book every morning'.

Before +Vlng It Is infrequent, since in many contexts habitual or

iterative overlap wIth continuative. However, example (101), repeated

here:

(~4) Put that in the pot and they does be boIling until they come,
al I come together. (BF83N)

provides a good example of
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does be+Vlngj this is a recipe description, thus basically iterative.

in addition, each time the peas are cooked, they must continue boi ling

untl I they form a lump.

(Does) be Is also rare before +NPj class inclusion or

Identity are usually permanent states and thus there Is little need to

specify they are habitual. When (105):

(145) Any time you come meet me I be the same man. (BM78R)

was produced, the speaker was explaining why he did not drink

alcohol; at every meeting with him you find him the same, as opposed

i~ others, who are presumably sometimes drunk!

Adjectives and past participles describe states, and, I ike

stative verbs, are seldom marked with~. Marking occurs when In

each of a number of repeated situations a certain state Is produced.

In (122) and (135) materials are treated each time with consistent

results. Every year at a certain season:

(146) Soft soft. Crab oz be soft. They whole bodv soft. (BF9A)

As in this example the habitual marker Is optional for

copula as for other environments.

Location is most frequently marked with (does) be since It

Is potentially the most temporary of the four true copula environments

(+NP, +PP, +PA, +Loc). With +Loc it can signify repeated and

Intermittent location, as In (127) or:

(147) And when you cooking - straight over your pot ••• I mean
you'z be~ the thing! (BF19N)

or can emphasize the permanence of a location, often as

opposed to a more temporary one, as In:

(148) I only have four home now ••••Only two does be home. (BF38R)



Of this speaker's seven children, four are actually sleeping

at home at the time of speaking, while two live there on a permanent

basis.

The vital ity of does be and be and the spread of the latter

to the White community would seem to be because it provides a useful

distinction which SE has to make more clumsi Iy with adverbs of

frequency.

4.2. ~ appears in two past non-copula contexts which were

therefore not tabulated Tn Tables f and 2 but whose meanings are

related to those of the copula. One use fs as fur I verb meaning SE

'have been', the past of 'go' In the sense of 'go and return'; with a

total of 44 examples for the eight basi lectal speakers this use is

almost as frequent as past copula ~+Loc. It is seldom pronounced

with a long vowel In the basllectj not untl I the acrolect does 880

use have before~ in this sense, although most WBO speakers

regularly do so.

The other non-copula use of ~ is less frequent and further

removed from SE: bin with stem-verb, used in only fifteen examples

In the data for the Table 1 speakers and once for those in Table 2.

It seems clearly related to the GC basi fectal marker ~, although

in my data I have no clear examples of it as a +anterior marker as

opposed to +past. It marks past events, especially those remote In

time or completed:

(149) And when I come back•••• how many of them wife ain't bin
want to go since that! (8F75R)

(150) Yea, I bin I ike school, and I like church ti " now. (8F87A)
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(151) He woulda bin vex with me for life if I bin ever catch
him. (SF32R) = If I had ever caught him.

~ before past participles and adjectives, given in

Table 2, seems plainly related to ~ + stem-verb; in these contexts

bin signals usually past, which would fol low naturally if in an

earl ier stage of the language these were stative verbs as in the

Guyanese Creole basilect:

(152) No sir, the bread bin so small I couldn't give you none
(BF44C)

When bin occurs with items equivalent to SE past

participles it could also be analysed as SE 'been' with Joss

of the auxil iary 'have':

(153) My kitchen ain't bin straighten out today. (BF75R)

However such an analysis cannot be justified at this level,

for basi lectal BBD does not have the present perfect tense -- even

the acrolect tends to avoid it. Nevertheless, the fact that

sentences such as (153) are analysable in both a BBD and an SE frame-

work probably reinforces their use.

With~ +Loc and +Vlng some of the examples could be

analysed with an SE pluperfect meaning:

(154) When you done get a pound from this one .•. you get more
meat than me what bin out. (BM93R) = By the time you
finished getting a pound from this one ••• you had more
meat that I who had been out.

(155) Now him and $- dem bin having plenty fuss over that before he
close down last season. (BF32R) = had been having •.•

Bin here can also have perfective meaning, In both BBD:

(156) That bin In my mouth since 1920. (BF75R) = and is stll I there.

(157) I bin plaltina from I marry. (BF44C) = have been plaiting.
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and In WBD, usually with ~:

(158) That's just bin in the later years. (WF39E)

But for some BBD examples a simple past analysis is

necessary:

(159) I bin in Florida, I ive in Ff or t da. I had my own home. (BM93R)

(160) That were a ship there where I bin sel I ing my plait and
th i ng. (BF44C)

What I have cal led, from an SE viewpoint, perfective can

also be analysed I ike ~+stem-verb with bin carrying a +anterior

meaning. Most of the bin+Vlng examples could then be considered, as

the ~+PP, above, as ambivalent between an SE analysis and one such as

proposed by Bickerton (1975 p.83) for meso IectaI GC, where bin =

+anterior and -Ina = -punctual. Bickerton does not mention

specifically the use of bin+Loc in GC; however it would seem that since

a locative environment is stative a +anterior marker would be roughly

equivalent to SE present perfect.

We are stll I left, however, with some occurrences of ~

where, as in (159) and (160), the time marked by~ is concurrent

with a simple past in the same S or in the surrounding context. This

Is also, however, the usual meaning of ~ discussed above. There are

some examples where even for the same speaker and simi lar contexts bin

and~ appear interchangeable, although the sense Is usually that of

a completed or remote state:

(161) Then who was here? Somebody bin here laugh. 0- was here,
that's right. (BF32R)

(162) Within our I ife of living now my best gain was home here at the
salt pond. (BM93R)

and
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(163) Long as I bin home, I used to run that Bacardi. (BM93R)
(BM93R does neither activity any longer)

In Table 13 below I tabulate the frequencies of ~+Loc and ~+Ving

for the Individual basilectal speakers, repeating for ease of

reference the frequencies of ~ and 0 in the same environments from

Table 7.

ti:2£ +V Ins

bin was 0 bin m. &
BF32R 10 10 0 10 12 2

BF44C 12 3 3 3 9 3

BF87A 4 4 2 0

BF71A 6 0 0 6 3

BM78R 6 3

BF75R 4 35 7 5 34 11

BM93R 6 13 3 0

BF64N 0 4 0 4 10

Table 13

What Is apparent from the relative frequencies In Table 13

Is that individual speakers vary in their preferred copula in these

two environments so that any attempt to write the same rules for even

the basi lectal section of the community would be misleading. BF75R,

for example, uses ~ most frequently, with her few ~ examples remote

In time:

(164) He bin to war. He bin on the front. = in the First World War.

or with a defined time limit:
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(165) And he came right home and stayed with us the twenty months
we bin in Miami.

BF44C, on the other hand, uses ~ for nearly al I +Loc

environments, but~ before +Ving, whl Ie BF64N does not use~, but

makes more use of zero, out of the number of possible contexts, than

anyone else. This variation in preferred markers extends outside the

copula environment: BF87A has few occurrences altogether of +Vlng

and It Is perhaps not coincidence that she has, for the amount of

speech, the highest proportion of anyone in the table of bin+stem-verb.

She can thus use this where a +continuative marking Is superfluous:

(166) We bin' ive down one place cal I Prospect Hi I I. (BF87A)

(Compare:

(167) Lowe Sound people they was I iving in camp. (BF44C) )

BF32R prefers ~+Loc, but uses both ~ and~ before

+Ving, most of her examples showing the rough division of meaning

between these two markers which could be foreseen from their origins.

Bin is either remote in time altogether or the beginning of the activity

or state was long before the time of speaking; ~ is preferred when

some other activity occurred during the time span marked by ~, or

the activity itself is not viewed as complete. There Is overlap, but

~ would not be likely In a sentence such as (155) with past anterior

meaning, and bin not I ikely when describing an incomplete activity such

as:

(168) That same morning, boy, she was coming right down past here -
she ain't reach far as here •••• (8F32R)

Marginally different grammars In the basilect would result

If one speaker realizes al I past copula as ~ unless specified

+remote and another al I as ~ unless clearly marked -complete
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These two markers retain these respective meanings in the mesolect,

although nearer the acrolect unstressed bin is gradually restricted

to perfective SE meaning, even when not accompanied by ~, and~ is

found more frequently.

4.3. As mentioned in section 4. I. (p. 63) above, ~ occurs after

tense-aspect markers; the only regular exception is done, which occurs

as a completive marker before verbs:

(169) Peas done bol I. (BF75R)

but never has be fol lowing:

(170) We late now -- we done late. (BF24N) - we are really late.

(171)' When they get there I done home long time. (BF32R)

Be is found after modals, most of which are simi lar in use to SE

though perhaps more restricted in meaning. ~ (usually fa f from '1/)

is found:

(174) This ~ be a good bit when these go. (BF32R)

Although ~ is more frequent even in the contexts where

SE favors ~:

(175) g~ be so glad that day J- and S- go off to school. (BF32R)

Shal I and~ have been lost in BB0 12 and could has 'moved up'

to cover the meanings of can, with coulda fol lowing, so that the latter is

found expressing non-past Irrealis as wei I as past. Should with the

meaning of 'ought to' is found as in SE, but shouida is also found in

present context:

(176) They have accident up there, you shoulda turn back. (BF20N)
- advice for present action.

Under the influence, probably, of could - coulda,would -

woulda has also ·shifted. Would, not used for past habitual at al I in
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in non-past as wei I as past conditional. However, when the -a forms

are used but the context is non-past, they seem to take be after them,
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although have only a few examples, whereas in past irreal is we have

bin. Thus:

(177) If everybody woulda be I ike me, M-, this would be a beautiful
wor ld. (BF46R)

(178) Was the day like today, , don't know what p- woulda bin.
(BF75R) = If those days had been I ike today .••

(179) One time he fly out there. J- say "You shoulda be living
close by." (BF32R)

(180) She sl10ulda left the old man from the time the old man done
get married. She coulda bin a married woman today. (BF32R)

However, this past marking does not extend to copula after

used to or had to, which always take be and not bin. Double past

marking does exist, however, in that habitual past obi igation is

normally 'used to had to' j I wi I I return to this in Chapter 3 below.

4.4. There is a further lexical item mussy /mAsi/, presumably

derived from the SE modal 'must', which creates problems of analysis in

BBD. It is related to GC~ which Bickerton describes (1975) as a

variant of ~ (must) and as "derived presumably from 'must have' but

not always used with a perfective sense."(p.43) However, BBD mussy wi I I

not fit such an analysis. It is used only with the inferential

meaning of SE modal must, which is the case with 'must have'.

However, it occurs far more frequently than must alone, which Is a

marginal form for basi lectal speakers who nearly always use got to

for obligation. By contrast mussy occurs frequently - I have 93

examples, which include only two from White speakers. It occurs before
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al I elements of the verb-phrase:

(181) He mussy come when he want something. (BF44C)

(182) ••• you mussy does lead a boring life. (BF19N)

(183) Then she had one old Haitian man mussy was he sweetheart. (BF34A)

(184) And boy, God mussy used to be with her: (BF32R)

It commands negation, so that the latter is in the form

required by the fol lowing verb:

(185) Plane mussy stil I ain't qa reach. (BF19N) The plane is
probably stil I not going to arrive.

(186) K- mussy wasn't watching what he was doing. (BF24N)

It occurs separate from the verb phrase:

(187) He draw mussy eleven hundred dollar off he post office account.
(BF32R)

(188) Be a hour mussy fore he plait one string. (BF32R)

(189) He scared of him mussy. (BM20N)

(190) Mussy cos you beat books too much you don't pass. (BF24N)

Its behavior is thus unlike any other modal; it Is also

distinct from the few examples of WBD /m st / which is limited to

past inferential context like SE 'must have' from which it derives:

(191) Last time we went to N. we musta oass about five horses .(WF80L)

It seems likely that BBD mussy is derived historically

from 'must be' and In slow speech it can be pronounced with the stop

/m~sbl/.13 However It seems doubtful that the /bi/ Is generated

Independently by a mechanism simi lar to that required for used to be,

could be and so on. The only evidence In favor of this /bi/ being

related to be elsewhere is that when mussy occurs in non-past copula
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sentences the copula is not present, even before NP:

( 192) You a in get y'ou mussy a s i ss'/. /vlussy worse than a sissy.
(BF32R) = If you do not get anything •••.

(193) think he mussy deaf. (BF24N)

These examples could quite easi Iy be viewed as derived

synchronically from 'must be'; however, they form only a minority of

the examples. Also, if the fbi/ is separable so is the/m~sf, but

there is no example of must in BBD alone with inferential sense before

any other verb. A few other examples could be derived from 'must

have' :

(194) They al I mussy gone off or die •••• (BF38R)

but with the same objections. It seems clear that we

are deal ing here with a one-word lexical item with the relative

14freedom of distribution of an adverb, rather than that of a modal.

If both adverbs and medals are held to be higher predicates in deep

structure there is no difficulty of derivation, as long as it is not

considered necessary to tie BBD lexical items closely with their SE

cognates.

As an adverb, mussy would precede tense-aspect markers

in the verb phrase, like~,~ or hardly:

(195) They even ain look like a Chinese. (BF32R)

( 196) I on Iy ,j ust cou Id vis it. BF38R)

(197) C- live right down the road and hardly does come see her. (BF19N)

and could occur clause-final, like hardly:

(198) They ain got nothing to sel I not hardly. (BF78R)

In some cases it is qual ifylng one element of the sentence,

as in (190) where it qualifies the reason clause, or:
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(199) She come down mussv two or three trios after that .•• (BF32R)

and Its position on the surface in such sentences can be

derived for rules required for 2.!l.l.Y. etc. as in SE.

The one difficulty of this adverb analysis is the above

mentioned non-appearance of non-past copula when ~y Is before NP

complement. A special rule handl ing this wil I be required, but this

would be less complex than deriving must+be+was for (157) or must+be+

used to+be for (158).

5. Conclusion

For BBD it would seem best to account for the verb or lack

of it in copula sentences by proposing that an underlying copula is

inserted In the +NP complement environment only. Variable absence of

this copula would be accounted for by sporadic but not phonological Iy

conditioned interference from other environments which have no copula.

Presence of non-past copula in those environments for which

propose no underlying copula would be accounted for in several ways.

A dummy ~ would be inserted where the VP slot is clause-initial O~

clause-final; the verb in this position Is differentially marked ir, SE

also as can be seen by the greater degree of stress borne here by SE

be. Certain expressions semantically attributive, such as of age,

price, distance etc. vary within the community as to copula presence

or absence, since they have the form of equatlve expressions. In the

locative expressions those individuals who use the older locative

verb ~ wll I have underlying copula in just those cases as an

alternative deep structure form to the zero copula which Is the
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basilectal form for the majority. Dummy ~ Is inserted after modals

and al I tense-aspect markers except donej in the case of does be

contraction of the aspect marker frequently occurs. It is possible

that the remaining /z/ is deleted by phonological rulej feel that it

is more likely that, influenced by Florida BE and by WBD, the habitual

marker may weI I be real ized simply as ~ in copula environments.

In the past tense, ~ and bin are the surface

real izations of tense only, except for +NP complement where they are

a synchresis of tense and copula, motivating a lower frequency of past

copula deletion here than elsewhere. Individual differences between

selection of ~ and~ are found, but on the whole~ is used for

remote or completed past situations. Zero copula in the past involves

non-real ization of the tense markerj in BBD this is not unlikely since

tense is only optionally marked on stative verbs to which copula

sentences are related. A few occurrences of zero past copula given in

the analysis In +PP and +PA environments are probably not such; lexical

Items such as born and~ seem to be ful I verbs for most BBD speakers.

A few of those speakers who use ~ have It with past reference also.

This Is probably because, like the examples of l! +NP with past

reference, the underlying copula has surfaced without tense marking.

The higher percentage of ~ in the +Loc environment as compared to

elsewhere may well Indicate that ~ in conjunction with a past marker

is reallzad as ~ a logical development from an earlier stage of BBo

similar to present-day GC basi lact where the past copula before +Loc is

bin de.

5.2. The environments in which contraction of the copula Is
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permitted are more restricted in BBD than in BE or SE. It is thus not

possible to order deletion after contraction as a phonological rule

dependent upon prior contraction. The fol lowing syntactic environment

appears to be the only factor which influences the presence or absence

of copula. In lexical insertion therefore the underlying forms them

selves wi I I have to have distinguishing features, or reference wil I

have to be made to the environment.

BBD also differs significantly from Black English in that

there is no unstressed copula form which does not delete, as is the case

with BE ~' or ~ after l!,~or~. These make it probable that

in BE the deletion rule is a phonological one, albeit with grammatical

conditioning at least for most speakers.

The presence within the BO continuum of de provides evidence

that the underlying copula system is different from that of Black

Engl ish and also SE. There can be no superficial or phonological

reason for surface de rather than is or 0 only in the +Loc environment.

At the point of lexical insertion de is optionally inserted before a

locative expression, never elsewhere. This means that at that point

for at least some speakers there must be two different verbs where there

is only one in SE. Once this is conceded, it seems that the figures for

the +NP environment, contrasted with those of the +PP, +Ving and +G

environments make it probable that there is a further distinction here.

There Is some variation In most of these categories but remarkably little

considering the passive knowledge most of these speakers have of SE with

its one verb common to al I environments.
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liotes on Chapter I I.

1. In Table 1 I have distinguished between past and non-past reference.

One difference In these compared to SE Is In the sequence of tense In

the reporting of speech. In 8BD It is, of course, possible to report

the exact words used by the speaker; there, as in SE, the original

tenses remain. However, it Is also possible to alter the pronouns to

conform to the point of view of the reporter, as in indirect speech

in SE, but in this case in 880 the alteration of the tenses after a past

verb of saying does not take place. This shows clearly in the use of

the copula, negative and medals:

(a) So when J- hai I him, he tel I him say Momma come, say he coming
~. (SF75R) = he told him that ...•

(b) (We) never build to no trade but just take It up and say we' I I
build a boat (BM93R) - describing how he and his father
started boatbuilding.

(c) L- tel I him••• far as they concern he ain't cot no boat •••• J-H
say ain't no bi I I in the office .... (BF32R) = L- told him.•.

(d) So she say she know what she 00 do, she golno to her chi Idren.
(BF75R) - So she said •••

There is no clear case of reported speech in my data I Ike

those above where, for example, ~ appears before Q£, or wasn't

rather than ain't is used. In the tables I have given I have therefore

assumed that the reference of such copulas was that of the direct

speech. In a few cases of supposed omitted past copula, it might be a

case of reported speech without a verb of saying, for example:

(e) They tel I me feed ~m the cocnut. Oh Jesus, they too fat! (BF44C)

where the speaker may be reporting what she said when she

found them.

2. Although Labov's (1969) example (8):
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(f) They not caught.

is one of those he says he wi' I discuss, he nowhere deals

with contraction of ~+not either as ain't or isn't. It seems as

though he has excluded these, whi Ie including he's not, he not etc.

I have not included these, since numbers are very low, making no

significant difference to conclusions here; , discuss them in chapter 3.

3. What is is not contracted in my data; it is found only before NP.

with what 0 elsewhere:

(g) Then we didn't had no traffic not like what her~ now. (BF87A)

(h) What dead last, you just set ~m al I in the pot. (BF44C) = Those
- WhiCh{are~deadllast •.•.

died)

(i) What is a pound of steak?

4. ~ here lacks a dummy subject. It Is pronounced 11z1 showing that

it is not the reduction of it is by phonological rules of contraction,

assimilation of Izl to the ItI and subsequent deletion of one or other

slbi larrt , transcribe the phonological result of this reductionllsl

as it~s to distinguish it from zero-subject +is = 11zl, as here. The

basi lectal pronoun 3m refers here to ~; elsewhere its SE equivalent

may be him, 1..!.or them.

5. The first of these was not included in the table because the subject

ended In -so

6. Matters such as prior vowel reduction as discussed by Labov (1969),

and whether the same rule is operating to contract habitual marker

(d)oes and delete vocalized~ (/d/) from!l!l might compl icate the rule.

7. I assume that Labov's category includes both predicate adjective and

past participle which I keep distinct from each other and from locative,
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which he does not.

8. The fol lowing phonological environment could theoretically be a

factor, although this would entai I loss of a whole syJ lable (/lzl or

reduced loz/), since this equally could not be ordered after

contraction. In fact, deletion of a ful I or contracted copula seems

unaffected by the fol lowing phonological environment:

(j) That's the part what he waiting on. (8F32R)

(k) That quite enough for 8-. (8F32R)

(I) think he over In the other garden. (8F32R)

(m) Is the damn boss! (8F44C)

9. There are a few occurrences of Ibin del which are quite probably

locative verb with preceding tense marker:

(n) When she born she Ibin del on the ground mussy half an hour
dead. (8F44C)

However there are no unambiguous examples such as those with non-past

reference withl de hl~1 where a transcription of 'there here' Is

impossible. I have therefore counted these Ibin del examples with bin

locative.

10. In example 105, Idel is stressed more strongly than It would be

If represent ing a copled subject "they". In 106, the para I Ie II sm of

Idel with the preceding~ makes it highly probable that the former

is also verbal.

11. Although contracted~ Is pronounced in the same way as

contracted l!, that is Iz/, I transcribe them differently for ease of

reading.

12. The loss of shal I seems to have occurred in conversational US

Engl Ish also. The contraction~ though originally perhaps from
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shal I as weI I as~, is probably in BD only a contraction of

underlying ~, since shal I never surfaces save in formal acrolect.

The most striking feature of the modal system in BBD is

this loss of can, not suffered in BE apparently, or in GC. The

reasons for this loss are probably phonological. do not have,

obviously, an example of BBD pronunciation of this word, but the noun

~ is pronounced almost identically with the negative canlt, that is,

with palatal fzed initial consonant and front nasal vowel Iky~ I. The

loss of the final -t In BBD has thus not been compensated for by

lengthening of the vowel, as is the case in GC (Bickerton 1975), so

that the negative and positive came to be pronounced al ike. The

positive has therefore been replaced wholly by could for non-past

meaning. This is a posslbi Iity in al I forms of Engl ish to convey a

greater degree of uncertainty on the part of the speaker, so that BBD

examples do not sound ungrammatical. However, examples which have

can't and could in contrast show clearly the equivalence in modal ity

between them:

(0) He can't do no other work. He fami Iy only could rake salt.
(BF75R)

13. The sibilant does not seem to be voiced. Presumably, then, the

underlying form is 'must be' with the It/ remaining long enough to

prevent voicing.

14. The behaviour of mussy Is In many ways simi lar to SE 'maybe';

I find the latter awkward within the verb phrase which Is mussy's

most usual position:

(184') 'God maybe used to be with her.'
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and also sentence-final:

(189') He's scared of him maybe.

but both these are possible. Mav be also can replace the

simple copula, although there is separate word stress in this case,

whereas mussy is pronounced simi larly in any position.



CHAPTER III

NEGATION

90
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Introduction

1.1. In the first part of this chapter I wi I I describe the forms

of verbal negation and their distribution in the basi lect and their

gradual modification through the continuum towards SEt Once again I

wi I I try to show underlying regularities beneath surface variation.

give a detai led description, accompanied by data, so that the

simi larltles to and differences from related varieties may be perceived.

I wit I then compare these BO negator's with those in Guyanese Creole

and in US Black English, although the data for this latter are scanty.

1.2. In the second part of the chapter I wil I discuss negative

concord in BO. A very full treatment of this phenomenon in Black

Engl Ish, which seems simi lar in most respects to that of BD, is given

in Labov 1972; I wi II discuss this analysis and hope to show that his

basic premise that Black English and hence BD surface structure has

underlying it features exactly equivalent to those of SE -- leads to

his having to propose very broad optional rules. An analysis of

concord as a phenomenon separate from SE shows that far more

constrained rules can be written than he proposes. Simi larities with

Guyanese Creole can be seen, but negative concord, rather than being a

specifically Creole feature of Afro-American varieties, seems to be

the basic pattern for most non-Standard English varieties. It is thus

possible that SE negative patterns are best considered derivative from

non-Standard rather than the reverse.
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Forms of Verbal Negation

2.1. I wi I I use the term verbal negative to refer to a negator

within the finite verb phrase, either alone or in conjunction with

modals, tense or aspect markers. I give in Table 14 a summary of

these forms used in the basi lect and mesolect. have divided

speakers Into three groups according to their use of these markers;

the number of speakers whose data 1 have analyzed is larger than for

the copula, but it can be seen that the members of the basi lectal

group A here were included in the basi lectal tables for the copula.

I give in each category for each group the most frequent form used

and its frequency of occurrence. In parentheses I also give the other

forms found.

It can be seen that from basi lect through mesolect the

system changes from one in which the favored negator is ain't in al I

contexts save non-past (habitual) non-stative and past copula to a

system simi lar to SE except that person-number concord is not fUlly

establ ished. I wi I I give further details below of the working of the

continuum In each category and try to account for the non-SE

distinctions found. I wi I I also discuss never since the use of this

In SO Is clearly different from that in Guyanese Creole.
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TABLE 14

MOST FREQUENT FORMS OF VERBAL NEGATION
FOUND IN THE BASILECT AND THE MESOLECT

Statlve % Non- be d have d
/0 /0

Stative d
/0

BasI Iect a in' t 60 don't 100 ain't 100 ain't got 87

(don't) (don't have)

Non-Past Mesolect 1 don't 73 don't 100 ain't 96 don't have 58

(ain't) (isn't) (ain't got)

Mesolect 2 don't 93 don't 100 Isn't 51 don't have 61

(ain't) (ain't) (ain't got)

Bas Ilect ain't 73 ain't 92 wasn't 91 ain't had 60

(didn't) (didn't) (ain't bin) (didn't had)

Past ~solect a In't ) 50 ain't 72 wasn't 98 didn't had 61

didn't J 50 (didn't) (ain't bin) (ain't had/

didn't have)

Mesolect 2 didn't 100 didn't 90 wasn't 100 dIdn' t hay'e 67

(ain't) (didn't had/

alnlt had)

Not21 Alternative forms are given In brackets for each category.
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2.2. Stative versus Non-Stative. This is a fundamental

distinction of the BBD basi lect verb; non-stative non-past verbs are

categorically negated with don't but stative non-past verbs may have

either don't or ain't even with the most basi lectal speaker:

(1) (You does do am just for you? I mean not like to sel I?)
Not me man, I don't do for sel ling. (BF44C)

(2) Anytime it get I ike this I slow down on plaiting, cos 1
don't send no more than ten or twelve bal I at a time.
(BF32R)

(3) She be nice to you but maybe you like how she act, but I don't
like so far ••••• Too much company. Everybody ain't I ike
it you know. (BM78R)

In most basilectal speech non-statlve past punctual verbs are

categorically negated with ain't, with didn't slowly superseding,

whereas stative verbs again are more variable in the basi lect and use

didn't categorically much earlier in the continuum.

(4) After he see I ain't do it he walk away. (BF44C) =after he saw
I didn't do it he walked away.

(5) They ain't got no petrol, but they ain't send for none on the
boat. (BF32C) = They don't have any gas, but they didn't
send for any by the mai I-boat.

(6) could remember when an old woman die here, her own children
didn't know how old she was. (BF75)

(7) ain't know none of them. I only know one bubu we had. (BF75R)
= I didn't know any of them. I only knew an
'uncle' we had.

It is not impossible to find a semantic difference or a

difference in individual grammars between those stative verbs taking

don't-didn't and those with ain't; even in the output of individual

speakers the same verbs are used with both SE and non-SE negator.

~, for example, the commonest, is used by BF32R with non-past
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reference ten times with don't and fourteen times with ain't; in al I

the Table 1 data it Is used fifty-four times with don't and thirty

times with ain't.

If the use of ain't in al I contexts but non-stative non-past

is the older system, as seems probable, a distinction Ofrt punctual]

seems to have been of primary importance, rather than tense. Don't

marks [-punctual} on those non-past verbs 1 which are generally

punctual In their meaning; this is equivalent to the positive marker

~, which is seen co-occu~i~ with don't In example 1 above. Don't

may be used with statives, although this Is redundant since these are

Inherently non-punctual; because of the pul I of the SE use don~t is

found with statlves more often than ~' but it is not obi Igatory as

with non-statives. The exceptional statlve verb is habitual ~ which

Is always negated with don't in non-past:

(8) Saturdays I don't be round here. (SM18N)

Although the punctual-habitual distinction may be primary,

tense Is also clearly assuming importance here. The don't-didn't

marking for statlves is already present in the basi lect; although they

are both alternates for ain't here they are not confused and don't Is

not found with past reference as it Is in Guyanese when it first

enters the continuum. The growing need felt to mark tense is

probably why didn't Is found more frequently with statives, since

ain't already Indicates past tense with non-statives. Rather than

being solely influenced by the SE marker, didn't here may be viewed

as corresponding to the positive marker~ which is optionally

used to mark past time, translating either SE pluperfect:
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(9) But al I the old seT and the young set what did bui Id up the
place aftei thaT they dead ••• CBF100S) = who had bur Id
up the town •••

or simple past:

(10) ThaT's why I did want to go too. (BF64N)

Didn't can also be found with pluperfect as wei I as simple past

reference:

(11) Not a soul wouldna know if I didn't come here. (BM93R)

(12) We started from here Saturday. Qidn't get in N~ssau

til I Thursday night. (BF75R)

2.3. Have and Copula. Ain't is found in al I copula and

auxiliary environments corresponding to SE be, neutralizing the

differences I discussed In Chapter II between +NP and elsewhere; it

persists weI I up In the continuum and even in upper mesolect It Is

almosT as common as Isn't:

(13) He ain't name that •••. That ain't his real name .•• (BF75R)

(14) He ain't coming for this piece of bread cos God know ain't g~

~ you none of this. (BF44C)

(15) And C- ain't on none now. (BF32R)

Wasn't is the commonest past copula, although ain't bin is used about

as frequently as iTS positive equivalent; in the basi lect it can be

used for any past marking, particularly completed or remote; in White

BO it Is confined TO SE perfective use:

(16) No Jumper Church ain't bin here then. (BF87A)

(17) They ain't bin getTing no crawfish now for about four weeks
(WF80L)

This was discussed in ChapTer I I.

Tense seems more clearly marked in the negative than In the
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positive. Does may be used with past reference but don't cannot;

in the same way the positive copula ~ before +NP and zero copula in

other contexts are occasionally found with past reference; in the

negative I have no occurrence of ain't or isn't with past reference.

The negator ain't is usually considered as derived from

~+not and have+not for genera I non-Standard Eng I ish. Its use i n~

and ~ contexts in·BD could certainly be analyzed in this way. How-

ever, its use in other contexts such as non-past stative where such an

analysis is not possible, its phonetic difference from~ and be

and the fact that BBD does not use~ as auxi liary af I argue against

such an analysis even in these two contexts. It may wei I be its

historical derivation however.

2.3.2. I have tabulated the item I have label led~ separately

from other verbs because it is a common verb which displays

idiosyncrasies which preclude its being categorized as a normal

stative verb. For both possessive and modal obligation2 the negators

and their distribution are the same, being ain't got - don't have

(doesn't have) for non-past and ain't had - didn't had - didn't have

for past.

The positive non-past form of this verb is usually got (to);

in groups A and B of the table have (to) Is used almost exclusively

after negator or tense-aspect markers. One speaker BF38R uses only

have (to) after marker-s :

(18) Some people does have order, just pass it on••• (BF38R)
= Some people have orders and they just pass them on.

(19) don't have a real agent. (BF38R)
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but uses got (to) in the majority of positive contexts:

(20) But mind, you just got to ao in her right time. (BF38R)

Being a stative verb, one would expect the more basi lectal

form got to vaci I late between ain't and don't marking. But although

one example of don't got occurs:

(21) If, you see, them don't got me in the thing -- "Aunt J- you ain't
coming?" (BF44C) = If they don't have me in the show ...

there

is nothing like the aimost equal numbers of don't and ain't found for

~ cited above. Another peculiarity of this verb in the non-past Is

In group C of the table, where ain't aot is categorical for two

speakers.

The key to this idiosyncrasy may lie in the mixture of

British and US influence on the acrolect mentioned in Chapter 1.

British English uses 'haven't got to' whereas US English seems to use

'don't have to'; both these forms are current in Bo acrolect. WSD

tends to use the British form, as seen in the positive:

(22) We'd say, "Well, she's got 150 yards In a mainsail". (WM84M)

Even for these WSD speakers It is doubtful whether ain't got is

derived synchronically from~ or has + got; not only is plain got

stll I the most common positive form, but when an auxi liary Is inserted

as In (22) Its first person equivalent is ~:

(23) ~have to use a ice-pick. I'm got three or four of them right
up here somewhere. (WM84M)

This is obviously patterned after the copula, the most

frequent third person ~ being heard as a contraction of ~ and the

first person formed by analogy. It may be that ain't is analyzed
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by this stage as ~+not, strengthening the analogy.

B30 then has two non-SE influences favoring the selection

of ain't got, the stative basi lectal £2! favoring ain't as negator,

and the WBD form. However, in decreol ization a tendency to avoid non-

SE forms is felt and ~;n't, however common, is non-SEe If this

results in a tendency to select don't, as with other stative verbs,

&on't got wi I I receive no reinforcement either from more basi lectal

or more acrol ecta I stages of the language. Thus the dialect is

influenced to select don't have at an earl ier stage of decreolization

than posltive~, since got is receiving reinforcement from WBD, and

also sounds quite close to one aero IectaI form 's qot.

Forms for past have (to) with negative are variable. Although

the preferred form for group C is the acrolectal didn't have, speakers

In a minority of cases wi II use the other two forms:

(24) People who didn't have horses we used to carry it on our
head. (WM80L

(25) Some of these people what got money today they didn't had no
jobs to get nothing. (WM80L)

(26) We ain't had no kerosene stoves in olden days. (WM80L)

The most basi lectal of the three past~ forms, ain't had,

has the tense marked obi igatori lyon the verb as In the positive ~.

This sets it apart from nearly al I other verbSj3 at this stage, if

statives have the tense marked, it is combined with the negator as

didn't. Had is thus closer to non-statives whose stem-form usually

indicates past punctual, however in the non-past got does not have the

categorical marker don't of the non-stative.

Didn't had, the second stage, represents a common phenomenon .
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In BBD which takes place for most verbs higher in the mesolect. When

irregular past tenses first appear, they are negated by the then most

frequent didn't, resulting in 'didn't went' 'didn't taught' which

double marking Is the bane of school-teachers' I ives. At this near

acrolectal level it is usually considered a hypercorrection, since

varlabi I Ity In past marking on the stem, particularly of weak -ed
. -

endings which are phonetically vulnerable, results in many past

negatives being 'right'. In the case of didn't had this seems even

less likely to be a hypercorrection than with the others. It Is used

consistently by speakers who are only using didn't variably with other

verbs. This Is probably because marking of simple past is being

acquired one environment at a time; wasn't was the earliest, already

complete at the basi lectal level. The verb of possession and

obi igation Is the second commonest single environment. The double

marking of tense would cause no problems In BD structure. At several

points in the BD grammar as with tense again with never (see section

2.4. below) and negation in negative concord a copying rule must be

postulated. If, as has been proposed for SE, movement rules operate

In two stages, with copying and subsequent deletion, the BD forms

would be easi Iy explained as having undergone copying alone.

By WBD mesolect and BBD neai-acrolect didn't have has become

established; the forms haven't and hadn't are more or less unknown for

this verb, although they begin being used at this stage for perfective

auxll iary.

2.4. Never. The analysis of never poses the problem of whether

it is functioning as an adverb or a verbal marker. It has the sense
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of the SE frequency adverb -- 'on none of many occasions' -- and it

is used throughout the continuum. However in Guyanese Creole the

cognate Is a verbal marker so it may wei I be one in SO also. Never

occurs in the data from Groups A and S of Table 14 as shown in Table

15 :

Markers Habitual Habitual Perfective

Non-Past Past

never 4 20 14

ain't never 3

don't never

didn't never used to

never used to 14

never bin 2

Table 15

Examples are: habitual non-past:

(27) When she go to town she never go without bringing something for
mamma. (BM71A)

(28) Them little chi Idren don't never 00 to school round here. (SF19N)

habitual past:

(29) We never meet no more til I he -- I was in Florida ••• (BM93R)

(30) You didn't never used to hear so much about Ragged Island
then. (SF75R)

(31) used to go to school in stripe gown but we never used to wear
no short dress -- we az wear dress. (BF87A)

perfective:

(32) He never own that to me yet. (BF32R)

(33) I ain't never sell a pennyworth of things yet to nobody. (BF44C)
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(34) (What you think ••• about San Andros?) Never bin spend no time
there. (BF87A)

The examples are mostly non-statlve, but stative is possible both in

past and non-past:

(35) But nobody never know nothing bout it ti I I later long couldn't
find him abce rc the boat. (BM93R)

(36) She used to steal to go out. He rna never used to know. (BF32R)

Whether never is a verbal marker or a frequency adverb is a

question of its function in transformations; in BBD its meaning and

position are both simi lar to SE, so that it would seem reasonable to

consider it an adverb. However, in BBD adverbs in the mesolect have a

certain flexibi' ity of position:

(37) He can't even 00 in shal low water. (WM80L)

(38) And even can't talk self: (BM46R)

whereas in my data never has a fixed position, before

al I simple verbs, including medals and was:

(39) When the doctor was up here ••• say he never could forqet. (BF75R)

(40) But I never was so keen on boats. (WF39E)

and before other non-negative markers, but after other

negative ones, as can be seen from above examples.

The fact that it can co-occur with verbal negators is not

an argument for or against never itself being one; as mentioned in the

discussion on didn't had features are often copied and neither deleted.

However, If never were an adverb al I but fjve of the examples tabulated

In Table 2 would have no verbal negator; although It is possible for a

verbal negator to be omitted in BBD when the negative is incorporated

Into an element preceding the verb-phrase, this only occurs in about
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50% of cases in general. If never were considered an adverb under-

going this rule, we would have to account for the far lower occurrence

of verbal negator in never sentences. Also, since never in fact

fol lows such undoubted verbal negators as don't, didn't and ain't the

statement of such a rule becomes more complex.

If~ is a marker with the features[+iterative] ENEG]it

would sometimes be the only marker in the sentence incorporating these

features. With a more complex verb phrase such as (30), repeated here:

(30) You didn't never used to hear so much about Ragged Island then.
(BF 75R)

both ~Idn't and never

Incorporate [+NEgi didn't and used to, ~PASTJand never and used to

for habltua,l/iteratlve.

In general the basi lect does not distinguish between past

and perfective with specific marker as does SE; the use of ain't

never only In this sense occurs with too few examples to be

significant; further investigation is required to determine if this is

consistent.

2.5. Whatever the historical origins of the form ain't it is used

In basi lectal BBD with past and non-past reference for statlves, for

past with non-statlves for non-past copula, and before £Q!, ~, ~

and never. It thus definitely seems to be the unmarked negator; other

have specific limited distribution: don't[-punctual][-pasB; wasn't

r+coPula/au~[rpas1]; never [+habltuaU ; didn't [+pasj.4

2.6. Comparison with Guyanese Creole. The verbal negator In

basllectal GC in al I contexts Is~. I have one BBD speaker who uses

this form in three examples, e.g.:
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na remember. (BF100S)

na have na teeth. (BF100S)

This speaker also uses didn't:

(43) My grandmother he didn't born here.

However she may be using this form as a direct negation of

the BBD basi lectal ~ which she also uses:

(44) Me couldn't eat it. did ~cared of it. a3F100S)

This would then be similar to the situation in GC where didn't occurs

sporadically (Bickerton 1975 p.95) at an early stage of decreolization

where ~ is sti I I found. This co-occurrence of ~ and didn't although

only with one speaker, combined with the GC evidence, adds weight to

the hypothesis discussed in section 2.2. above that didn't occurs at

the basllectal level because of the influence of the positive marker

did rather than simply the effect of the SE form.

In the GC mesolect there is a "prol iferation of negative

markers," (Bickerton 1975 p.91) By the mid-mesolect the situation

would seem to be simi lar to BBD basi lect in most respects: statlves

have variably ain't - don't in non-past, non-statives always don't;

copula non-past has ~, and the medals ~ouldn't and couldn't are

used, There are several differences in GC from BBD: past copula

wasn't apparently only appears "sporadically" at the same point as

Isn't whereas in BBD wasn't is categoricai even in the mesolect, and

isn't Is stl I I variable In the White mesolect; In the GC mesolect don't

and ain't qat are used with past reference, Bickerton also quotes

forms mustn't, haven't and hadn't which are only found in BBD acrolect.

The most clear-cut difference Is In past non-stative:
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Neva occurs exclusively before non-statives
and in contexts which would satisfy Engl ish
simple past but not creole [+anterio~. (Bickerton
1975 p.98)

Never begins to be replaced by didn't higher up in the mesolect but

in the mesolect, where, on the whole, GC has the greatest simi larity

with BBO basi lect, the very common past punctual non-stative verb has

aln~ In BBO and never in GC, whereas never in BBO is used for past

iterative.

There are in fact two kinds of difference between BBO and GC

The first is trivial: whether~ or ain't marks past punctual is a

matter of the lexical item selected, what is Important is that both

creoles distinguish this category whereas SE does not. The other

difference is in the greater importance in the BBO basi lect of the

marking of tense whi 1st non-SE categories of statlve and non-stative

are sti I I of importance. Bickerton (p.l0l) shows that both don't and

ain't are possible markers for past and non-past, stative and non-

stative because the latter distinction has weakened, even with those

speakers who stil I use ~ elsewhere -- the most basi lectal marker. In

BBO tense marking is clear and obi fgatory with~ and copula, and

don't is obi Igatorl Iy non-past, yet statlve versus non-stative is sti I I

of primary Importance in choice of verbal negator.

2.7. Comparison with Slack Engl ish. Few details are avai lable

for BE verbal negatives, but these reveal many simi larities with BO.

Labov (1968 p.255-257) mentions ain't for negative copula and ain't had

for past possessive, pointing out that these are common to non-SE White

speech also, although he explains the latter form as arising from ain't
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as the negative of the auxi liary ~, not possible in 88D. He gives

only don't as present negative but does mention ain't as a possible

past negator, with a frequency as high as 45% for his adolescent peer

groups. (see tables on p.256)

For Gullah Cunningham (1970) gives rules which do not seem

to account for some of her own examples (see pp.204, 206); her examples

show that ain't is negative copula and don't is non-past habitual:

(44) He ain't home. (P'83)

(45) It .just be a bunch of Em working and stuff. (P.84)

didn't is considered the

past of don't; one example is I ike 880:

(46) didn't born a girl so I had to be a boy. (p.84)

but there is a difference from 80 In that past copula seems

to be invariably didn't been:

(47) It didn't been long before he dead. (p.84)

She simply mentions ain't and don't as occurring before

'predicators' -- ful I verbs and adjectives. Her examples seem simi lar

ain't belongs to church. (p.83)

ain't know how to give him his supper. (p.83)

although she glosses al I the examples of non-statlve

past verbs with the SE perfective e.g.:

(50) He ain't end that war. (p.82) - he hasn't ended that war.

She does not discuss never but it appears in an example:

(51) She ain't never did tell no truth. (p.142)

The use of ~ here does not correspond to 880 use
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(she does not discuss it) but ain't never is simi lar.

It is unfortunate that neither her rules nor her examples

permit clear para! leis to be drawn since in most respects it seems

that BBD would be nearer to Gullah than to Guyanese, which would be

plausible considering the historical facts. In particular, it would

be of interest to examine those occurrences of Black Engl ish ain't

found by Labov, and obtain further detai Is for Gullah, to determine if

a stative-non-stative distinction can stil I be discerned, or whether

ain't Is simply an option in these varieties to mark present or past

with any verb.

Negative Concord

3.1. I give in Tables 16 to 18 an analysis of BD negative concord

and related phenomena. For comparison I have used the same individuals

grouped in the same way as for the forms of verbal negation in Table 14.

In Table 16 I contrast clauses in which there are two or

more negatives with those In which a non-definite within the scope of

negation is realized with ~ or an ~-compound or with~. Column 1

of the table Includes al I clauses wherein there is a negated subject or

verb and at least one other negative, for example:

(52) ~ rain nor nothing don't come in the cave (WF80L)

(53) Nassau ain't ~ good now. (BM78R)

Column 2 and 3 examples have at least one element lacking

concord:

(54) She don't want~ of that feed. (BF75R)

(55) She ain't like ~ common Negro. (WM84M)

In Table 17 I. g'v~ fIgures for two other aspects of negation.
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NEGATIVE CONCORD
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Couble
GrouE of Negative a any %ajO /0

A 96 3
Numbers

B 80 9 11 141 1 4

C 72 12 16 103 11 14

91 15 20

TABLE 17

OTHER NEGATIVE PHENOMENA

GrouQ +VN -VN Postposed

VN = Verbal negatorA 2 4 after other

B 6 10 2 negative

C 4 6
Postposed = negator on

element after verb

TABLE 18

DET. BEFORE NP IN NEGATIVE S.

Group %no+NP %any+NP !a+NP %0+NP

A 70 7 23 Numbers

B 51 10 20 19 55 0 5 18

C 52 11 28 9 35 7 14 13

37 8 20 6
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In SO as in SE an indeterminate sUbject in a negative clause must

carry a negative surface marker; this is cal led negative attraction

by Labov (1972) since he proposes that the negative is moved from the

verb leftward onto the subject. In SE if the subject is so marked, the

verb cannot be; in Guyanese Creole the verb is always negated and in SO

the marking is optional. Thus we have:

(56) But!!££·iY. cou I d turn me back when I look I ng for somethi ng. (BF75R)

(57) Not a soul on N.T. does sell it. (SF44C)

but:

Nobody else can't get it but them. (S~193R)

Some of them not all, not al I ain't born the ful I time. (BF71A)

As can be seen from columns 1 and 2 of Table 17, the presence

of the verbal negator does not decrease from basi lect to mesolect as

might be expected of a non-SE feature. A speaker such as BF32R omits it

more often than WF80L although the former seems to be the more basilectal

both with negation and with other features analyzed.

Columns 3 of Table 17 on the other hand, In spite of small

numbers, varies predictably with the continuum. These are examples

of what Labov (1972) cal Is "negative postposing", where the verb Is

not negated but some NP after the verb:

(60) •••• and you have the money and they oet nothino. (BM93R)

While the few examples I have are like

(60), relatively unmarked stylistically with the negated NP

immediately after the verb, this rule is probably more com~on in

formal and I iterary speech, and does not operate in my data from the

basi lect. Those speakers who use this rule are mostly those who have

also acquired ~.
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In Table 18 I contrast the percentages of ~ ~~ and

zero before noun phrases within the scope of negation. The figures

for ~ and~ are Included In the overal I percentages in columns 1

and 2 of Table 3. Examples are:

(61) I ain't n2 Andros woman. (BF44C)

(62) We couldn't get n£ fresh water. (BM93R)

(63) I never catch in ~ storm not going neither coming. (BM77R)

(64) "I don't see ~ tongue it has". (W~~84MO

(65) Crab can't do with the shingle. (BF44C) = can't do it.

(66) That's leaf. That ain't sack. (BF75R)

I have tabulated examples with ~ separately since Labov (1972) states

(p.806) that "the indefinite article ~ is not an indeterminate and is

not involved in NEGCONCORD." I discuss this in section 3.3. below•.

wi I I consider Labov's (1972) treatment of negative concord

and try to show that because his rules account for SE first, with

concord being a more superficial and derivative phenomenon, these

rules do not characterize negative concord as it operates in BO, which

seems very simi lar to BE. Furthermore, because he combines SE and

several non-SE varieties his rules for BE are unnecessari Iy broad and

therefore unrevealing. Even the highly variable behavior of markers

of NPs under negation varies predictably with the continuum; the

acquisition of ~ and ~ markers with mesolectal speakers consists

probably of adding a superficial de-marking rule to the end of their

grammars to achieve a more SE output.

3.2. Comparison with Labov 1972. Labov Is -discussing mostly

Black Engl Ish negation, but he also discusses two types of White non-SE
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and SE itself; his rules are intended to encompass al I these dialects.

He feels that negation in BE differs from copula rules:

In some ways, ~~ is converging with other
dialects of Engl ish, and reflects a Creole
origin with structures more different from
Engl ish than we now observe. But so far as
rules of negative concord and negative attrac
tion are concerned, we are looking at the
further development of traditional, wei 1
established Engl Ish rules with no reflection
in Creole structures. (p.774)

I am not certain what he

means by there being "no reflection in Creole structures" since

negative concord has been reported for Jamaican Creole (Bai ley 1966)

and Guyanese Creole (Bickerton 1975) besides others. Since Labov him-

self in this article reports differences between Black English concord

and that of other varieties it surely has to be shown that these

differences could not have had Creole origins.

He further states:

•••• there are many dialects of Engl ish which
convert some ~'s into no's, differing from
SE In a variety of ways,~t there Is no
dialect which converts all ~'s in negative
sentences Into n£'s. (p.774)

If by this he means that in al I varieties

some ~'s wil I be found within the scope of negation, this is not true

for basi Iecta I BBD or for Guyanese Creole. Within the whole continuum,

of course, ~ Is found, so It becomes a matter of his definition of

dialect. He may have made an implicit exception of Creoles, but this

seemS strange in view of his previously quoted comment.

Because of his two assumpt~ns quoted above, he makes clear

In the Introduction to his 1972 article that he wil I regard SE
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negative distinctions as basic and those of other dIalects as

derivative. Using the example sentence:

(67) It ain't no cat can't get in no coop. (his (1) p.773)

he comments:

It is generally agreed that the no in no cat
represents an underlying indefinite~
combined with a negative which has been attracted
to it from elsewhere In the sentence. (p.77S)

He sUbsequently explains In detal I the semantic features of

~ In al I SE contexts and labels the complex of features developed as

INDET which he uses in his rules for negative placement and concord.

These rules are as fol lows:

139 NEGPLACEMENT : cateoorical

X - [+ne~ - NP ~J ~ 1 :~r
ijbe J -yf
Llhave )

2 3 4 3 4+2 5

(140) NEGATTRAC II

X - INDET - [+neg)

2 3 ~1 3+2

( .....[ = does not conta In)

Condition: Ob I Igatory If 1{t+neg] or [-fac~
command Ing 2 and 4 and 2 Is [-stress]

(142) NEGCONCORD I I I : variable
I NOET

X - [+ne9J

2

y >
VB J

3 4 ~ 2 3 2+4

Condltions:a) 4 cannot be directly dominated by a
VP which is dominated by an 5 dominated by a
lexical NP which does not dominate 2.

b) 4 = VB in WNS2 and BE •••• (pp.813-4)
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The negative Is thus first placed preverbal Iy, then moved

away from the verb if there is a preceding indeterminate, then in-

serted before any fol lowing verb In the same sentence (usually the

same one from wh ich it was moved by the preced ing ru Ie) or iI,determinate.

This complexity seems motivated largely by SE rather than by

BE facts. Labov states:

The most relevant fact about NEGCONCORO in
BE Is that it is NOT optionalj in the major
environment, within the same clause, NEGCONCORO
to indeterminates is obi igatory. (p.806)

However a verbal negator

co-occurring with a preceding negative is "optional" but frequent in BE

as In B80 (see Labov 1972 tables p.807)j the marking of a verb or in-

determinate outside the same clause Is sporadic. Nevertheless, the

categorical marking in BE of clause-mate indeterminates and the optional

marking in other varieties areal I subsumed under his one 'variable,5

NEGCONCORO rule.

As Labov himself says "the difference between a variable rule

and a categorical one is a fundamental one", (1968 p.278) yet he has

negative concord, most usually a categorical rule, label led 'variable'

In the same way as negative postposing, an optional device of formal

speech.

3.2.2. In basllectal BBO and BE the negative marking of the subject

Indeterminate and that of any other Indeterminate In the same clause

6are equally obligatory and are very simi lar processes. To reflect

this fact it would seem better to perform both operations by the same

rule, marking al I INOET within the scope of negation with a negative.

This rule could be SUbsequent to negative placement; however this
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would require copying the negative then both leftward and rightward.

It would be easier to provide for the marking of al I indeterminates

by one rule prior to verb placement, when the negative had been

lowered to a position immediately before the S. The verb then could be

obi igatori Iy marked if the first rule marking indeterminates had not

operated.

However, whereas in SE the verb is never marked if there

is a negative element preceding it, in BE and in 80 such marking may

occur. (see Table 4 and examples 56 - 59) This could be accounted for

by a condition on the second rule, that it is obi igatory where the first

rule has not appl ied to an NP to the left and in the same clause, and

that it is otherwise optional. However, there are several other

environments where negative marking within the same clause can be

7found In 80. I propose that both these and the optional marking of the

verb are accounted for by a later optional rule of negative concord,

distinct from the obi igatory marking of indeterminates.

Adverbials of time, manner, place etc. may be optionally

marked with negative, whether phrases or clauses:

(68) I didn't had no loss of them not then. (8F75R)

(69) But you didn't had to wal I it in~. (BM77R)

(70) But they never used to do the crawfish not I ike how they doing
it today. (BF38R)

(71) They ain't had no furniture like how you have it today. (BF38R)

(72) They ain't got nothing to sell not hardly. (8M78R)

(73) Beforetime didn't had no creature round here at al I hardl~.

(BM78R)

As can be seen this rule Is optional within the speech of
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individuals; adverbs of whatever length may be marked in this way, the

result being to bring the adverb into greater prominence.

Another negative marker which is occasionally found has even

stronger contrastive force. No +NP Is found where the SE translation of

the sentence would demand an existentially presupposed NP:

(74) Where? In Haiti? No man, they can't sel' that in no Haiti!
(BM51R)

(75) (I say to my mother --) You ain't say to no mother! (SM13N)

Most existentially-presupposed NP remain marked with ~

under negation in SO as in SEt A non-emohatic version of (74) or (75)

would not have an indeterminate marker in SO but, I ike SE, would have

in Haiti and to your mother respectively.

A further case in which a negative is optional Is that of

sentence elements external to the clause. (N)either when it appears

sentence final Is a conjunction I inking two previous negated elements;

here negative concord is optional:

(76) S- ain't get none of that neither. (SM46R)

(77) •• cos I didn't want no more either. (SM46R)

~how, rather than being a meaning-bearing element acts as

a sentence intensifier as in:

(7S) don't go to no doctor nohow. (BF44C)

In non-emphatic contexts It is thus simply omitted:

(79) She couldn't decide to go to the doctor. (BF75R)

With many verbs which may be transitive or intransitive one

can view the direct object nothing as being an optional added intensifier

rather than an underlying semantic element. In the two sentences:

(SO) No, you wouldn't know about Miss N- L-. (BF75R)
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(81) I wouldn't know nothing about it. (BM93R)

~ seems as though

nothing could have been omitted from the one and inserted in the

other with no change save In the prominence of the negation.

I propose then that there is a second, optional rule of

negative concord which inserts +NEG at one or more points in the clause

in addition to the obligatory +NEG(S) already presentj this would in

troduce +NEG before verbs, adverbs, or presupposed NP's. Since there is

no constraint upon the number of negatives at anyone point, this can

result In the double verbal negative discussed in section 2.4. above, or

in doubling at other points, though this is uncommon:

(82) don't smoke, neither ~ drink. (BM78R)

If there Is an element in the sentence unspecified, such as

optional NP object or manner adverb, the negative can copied Into the

slot, where it wil I be spelt by the most semantically empty lexical

Item appropriate to the slot, such as nohow or nothing discussed above.

Labov's (1972) NEGCONCORO rule quoted above could not account

for the negative on adverb clausesj he comments that "the expansion of

the negative goes beyond the two environments INOET and VB" (p.80S) for

emphasis In BE, but gives no detail of the rule required. Since such a

rule placing NEG in additional environments Is required In addition to

his NEGOONCORD rule, It would seem a further reason to remove the

obi igatory non-emphatic marking of non-definites from this optional rule,

combining It Instead with NEGATTRAC; to the NEGCONCORO rule would then

be added the other environments for optional marking.

3.3. Negation of NP. The possible markers for an NP under
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negation are .!l9., ~, ~ and zero tabulated in Table 18 above with

examples (61) to (66), and also~. Further examples are:

(83) They don't bring the biters along with the crab. (BF50R)

(84) No, you ain't got to put no Qeas and rice. (BF44C)

(85) He don't have an~ boat. Only sometime he'l I go with different
people what does carry him but he don't have no boat.
(BF65U

(86) She didn't take a bath in water for six weeks. (BF75R)

(87) Only one thing what aoat don't eat ..•• (BF71A)

(88) I f you don't work hard work in R. I. you won't get noth ing.
(BM78R)

These should be considered in relation to the BBD determiner

system for positive sentences. This, I ike so much of the non-SE

structure in BBD, is related to the basilectal system of Guyanese Creole.

In GC, as described by Bickerton (1976), there is a three-way dis-

tinction as illustrated by his examples:

6a. di dag bait di kyat 'The dog bit the cat.'

b. wan dag bait wan kyat 'A dog bit a cat.'

c. dag bait kyat 'Dogs/A dog/The dog bites cats.'
Cp.6)

with existentially-presupposed

NP marked by Qi, existentially-asserted by~ and existential Iy-

hypothesized by zero. Ql = the gives no difficulty, being the same in

GC, BD and SE, although in the Creoles it is not possible to have Ell
~ marking generic NP. In BBD as in GC generic nouns are marked with

zero:

(~) Soldier crab could eat. (BF44C) = Soldier crab can be eaten

(90) Baby look like baby. (BH32N)
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and so are non-definites, as sUbject or elsewhere:

(91) Jamaica vessel used to come then. (BM93R)

(92) You find ~ right there. (BF32R) = you may find one or more •••

Sometimes the asserted NP is marked with ~' which is used by the more

basi/ectal speakers and related to GC~; in the majority of cases such

NP's are marked by ~:

(93) So he come out there and take one big rock. (BF15N) 10

(94) It have a Den I Ike where they go and clean out ••. (BF32R)

This three-w~y distinction of ~~, a/zero is consistent

for positive sentences in the BBD basi lect.

In the negative the ~ marker does not correspond to that of

the positive. This is of course because the positive ~ marker is used

for asserted NP, which are not possible within the scope of negation.

(see Giv6n n.d.) The few occurrences of ~ in the negative In group A

(basilectal) speakers are al I of one type, semantically empty:

(95) This government ain't doing a horse ass I mean. (BF32R)

(96) And I tel I him ain't a damn bit of use a-cursing. (BF32R)

(97) ain't never sel I a pennyworth of thinos to nobody. (BF44C)
(the penny is not used for the name of a coin)

The expression a horse ass In (95) seems to be a synonym

simply of nothing; the replacing of the ~ in these examples by n£

would be ungrammatical, whereas in most cases of mesolectal ~ under

negation such as (63) or (86) the result would be quite normal, e.g.:

(98) Used to have a flag for school, didn't have £ bel I. (WM84M)

(98') •••• dldn't have no bel I.

It is not possible however to view expressions such as
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a horse ass as lexically equivalent to nothina, since when simi lar

expressions occur as subject they are overtly marked with n2i:

(99) Not a so~1 on N.T. does sel I it. (BF44C)

and this Is paral lei to a soul as object:

(100) f ain't ask a soul to change my time for me ...• (BF75R)

These expressions are idiosyncratic in the subject in having

not a rather than ~; they are of course found in SE also with these

pecul iarities. It seems probable that they are learnt in the basi lect

before a general rule for ~ under negation is learnt. The Group A

speakers also have not acquired the rule for ~; there is one speaker

who uses anything in one sentence. In my data there are a few Group

B speakers who use anythina, anybodt but not any+NPj numbers are too

for firm conclusions, but it may wei I be that these are acquired as

lexical alternates to ~othing, nobody before the broader rule is

acquired.

In Table 5 I have not attempted to distinguish between ~

in emphatic or contrastive sentences and elsewhere. In some cases It

seems fairly clear that the ~ before NP is emphatic, as in (74) and

(75) above or:

(101) B- no business with that amount of money In hand, in no hand!
(BF32R)

Also clearly emphatic is when n£ marks an NP in contra-

diction to an asserted NP In preceding discourse marked either with

~ or~:

(102) (We got one ladder?) I ain't got no ladder!- - (BM36N)

(102) "Mind E-" say "is a ghost here." .... She say oh, she 'ain't
scared of no ghost. (BF32R)
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In the positive basilect sentence a zero marker is used for

generic, mass and plural count nouns. In the negative zero is often

also found as in (65), (66), (87) and (88), but ~ is also found with

such nouns in contexts simi lar to those with zero:

(103) No, don't have turtle round here not these days. (BF38R)

(104) Beforetime didn't had no creatures round here at al I hardly ••
(BM78R)

(105) •••• cos couldn't get food, you know, and had to go to Haiti •.•
(BM78R)

(106) We couldn't get no fresh water. (BM93R)

Although SE rules permit zero-marked mass and plural count

nouns in the scope of negation as does the basi lect, mesol ecta I speakers

tend to avoid these (see Table 5); the use not only of SE ~ but also

of general non-SE no increases for these in the mesolect at the expense

of zero.

In the case of singular count nouns the basi lect marks these

with~, as in (61) above or:

(107) B- ain't had no wife here to please. (BF32R)

although since number is not well-established when the

existence of the noun is being denied, sometimes a basi lectal zero-

marked noun would correspond to an SE singular noun:

(108) •• every two years that's a baby! I ain't want see baby not
even draw on paper. (BF32R) = I don't want to see a baby••

The incidence of nQ and to a lesser extent zero wi I I diminish

as the SE rule of ~ before singular count noun is learnt. This rule is

acquired a little earl ier than that of ~-marklng, although both are

stil I only options to ful I concord even In Group C:
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states:

don't see any insoector come to the school ...• I don't
remember seeing no insoector. (WM84M)

Labov(1972) does not discuss the use of ~j he simply

the indefinite article ~ is not an indeterminate and is
not Involved in NEGCONCORD:

106a. I ain't never .Iost a fight. (p.806)
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He has defined 'indeterminate' as, amongst other things

l+distributiveJ(1 ike 'each') which would exclude~. However, he then

has to propose for his example 122:

(110) I don't want a piece ... 1 don't want no piece. (p.810)

that the

second sentence differs from the first by a transformation inserting

~ -- which seems difficult to justify.

There does not seem to be any semantic distinction between

those non-definites marked with ~ and those with~. The second half

of Labov's example above differs from the first merely by being more

emphatic. It seems that in the BBD basi lect negative concord is

obligatory within the same clause to singular non-definite count nouns

as to other non-deflnites; in the mesolectal and In Black Engl ish,

however, singular count nouns are excluded from this obI igatory rule

and are subject only to the much wider optional rule of concord for

emphasis. Labov is thus correct in saying that those nouns marked a

are not obi Igatory marked, but this is not so much because of a basic

difference in the singular count noun but because at the stage of

decreol Ization reached by his Black teenagers the negative concord

rule has weakened In this one environment. This fol lows a common
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tendency for decreol ization to cause the spread of an SE rule

gradually one environment at a time.

3.4. Concord from outside the clause. Like Labov, I have some

examples of negative concord being extended to a fol rowing clause. To

account for this, Labov's (1972) NEGCONCORD rule quoted (P.80S) above

is made very broad in its scope, causing NEG to be 'variablY' trans

ferred to any fol lowing INDET or verb in the same sentence.

The condition on this rule only excludes negative concord

on the direct object of a subordinate relative clause. Since, when

discussing the optional ity of negative concord in these contexts Labov

gives an example of its lack in a because - clause, he obviously intends

this rule to apply optionally if rarely to any subordinate clause where

the main clause is negated. f wll' try to show that such concord is

rare only because the conditions for its application are quite

constrained and that (within these limits) it is in fact obligatory

to non-definites and optional on the verb in BBD and possibly BE also.

The same rules of negative concord can thus serve for these as for

concord within the clause, without making the concord rule so wide in

scope.

The few examples Labov gives (and from his wording in (1968)

and (1972) he seems to have quoted al I that he found 9) fal I into a few

wei I-defined types which are simi lar to those found in my BBD data. He

stresses the copying of negation onto a subordinate verb since he finds

this particularly strange; indeed he opens his 1972 article with a

quotation of this 'semantic contradiction':
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( 111 ) It a In' t no cat can't get into no coop. (h Is. no. 1. )

where negative concord is In a fol lowing relative clause

without the relative conjunction, as the SO:

( 112) ~ n' t noth Ing don't sme I I worse than that. (SF 19N)

The other type of concord is after~ and the 'neg-raising'

verbs:

(113) When it rained, nobody don't know It didn't. (1972 # 47)

( 114) I to' d you, , don't be I Ieve there's .!2Q. God. (1968 # 356)

These are simi lar to SO examples:

(115) P-J- ain't know say them tablet ain't had no penlcl I I In. (SF32R)
= didn't know that they had penici I lin.

(116) don't think it's no other area of the Bahamas you could find
~ nicer. (WF39E)

Labov mentions that negative concord to lower clause non-

definites is more common that to the lower verb, which it Is for SO

also, but again he quotes clauses subordinate to think and relative

clauses. The only extra type he quotes for non-definites alone is in

a co-ordinate clause, of which

seems quite normal for SO:

do not have an example although it

(117) I'm not gonna stand there and let nobody hurt him. (1968 # 341)

Although he cal Is this aspect of negative concord optional

he gives no SE example where~ does occur in a subordinate clause

below a negative, either similar in type to his examples of concord,

or different. Labov makes no mention in either discussion (1968 or

1972) of this SE 'extension' of the concord rules that the environments

for concord to non-definltes are those where writers on SE have long

recognized that 'some-any suppletion' occurs (Klima 1964, Ross 1968
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and others). This is because, as Labov outlines in the 1972 article, he

considers that an analysis of the semantic features of ~ and~ show

them to be different. Presumably, though he does not say so explicitly,

he is assuming an underlying ~ (or rather, the complex of features

which can be spelt ~) rather than the suppletion of~ under negation.

But he then makes no attempt to account for the occurrence of this~fact]

determiner ~ only in certain restricted environments. Some-an~

suppletion with al I its weaknesses (see for example ,Lakoff 1969) did

attempt to do this with features such as Ki Ima's (1964) +AFFECT.

Furthermore since Labov bases his analysis of SE ~ in part

on the properties of ~ in hypothetical sentences he is not distinguish-

Ing between this ~ and the one under negation. His NEGCONCORD rule

would thus al low negative marking of the ~ In:

'I don't think that if ~ Martians land I wi I I go
and meet them. '

although I doubt if either BE or SO would transfer the

negative to the ~ in this case.

My data and Labov's coincide in showing negative concord only

to a certain type of relative clause and sentential object. Adverb

clauses seem to block concord; negative concord to an adverb, which may

optionally occur as I discussed in section 3.2. above, does not go down

into the clause itself:

(118) Not me, ~ when I get woman I never get no bite. (BF87A)
- I never got bitten when I became a woman.

The relative clauses where concord occurs are where the head

noun Is itself non-definite and therefore, for all except nouns with

determiner ~, have themselves undergone concord. Because Labov has
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excepted a from entering negative concord, an examole of such a

relative clause concorded leaves him at a loss, and indeed he asserts

that it is not typical:

And in (49), the citation from 'The Fal I',
the extension of NEGCONCORD to a fol lowing
clause is triggered by an indefinite with ~,

which Is not a part of the usual NEGCONCORD
rule and does not incorporate the negative
in the way that~ does; "For there wasn't a
son of a gun who this whore couldn't shun."
We therefore see speakers of BE extending the
scope of the NEGTRANSFER rules to environments
beyond any formal rule we can now write. since
there is no reason to believe that these are
productive patterns. (1972 p.312) (emphasis mine)

(In fact, of course, Labov's rule of NEGCONCORD as it stands -- my page

II~)-- would handle this example since there is an unconditioned variable

between the negative and the element to be concorded.) His example quoted

in the extract above does complicate the writing of a rule for this aspect

of negative concord, since his other examples such as (" I) or:

(119) There ain't no kid around that ain't - wasn't even thinking about
smoking no reefers. (1972 # 43)

any my example (112) or:

(120) Wei I, what 1 can't give you, ain't nobody else can't give you
don't believe. (BM78R) = I don't believe there is anyone
else who can give you what I can't.

are all of concord in

relative clauses with the head NP having the obligatory negative concord

I discussed in section 3.2. above, and where the relative conjunction is,

or would be if inserted, the subject of the relative clause. It may be

that for his #49 Labov is right to consider it non-typical: It is a

quotation from oral literature and thus stylized. However he does seem

to general ize from it to imply that BE negative concord cannot be
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forma I Ized.

A further I imitation upon these concorded relative clauses

is that they are all, including #49, qual ifying the complement NP of

existential sentences. Although more data are required, it seems that

both 8E and 80 examples form a homogenous class.

For negative concord In noun clauses, combining Labov's

data with mine yields six examples with bel ieve,flve with think, five

with~ and one with ~ see examples (113) - (116) and:

(121) I don't bel ieve that'll win .!lQ. race in the world. (WM84M)

(122) Ain't say he was ga borrow~. (8F32R)

Of these, only (113) and (115) have clear verbal concord.

Although Labov treats (114) as such, I think that is more I ikely a case

of negative concord on the NP complement. Verbal concord is thus rarer

than on the verb In the main negated clause; concord on non-deflnites is

obligatory in al I these cases as In the relatives.

I have far more numerous cases of negative concord in non

finite clauses, which Labov does not mention. Since he regards NEG

CONCORD as a superficial rule, these presumably did not worry him, since

by that stage the lower clause would have been raised into the main

clause and the S-node pruned. Examples such as:

(123) She ain't want him to do n2 hard work. (8F32R)

(124) ain't had nobody to send me nowhere else. (8F75R)

are very simi lar In underlying structure to the finite noun

clauses and relative respectively.
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If concord were an early transformation it could operate in al I these

structures before a transformation such as raising subject to object

in (123) and before tree-pruning.

It would seem at least possible that those transformations

not peculiar to one language may be earlier than language-particular

ones. In this case, negative concord to non-definites operates in

Spanish In an identical fashion in al I four of the above examples,

although Spanish lacks the transformations which make two of the four

subordinate clauses in Eng! ish non-finite. The Spanish equivalents

would be:

(122) Ain't say he was g; borrow ~.

~ dijo que tuviese la intencion de pedir~ prestado.

(123) She ain't want him to do n£ hard work.

~ quiso que el hic~~ diffci I.

(111) It ain't no cat can't get into n£ coop.

No hay gato que pued£ insinuarse en ninguna jaula.

(124) ain~ had nobody to send me n~where else.
, ,

No tenia a nadie que me mand~ a nl~Q~n otro sltio.

I proposed above for SO that the marking of non-definites

was by obligatory rule which was separate from the optional marking

of the verb. In Spanish, negative marking of indeterminates is

obligatory but that of the verb Is not permitted; the Spanish verb Is

marked, however, by subjunctive endings. If cross-language

similarities are considered it seems that Spanish provides further

evidence that NP and VP marking should be by distinct rules.
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The BO and BE facts point to obligatory concord for non-

definltes in subordinate noun and adjective clauses, and if the

structure for these is correct, then the negative concord ruie could

specify concord down

(N(P)
NP S

x - NP -

the tree into any

yJ] but not where
S NP

structures of the form

there was an adverb bracket.

I do not have any examples Of indirect questions with non-definites to

see whether Q blocks the lowering of NEG; indirect commands, however,

do have negative concord:

(125) The law a in' t say board up .!l2. yard. (BF75R) = The law doesn't
say to board up ones yard.

and POSS-Ing complementlzers as

wei I as for-to complementizer such as (123):

(126) B- ain't have no right giving U- no chicken feed come over in
her yard feed no chicken. (SF32R) = B- didn't have any
right giving U=-chicken feed for him to come over in her
yard and feed the chickens.

Concord into the VP Is rare when the verb is a surface non-

finite, as it is when it is finite subordinate. It does occur however:

(127) If ita In' t beat, it a In' t worth !!9.!. ga made. (SF1005) =
if it is not beaten, It is not worth being made.

Since verbal negation on the main verb is optional, it is to

be expected that it should be less favored on the lower ones where

emphasis is less likely to be a factor.

Apart from the co-ordinate example (117) which would pose no

problem If negative concord is ordered before co-ordinate clause

reduction, Labov's examples and mine fal I Into two related categories,

both having obligatory concord on non-definites -- at least In the
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(132 )

1.31

data now avai lable -- and optional on verbs.

3.5. Other BO Neaation. There are two further aspects of negation

which are of interest. BBO questions do not usually have inversion

of subject an~ verb; one type of negative question appears to have

inversion regularly, e.g.:

(128) Ain't we got one ladder? (BF16N)

(129) Ain't you hear her say that? (BF19N)

These are not sporadic attempts at the SE rule increasing in frequency

along the continuum but occur throughout for the type of question

which conveys the speaker's assumption that the positive is correct,

I ike the SE equivalent:

(128b) Haven't we got a ladder?

Other questions are marked in one of three ways: Wh-questions

have the wh-word sentence-initial and characteristic intonation; tag

questions have an invariant tag ~? and positive yes-no questions have

Intonation only. Inversion in these types does enter sporadically in

meso/ectal BBO and increase towards SE in a pattern simi lar to other

features of decreolization.

The initial negator ain't in examples (128) and (129) seems

plainly to be a verbal negator, since the negator for other constituents

is not. However it does not trigger negative concord (though I have

only a few examples) for example in (128) or:

(130) Ain't he got~ conch to the dock? (BF43R)

It also does not combine with tense-aspect mark~rs or medals:

Ain't you~ bite? (BF43R)

Ain't M- could bring them for you? (WM80L)
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If this is a case of inversion it must then occur before

+NEG combines with any preverbal markers. However, this cannot then

be the same rule as required for SE which moves any tense-markers and

modals with the negative. Furthermore the trigger for such SO In-

version cannot be the usual question marker, since other questions do

not Invert.

It would seem best to generate this negative sentence-

initial as it occurs on the surface. If at I negators are originally

higher predicates, however, there would have to be some underlying

difference between (128) and:

(128c) We ain't got fl2 ladder, eh?

since these are non-synonymous, the latter conveying the speaker's

assumption that the answer is negative.

(128) is roughly equivalent to SE:

(128d) Is it not (the case) that we have a ladder?

and in this

SE sentence negative polarity items such as ~ are ungrammatical:

(128e)* Is it not the case that we have any ladder?

A common tree for (128) and (128d) could be:
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whereas 123c would have the tree:

S

0\
NEG~

wegoT6i1eUer

However l although this would

provide for the lack of tense marking, since the equative verb would

be non-past regardless of the tense or modal ity of the lower verb, the

lack of negative concord must be accounted for, since this operates into

lower noun clauses (see section 3.4. above).

Baker (1970) shows that where there are two negatives the

polarity of one cancels the other, so that in clauses commanded by

both, negative polarity items are ungrammatical.

Such polarity is also affected by a question; in the case of

(128) both NEG and 0, are affecting the polarity and therefore concord

is not possibie.

The analysis of this question form as having a higher

equative verb which combines with the negative seems to be correct; it Is

thus not a case of inversion. The dummy it is not inserted as would be

required In SE.

Another interesting negative is what Labov (1972) cal Is a

"NEG f rorn nowhere":

(133) Bitch, before you get the price of nothinq .•• (#102)

similar to BO examples:

( 134) catch him before he don't go to M- (BF24N)
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(135) You don't go without J- don't ge, (WF23M)

These are exa~Dles

conjunctions that KI ima (1964) considers contain[+Affect] (p,314)

which In SE accounts for the occurrence of negative polarity items

in the clauses they introduce. In Spanish there is once again a

paral lei. A translation of (134) would be roughly:

(135b) Puta, antes de que te pag~ nada,.,

with once again a sUbjunctive marking on

the verb and negative indeterminate. In view of the facts of the

situations referred to by these sentences the female is not going

to get any money (134), he wi I I not reach M- (135) -- it would seem

I ikely that there is an underlying negative in these sentences which

SE has suppressed.

Bickerton (1975) states that in Guyanese basi/ect the only

multiple negation permitted is where the speaker is negating a state-

ment containing a singular count noun.

The statement:

6b, wan dag bait wan kyat. (p.6)

is negated by:

13c. non dag na bait non kyat. (p.9)

which:

is logically equivalentto:

13c' There is no dog such that it bit a cat,
and there is no cat such that It was bitten
by a dog, so there wasn't any biting either.

If this is indeed the natural-logical form
of a negation of 6b, it fol lows that the
multiple negation of 13c is simply a maximal Iy
transparent syntactic rendering of it. (p.10)
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In other words, In the deep structure of a semantically-

based grammar, the negation Is marked already on al I the non-definites

and the verb; there would be no rule of negative concord. It would seem

that Bickerton is implying by "syntactic transparency" that this under-

lying structure would be that of SE also.

This proposal is attractive; It would solve, as I suggest

above, the problem of where the 'NEG from nowhere' comes from after

the (tAffectJ elements themselves not overtly negative. It would be

historically satisfying; negative concord is the older form for

English as a whole and, as Curme (1947) impl ies when he says:

Under Latin influence this older usage
has disappeared in literary English. (p.147)

it is the

D2D-concorded Indeterminate that Is derivative in Engl ish. The

conversion of ~ to ~ would be a superficial language-particular rule

which would not exist in some varieties of Engl ish. KI ima (1964) con-

siders and rejects such a proposal for SE, arguing (p.290) from the

evidence of postposed negation and the ambiguity of 'I wi I I force her

to marry no-one' amongst other arguments.

I cannot discuss SE complexities here; however, It would

seem preferable not to have Bo deep structures differ radically from SEe

There are many Individuals who, In the Bahamas as elsewhere, command

both SE and a variety of English with multiple negation. If an In-

dependent analysis would make It seem preferable to have underlying

multiple negation for these non-SE rects, then SE should probably be

examined In this light.
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The problem for BO with Bickerton's analysis above It that

verbal negation is optional in BO if the subject is negative. I have

suggested In earlier sections that this be accounted for by postulating

an earlier obligatory negative concord rule affecting only the

indefinItes. The same arguments would apply if these were marked not

by rule but in the underlying semantic representation. Taking

Bickerton's 'natural-logical' semantic structure:

There is no dog such that it bit a cat,
and there is no cat such that it was
bitten by a dog so that there wasn't any
biting either. (1974 p.l0)

it can be seen

that this would entail that the BO underlying semantic representation

be modIfied, for example:

••• so that any biting becomes hypothetical.

ThIs would have a

relationship wIth the facts of Spanish. The indefinites are marked

with negative in a subordinate clause within the scope of negation,

but the verb is in the subjunctIve. This mood is the marking for

hypothetical clauses, such as Irrea I Is conditionals or the expression

of wIshes.

Bickerton has pointed out (personal communication) an

Interesting parallel with child language. There is a certain stage of

language development at which negative concord appears (see Bloom 1970)

and for the middle-class children, In whose presence even the most

informal language wi II not contain negative concord, this appears

unmotivated. If the underlying structure contains negated
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Indeterminates as in the Guyanese basi lect this would be explained.

The chi Idren's initial negative concord and later suppression of it

would follow the developmental lines outl ined in Stampe (1972) of a

natural 'process' which is later suppressed. Decreol ization would

fol Iowa simi lar pattern.

If this is the case the decreolization here would be

different from the other changes I have described. A rule suppressing

verbal negation would have to be inserted as an early rule since the

negative would have to be removed before it combined with tense-aspect

or medals. Most decreol ization involves superficial changes such as

substitution of didn't for ain't or insertion of dummy subject.

It may be that such a deep structure change cannot be

optional. The obligatory marking in GC basi lact of negative on the

verb as wei I as indeterminates seems to have been lost in 880; the

optional marking of the verb that is seen is probably achieved by the

stylistic marking rule required for other elements In the sentence.

This would account for the fact, although the change from verb-marking

is a phenomenon of decreolization, the verbal marking does not show

gradual change along the continuum as do the rules for ~' ~ and zero

use. (see Table 4 above)

For 880 negation would propose, then, that the non

deflnltes marked with ~ and its compounds are probably generated as

such In deep structure, although an early rule marking these with the

feature[+ne~from a higher NEG predicate would have the same surface

result. There would be no rule of negative attraction such as pro

posed by Labov (1972), since the SUbject non-definite would already be
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marked not the verb. The one other rule required for the basi lect

would be an optional rule, with stylistic and social conditioning,

which would generate extra negatives within the same clause as a &neg) ,

or within certain I imited types of subordinate clauses. These extra

negatives would be placed before the verb or before presupposed NP's

either alone or in prepositional phrases, in which case they would be

incorporated into the determiner of the noun. They could occur before

adverbs or adverbial clauses, but could not be incorporated Into them.

TheC+neg]could be inserted before an empty NP slot or other element

permitted by the sentence structure, in which case the negative would

be realized by a semantically empty item appropriate to the slot.

For the mesolect the SE rules required to convert underlying

no Into~ or ~ would be acquired as optional rules perhaps only in

some environments at first.
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Notes for Chapter I I I

1. Past habitual is discussed in section 2.4. below on never.

2. The modal I transcribe with separate to is in fact pronounced with

simply a final Iii in BBD and lal in WBD with both ~~t and had. Thus

we have B8D /gc::edi/ and /haedl/ and WBD gced~/ and hC2d;/; for both

varieties have to is /hceftd / .

3. The verb ~ is another special case with past forms.

Three are possible: I ain't go = I didn't go; I ain't gone = , am not

absent; I ain't bin = I didn't go and return, I haven't/hadn't been.

4. Negative modals in 80 are on the whole the same as in SE; there

are a few points of interest: since ~ has been lost (see note for

chapter I I for details) the negatives can't and couldn't both correspond

to positive could:

(a) If you have favorable weather, oh, you could complete the trip
in about two weeks, but if the weather get kind of rough
-- you know, can't go. (8M93R)

(b) And I could pass the BJC exam •••• nobody else couldn't pass the
test ••• (BF75R)

with

can't being used in non-past contexts and couldn't in past. Won't,

wouldn't and shouldn't have usually the same reference as in SE, but

couldna, wouldna and shouldna are sometimes used for past realis as

wei I as Irrealls, In the same way as their positive equivalents:

(c) I couldna stop. We keep sl iding, sliding down the hll I.
(BM20N) = I couldn't stop.

(d) Wasn't for B- he wouldna bin getting that. (BF32R) = if it wasn't
for B- he wouldn't be getting that.
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5. Labov at several points uses the term optional when discussing

negative concord, but finally marks his rule of NEGCONCORD variable,

although he gives no figures for frequel'cy of occurrence such as used

in his variable rules for the copula. He does not in the 1972 article

on negation distinguish between optional and variable, but! bel ieve

a useful distinction could be made. The form of a rule does not change

whether it is obi 19atory, optional or variable,what changes is the

conditions of appl ication. The term 'optional' is used,even when

discussing an ideal ized homogeneous communitY,to describe those rules

that the individuals in the community could apply or not and grammatical

sentences would result. The conditions causing the selection of the

option might wei I be styl istic such as negative postposing discussed

above. The term 'variable rule' has been used to characterize rules

which are socially conditioned for appl ication. There may be some, or

many, Individuals In a social group for whom such a rule is optional;

Indeed, for them the conditions of its application -- formality versus

intimacy may wei I be the same as those of an always optional rule.

However, for others in the community such a rule may be categorical

and for others non-existent. Labov labels his NEGCONCORD rule

variable and indeed some conditions upon this rule are socially

determined as are his copula rules. However, the rule as he states it

(see my page P9 icould not Incorporate the mechanisms for determining

the frequency of application such as he outlines for his variable rules

for copula. This is because, as I show, he combines INDET and VB as

both undergoing concord even though clause-mate indeterminates have

almost categorical concord In his data and a lower verb concord only
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rarely. have therefore considered his label 'variable' here as

synonymous with 'optional' more especially as he gives this label

also to his rule for negative postposing, which I bel ieve is optional

for all varieties of Engl ish.

6. In BBD,indeterminates in certain lower S's commanded by the

negated S are also obi igatori Iy marked; Labov states that this is

optional In BE (Labov 1972 p.807>. I discuss this further in section

3.4. below.

7. Labov gives only one example of this:

(e) She ain't in no seventh grade. She in eleventh grade.(1972 #121)

and even this,

though an adverbial phrase, has an NP which can be marked. He does not

discuss these in detail, but the rule may well be more restricted in

BE. This example is contrastive and may belong with the examples such

as in no Haiti I discuss below.

8. Hardly itself poses problems in SE as weI I as in BD (see Klima

1964), and I do not have enough data to formulate rules for it, the

only one of the 'incomplete negatives' to occur in my data. It

triggers negative concord either In object or In phrases:

(f) He hardly could do nothing he own self. (BF32R)

(g) It's hardly worth It not with scale fish. (WF80L)

but verbal negation is optional when hprdly precedes as in

example (f) or Is within the verb-phrase:

(h) ••• cos he does hardly come to see her. (BF19N)

(i) Wei I they don't hardly do nothing. (WF80L)

Also hardly itself may be preceded
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by~ when It fol lows the verb, as in examples (72) and (73).

9. The fol lowing are the examples of verbal negative concord to out-

side the clause as quoted by Labov. AI I bu+ the last are from his

1968 report; I give his numbering:

270. It ain't no cat can't get into no coop.

Commenting on the above example he states (p.282):

"We collected the following additional examples:"

344. Wei I, wasn't much couldn't do.

345. don't know if the girl never got fucked or not.

346. told you, I don't bel ieve there's no God.

347. When it rained nobody don't know it didn't.

348. Back in them times there ain't no kid around that
ain't -- wasn't even thinking about smoking no
reefers.

349. It wasn't no trick couldn't shun her.

49. There wasn't a son of a gun who this whore couldn't shun.
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Introduction.

1.1. I describe in this chapter several non-SE features of BO

involving subjects and their relative importance in the SO sentence.

First document the use of dummy subject amongst Slack and

White speakers. It clearly varies along the continuum; lack of dummy

subject would seem to be a Creole feature and there are paral leis with

other Afro-American varieties, although I have found only brief mention

of these.

Second I describe the double subject sentence in BO,where a

noun subject has a pronoun copy between it and the verb. relate

this to similar phenomena in Black English and New Guinea Tok Pisin

and discuss the function it appears to serve in BO compared to these

languages.

Neither the double-subject sentence nor another type, where

a non-subject NP occupies first place in the sentence, is radically

different from possible SE sentence-types. It seems, however, that the

use of these transformations is both more widespread and less marked in

SO than in more Standard varieties; this is simply impressionistic,

however, as I have no frequency counts of other varieties for

comparison, nor have I found anything comparable discussed for other

non-SE varieties.

More detailed analysis of such sentences with a wider

selection of data Is needed for 80 to determine how Important these

frontIng transformations are In SO discourse "and the functions they

serve, besides comparative analyses for other non-SE varieties.
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Dummy Subjects

2.1. In Tables 19 and 20 below I show the presence or absence of a

dummy SUbject for a few of the commoner types of sentence which have

this feature in SE. I have contrasted data from Black and White

speakers, since there seem to be significant differences between

them. wi I I discuss each type of sentence briefly and relate the

omission of the dummy SUbject In basilectal Black speakers to the

omission of anaphoric SUbject pronoun which is also found. In the

course of the discussion I wi I I relate features of the SO sentences

to simi lar features described for other Afro-American varieties of

Engl Ish.

2.2. The there of the SE existential sentence is usuallv con-

sldered (see for example Lyons 1967) a dummy SUbject inserted after a

transformation has moved the underlyIng initial NP. In SO the

existential there is mainly acrolectal, and there are three other types

of existential which are more commonly found.

The most basi fectal form in my data appears to be introduced

by a form of the verb got/have with zero SUbject, the verb showing the

same varIation of form in present and past, positive and negative, as

was described in Chapter 111 for its modal and possessive meanings.

The tabulation of column In Tables 19 and 20 takes account only of

sentences with no subject, such as:

(1) Beforetlme didn't had no creature round here at al I hardly. (BM78R)

(2) (Turtle, Is there much turtle now?) No, don't have turtle round
(BF38R)
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Key For Tables 19 and 20

Exist have

Exist be

Extra

Time

Ambience

Total A

Total B

= existential S with~ as verb.

= existential S with ~ as verb.

= sentence with anaphoric 1 omitted.

= sentence with extraposed subject.

= expression of time.

= expression of weather etc.

= no. of subjects present - omitted in speech of
Individuals

= no. of subjects present - omitted for each category.

o = al I sUbjects omitted. in that category.

x = variable presence - omission of subjects.

= al I subjects present.
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2 3 4 5 6 7

Exist Exist+be ~- Sub..j ./0

~ I Extra Time there 1.:t. ~ Total A, %

Bfv178R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 25 100

BF44C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 16 100

BF87A 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 2- 9 82

BF32R 0 0 0 0 0 X X 4- 37 90

~ a a a 0 X X 2- 9 82

BF65L 0 a X 2- 4 67

BF75R 0 0 a X X 0 3- 35 92

BM93R 0 0 0 X X 0 2- 17 90

Total B. 0-15 0-49 0-21 1-27 3-16 6-16 4-8 14-152

d J..QQ 97 84 73 67 8- 92s: - -
Table. 19 BBD Dummy SUbjects

2 3 4 5 6

Exist Ambi- Exist+be Subj. /0

have ~ there l.!. Time Extra Total A, IIe:

~~F80L 0 X X X 6 - 8 57

WM84M 0 X X X X X 22 -10 31

WM80L X X X 7 - 4 36

WF43N 5 - 0 0

~ 12 - 0 0

WF39E X 34 - 1 3

Total B. 0-1 3-4 21-7 &:.1 9-5 15-2 86 -23- -
! 57 2l 10 36 12 79 -21

Table 20 WBD Dummx subjects
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(3) (You were the captain, eh?) Oh, when I bin, yea, but had other
captains too you know •.•• (BM78R)

BBD has here diverged slightly from the pattern found in

basilectal Guyanese where the usual existential sentence also has £2!,

but with an expressed subject dem (Bickerton, personal communication).

I have collected a few examples of they got/~ where the anaphorlc

reference for they is vague, as of course it can be generally in

English:

(4) They aot accident up there. You shoulda turn back. (girl in car)

but only one such sentence occurs in the data used for Tables

1 and 2:

(5) That's one up to Greys and one down to Mi I lars. They have
two on the Island. (BF65L) (she is herself on the
island referred to)

such sentences are generally infrequent.

2.2.2. More frequently even in the basilect the verb in an

existential sentence is ~ tabulated in columns 5 and 6 of Table

and columns 3 and 4 of Table 20 but in the basilect this is also found

with zero subject: 1

(6) ~ only one big Boss, right? (BF44C)2

(7) Only ~ three live here, my husband and just that little
grand. (BF65L)

(8) (Boy, they last a long time too) ••••Ain't none last longer
than them. (BF32R)

(9) Wasn't nothing for you to do then like today. (BF75R)

Amongst some basi lectal speakers the omission of the subject

Is categoricali however, as Tables 19 and 20 show, the use of either 11

or there as subject is optional for much of the continuum, with only

a few White speakers having obi igatory dummy subject in this
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environment. In the tabulation I have counted only clearly non-

anaphorlc 11 for column 6:

(10) We's a smal I community. ~ not so many jobs avai lable for them
to do. (WF39E)

(11) And she couldn't get along over there, cos i~ wasn't nothing
doing. (BF75R)

A comparison of Tables 19 and 20 shows that the use of l!+be

for existential sentences is far more prevalent amongst White speakers

than amongst Black. Data from more acrolectal Black speakers not in-

eluded in these tables show an increasing use of there nearer SE with

only occasional use of li. I have not heard or recorded any Black

speaker with the categorical or near categorical use of it that I have

found with some White speakers.

In Black Engl ish there is an interesting paral lei with this

White Bo use. Labov (1968) says:

For :ome speakers l 11 for there is categorical,
but In general it appears as a variable with
a high degree of frequency. (p.302)

and gives a table

of frequencies averaging around 70% l! subject for his Black teenagers.

He further remarks that it is a socio-linguistic marker I ike

consuetudinal ~:

•••• whlte speakers are as a rule completely
unaware of this particular feature. (p.303)

Labov is here,

howeverl speaking of northern US Whites; it would be of interest in

unraveling Bahamas - US I ingulstic relationships to discover if any

White communities In the southern US use It in this waYI since the
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Whites amongst whom it is most prevalent in the Bahamas live in the ex-

Loyalist Fami Iy Island communities with clear historical links with

the US. Labov also gives an example of zero-subject existential:

(12) Ain't nobody complaining but you, man. (1968.#.351)

but without frequency of occurrence. Also found within the

Black Engl ish continuum is an occasional use of they aot, which Labov

(1968) found equivalent to there are only:

(13) They got some bitches round here. (p.303. #433)

and an existential use of Dere co:

(14) So Calvin had a rock, and we -- us y'know,
here go a wal I and far away, here co a wal J. (#435)

The latter seems to be

idiosyncratic to Black English. Again for comparative study the place

on the Black English continuum of these forms and their relative

frequencies would be of interest.

2.3. Expressions of 'ambience' (term from Bolinger 1973) such as

weather conditions, temperature etc. show considerable variation within

the data from one individual and through the continuum. The figures

used in column 7 of Table 19 and column 2 of Table 20 are, low, and

perhaps a clearer picture would emerge with more data. Besides

examples with zero subjects:

(15) When you pass, is moonshine night and you pass clear over. (BF44C)

(16) Had to rain for get water most. (BM78R) = It had to rain in
order to get water as a rule.

and ~ subject:

(17) Wei I, look like it blowing a gale outside. (BM51R)

(18) If it comes plenty rain like it's bin here lately. (WM84M)
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there are a few examples of sentences from Black speakers

where the location occurs sentence-initial:

(19) Yea, out there blowing some wind. (SF32R) (answer to (17) )

(20) Turn it back on, cos in nere getting hot. (BF19N)

In these it is not possible to be certain whether the locative is a

fronted adverbial or a subject. If the former, they would sl ightly

increase the figures for zero subject used in Table 19, but would not

alter the pattern of variation.

Bol inger (1973) discusses it In such sentences and gives

evidence which Indicates that:

not only is it more than an empty surface
element; It has as its referent precisely the
'environment' that is central to the whole
Idea. (p , 261 )

Although he later rejects

the possibility that l! Is inserted as a copy of an extraposed locative

in sentences such as:

"It's pleasant in Chicago." (p.264)

because clear

adverbial phrases cannot function as subjects In SE, I.e.:

"*In Chicago is pleasant."

this is, of course, not the case in BBD where simi Jar sentences such

as (19) and (20) are grammatical. The varlabi lity of forms for ambient

expressions in BBD may therefore be because the it is more easily taken

as co-referential with expressed or contextual environment, and so may

be treated as anaphoric; on the other hand it is not so clearly

anaphoric as those It's which refer to NP's previously mentioned in
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discourse.

2.4. Expressions of time and sentence with extraposed subjects

show most clearly the difference between the Black and White speakers.

The former use zero subject in 48 out of 49 such sentences (columns 3

and 4 Table 19):

(21) Now when time for broklng corn, I broke out my corn. (BF44C) =
When It is time to pul lout the corn .••.

(22) You does see him, then after that does be couple of weeks
fore you see him. (BF71A)

(23) Seems I ike just two three weeks Christmas bin here, you see.
(BM78R)

(24) Ain't no use coming to me bout no practice cos I ain't
-- coming. (BM20N)

whereas for most White speakers

a dummy subject is obi Igatory:

(25) It ain't I ikelt it's gonna be rough to both beaches.(WF39E)

(26) When that comes out, it' I ~ be when It's cut out ••• (WM84M)

(27) It's no use for a foreigner to come .•• (WF80L)

as can be seen from columns

3 and 4 of Table 19 and columns 5 and 6 of Table 20 there is far less

variabi Iity in these categories than with ambience expressions.

2.5. Labov (1968) makes no mention of his Black English subjects'

use of dummy subjects save in existential sentences. For Gullah

Cunningham (1970) does not provide for subject deletion except In

commands as in SEe However, it would seem I ikely that lack of dummy

11 might occur In Gullah, since it is found in both Black Engl ish and

880.

Bickerton (1973) mentions for Guyanese only cleft and
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pseudocleft sentences, and impersonal expressionsj for the latter he

gives existential sentences as examples. In al I of these dummy subject

Is lacking:

(28)~ dl seem ting hapn in ada vi lij 'It was the same thing that
happened in other vi I lages.' (1973 #6a)

(29)~ so abi yuus tu duu lang taim 'That was how we used to do
it in the old days.' (1973 #6b)

(30) evri sekan~ sooja in a vi lij 'There were soldiers in the
vi I lage the whole time.' (1973 #7b)

Later he quotes a

GC meso/ectal expression of time, where the verb is new is but the

subject is stil I omitted:

(31) if iz midnait i week i gon blgin kos ' It It's midnight
when he wakes up, he'll start swearing." (1973 #16a)

Since Bickerton speaks of impersonal expressions in general

as lacking sUbjects (1973 p.654) it is probable that 'ambience'

expressions would be included amongst these. The lack of dummy

subject would seem clearly to be a Creole feature in BBD, lost

gradually through decreol ization.

2.6. A comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows some clear differences

between Black and White speakers. Some Black speakers in Table 19

seem to have no rule of l!-insertionj when the rule enters the

grarrvnar of the continuum It does so soonest for ambience expressions

tabulated in column 7 and to spread gradually to other environments,

with extraposed sentences having no it-insertion for any Black speaker.

Amongst White speakers, on the other hand, only WM84M, the

roost variable speaker in Table 20, omlts,'dummy l!. In extraposed
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sentences; for the other speakers it-insertion here is categorical.

WM84M is also the only speaker to use 0+have with existential meaning,

although this is used by most Black speakers. Ambience expressions

are the most variable for both groups.

There are other less frequently found types of sentence

requiring a dummy subject in SE; with these also the sUbject is

omitted in the Black basilect but seldom in the White mesolect, for

example in cleft sentences:

(32) Was the sarne Mr. F- used to always say ..•• (BF75R)

(33) ~ K- and he two boys she for. (WM80L) = She is for
K- and his two boys.

2.7, Conversational Eng! ish in general can truncate sentences

and since In many of the above examples the dummy l! would have

occurred sentence-initial it might be felt that it has simply been

lost by some of ph6nologlcal erosion of an underlying element, by a

process simi lar to that which gives SE:

" 's a I I right," "you ready?" "'s not finished."

However, It does not seem to

be the case that it is the form it as such which Is vulnerable to

deletion. In the data of Black speakers in Table 19 the total

number of dummy-subject sentences is 166 out of which 14, or 8% had

an expressed subject, In the same data from these speakers there

were 77 sentences requiring anaphorlc it as sUbject; of these 65 or

85% had the subject expressed. This difference Is significant.

2,8. As mention above, in the data from Black speakers anaphorlc

It Is omitted 15% of possible occurrences. I am ccuntlng only those
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cases where the referent occurred in the previous sentence and thus

could not be deleted by SE conjunction reduction; I am also not

counting answers to questions. Examples are:

(34) (That bin In the house al I the whi Ie?) Yea, see, is
wattle and plaster house. (BF44C)

(35) You got old conch and you throw that in l!. Taste good. (BF87A)

This Is a phenomenon which occurs with other subject pronouns

as wei I, to approximately the same extent. Some examples could be

accounted for by postulating underlying conjunction, with the loss of

and and the use of sentence intonation for the truncated clause:

(36) ain't had nobody pass me thing sometime. ~ a scaffold.
(BM78R)

but often this is not possible:

(37) sti I I make it, cos keepl~g long age anyhow. (BM78R)

(38) When I finish with these, get them In the bag, put
them in the bag bout Saturday or Sunday. Saturday,
maybe tomorrow might put them In the bag. (BF32R)

This loss of anaphoric subject pronoun may be possible for

other varieties of conversational Engl ish. It may be on the other

hand a feature of Afro-American English, since in my data it is over

twice as frequent amongst the Black speakers than amongst the White

speakers of Table 2, who omit anaphoric it only 6% of the time.

Even this figure may be high for White speech in general, since

some Influence from the Black community would be expected upon

Bahamian Whites.

The omission of anaphorlc pronoun Is found more frequently in

the more emotional sections of the relatively formal interviews used
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to collect my data, for example:

(39) 1 had more losses than anyone person. Lost a house and
everything what in it. Then 1~ out my suitcase
to dry off the clothes that night and forget and
left the suitcase on top of the bed. Had it under
neath the bed and take it out .•• Forget-reft it there,

(BF75R)

It would be of interest to compare the incidence of such

deletion of a presupposed subject, rather than pronominal izatlon, in

other varieties of Engl ish to see whether it is, in fact, more common

in BBD or perhaps in Black dialects in general.

There is a related deletion of the pronoun I found only

amongst more basi 'ectal speakers. First person is the most ore-

supposed person in discourse and, if no other subject is specified

for an active verb it is easiest to assume that the speaker means

himself. In fact, however, it is only the Black speakers in the data

I have analyzed who omit the first person pronoun when it is not

recoverable from the preceding I inguistic context. Amongst the

basi lectal speakers of Table 19 it is not rare; as can be seen from

column 2 al I speakers do this, with a total of 49 omissions between

them. This, like the loss of 11, can be found where phonological

attrition of the beginning of the utterance could not be the

explanation:

(40) Sometime when bad weather can't get to the boat to buy
fish. (BF71A) = I can't get ••.•

Also, another topic may have

been the subject of the preceding clause, or whole passage:

(41) When you and N- was suppose to get married, come up here
one morning, C- say ••• (BM46R) =1 came up here
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(42) My uncle he was married over there. He gone over there
a boy and get herself a man over there and get he
fami Iy and he die there, Reuben.~ a uncle name
Reuben .••• (BF87A) =1 had an uncle .••.

Again! I have no figures for the incidence of such deletion

in other varieties of Eng'ish; however, as C~D be seen from Tables 1

and 2, this deletion corresponds to the lack of dummy subjects. The

only White speaker to have this deletion - with only two deletions in

65 minutes of speech, a far lower incidence than amongst Black

speakers -- is the most variable amongst White speakers for dummy 11

Insertion. There would seem to be some connection between the omission

of a subject which can be recovered from I inguistic or non-I inguistic

context, and the lack of a rule inserting a semantically empty subject.

Doub Ie Sub,iects

3.1. In a sma' I but significant minority of BD sentences with a

noun subject, a prcnoun copy has been inserted between that noun and the

verb. For Table 21 I have analyzed the data from eight representative

Black speakers, giving the number of such double-subject sentences as a

percentage of al I noun-subject sentences in each individual's output.

These sentences are spoken without a break between noun and pronoun

in the case of a short noun phrase such as:

(43) Estelle she's a joke! (BF50R)

(44) Ghost and thing they ain't particular. (BM74A)

although when

the subject contains a relative clause a slight intonation break does

occur but no more than would be found between subject and verb in SE
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TABLE 21

FREQUENCY OF PRONOUN COpy FOR INDIVIDUALS

Pronoun CoPY No COPy Total %P - C

BF100S 7 12 19 37

BM93R 21 60 81 26

BF38R 11 38 49 22

BF77R 7 30 37 17

Br71A 11 46 57 19

BF87A 8 41 49 16

BF44C 10 79 89 11

BF32R 9 106 115 8

Total 84 412 496

aI 17 83e:
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in such cases:

(45) Some people what get glasses they really had to get them. (BF32R)

Wide variation amongst individual frequency of use of this

feature can be seen in Table 21; moreover, the speakers who use this non-

SE pattern most frequently are not in every case those who were found

to be most basi/ectal in other features such as lack of copula or dummy

sUbject. Note ·in particular the low incidence in the speech of BF32R

and BF44C. Bickerton (personal communication) says that such sentence

patterns are a feature of Guyanese mesolect, not found in the basi feet;

this would seem possible from the figures in Table 21, save for the high

frequency in the speech of BF100S, the speaker who uses more basi lectal

forms of negator and pronoun than found In other BBD speech. More data

would be needed to map adequately the distribution of this double

subject feature In the community.

3.2 Given (1975) cal Is this sentence pattern in Black Engl ish

topicallzation; I have therefore analysed this BBD data to ascertain

whether the pronoun copying can be viewed as marking the topic, as far

as the latter can be defined.

It seems to be agreed (e.g. Li and Thompson 1976, Schwartz

1976, Giv6n 1975) that the topic is definite, in=luding generic.
~

Givon (1975) furthermore states that topics are usually human (p.2).

In Tables 22 and 23 below I give the overal/ numbers and percentages

from Table 21, re-ana/ysed to show the frequency of pronoun copying with

definite versus non-definite sUbjects, and with human as opposed to

non-human ones. It can be seen that although non-definite sUbjects are

unlikely to be marked In this way, it Is possible, for example:
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TABLE 22

Definite Non-Definite Total

na- ! llQ..
cI
jO

Pronoun CODy 82 20 2 2.5 84

No CODY 334 80 78 97.5 412

Total 416 100 80 100 496

TABLE 23

Human Non-Human Total

.!:!2.. ! !!2.. !
Pronoun CODy 72 23 23 7 84

No Copy 244 77 168 93 412

Total 316 100 180 100 496- -
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(46) They gone on the boat to the States and al I about. And~
of them they ain't come back. (B~U7R)

In the sameway, although this

marking is less frequent for non-human nouns than it is overal f, it can

mark such nouns:

(47) The crab they cleaning out now, you know. (BF44C)

Subjects are mainly human and

definite in any case; the probabi I ity of having a pronoun copy is only

sl ightly increased where the subject is human or definite.

3.3.
. ~

Glvon (1975) proposes that the function of the Black Engl ish

pattern simi lar to this is to mark the entry into the discourse of a

new topic, in particular one that has not been mentIoned for some time.

I have therefore analysed the BBD data to see how far the pronoun copy

lsi s used to mark th is. In Tab Ie 24 co Iumn 1, give the frequency of

marking a topic, either mentioned for the first time or reintroduced;

in columns 2 and 3 I have divided those subjects mentioned in the

previous sentence according to whether they were the sUbject of that

sentence or have undergone case promotion. In column 4 I give the

frequency of marking for those subjects which are contrasted to the

sUbjects of the sentence before. An example of case-promotion is:

(48) had to get an agent you know. Well, the aqent he coulda speak
Engl ish •••• (BM77R)

and of contrasted subject:

(49) My oldest boy 19 he In the police corps. My oldest daughter
~ she done bin in the Col lege and come out •••• Percy ~
in the government high school. (BF38R)

As can be seen from Table 6, it does not seem to be
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TABLE 24

FREQUENCY OF PRONOUN COPYj STATUS
OF COPIED NP IN PREVIOUS DISCOURSE

2 3 4

PREVIOUS S

First Mention Subject Other Contrasted Total-
No. tt No. eI No. e! No. tt

,'0 fJ /0 ;0

Pr,9.noun CORY. 42 18 15 11 4 16 23 40 84-
No Copy 191 82 166 89 21 84 34 60 412

Total 233 181 25 57 496
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significant in BBD whether the sUbject was that of the previous

sentence or not. Thus the mere change of topic does not seem to be

what is signal led by this marker. It is only where the subject of the

sentence is in contrast with that of the previous sentence that the

incidence of marking Is significantly higher. Sometimes the change of

topic is quite a radical one; in the fol lowing example, there Is a

general conversation about losing teeth, aU one participant starts to

speak of a pa~t;cu:ar incident:

(50) (a) Boy,
(b)

(c)
(b)

he don't take it out lf he 5ee the teeth sti I I sound
Once you start losing them, boy, next one ain't far.
Tell the man take them all out.
Queenie she down there •.•. (BF50R)

However, most of the contrasted subjects marked by the

pronoun copy do not represent a change In overal I topic. As in

example (49) above, the 'topic' is the speaker's chi Idren, and In

example (50) the conversation remains within the realm of dentistry.

Although a contrasted subject is more I ikely to be marked

by a pronoun copy than are subjects in general, a majority of such

subjects are sti II not so marked.

When a speaker Is making such contrasts, sometimes several contrasting

subjects may be marked in succession as in (49), and sometimes the

first noun or a subsequent noun may be left unmarked:

(51) The second one of mine that born in the hospital. I was in
Nassau. Then pJI t~t~restQQru right here. (BF44C)

(52) The baby boy what in Nassau now ~~ hon.e here ••••
and the rest what was alive ~ in Mlami •••• (BF75R)

Sankoff (1976) discussing a recent Tok Pisln development

which seems simi lar to the BBD pattern calls it "an emphatic topic-
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TABLE 25

FREQUENCY OF PRONOUN COPY;
COMPLEXITY OF COPIED NP

Simple Co-ordinate Como lex Clause Total

No. d No. d
~ i- No. L!3.. -!!...

Pronoun CoPY 30 8 6 27 25 30 23 72 84

No Copy 328 92 16 73 59 70 9 28 412

Total 358 22 84 32 496

Simple = Noun with determiner and preceding adjectives

Complex = Noun with phrasal or non-finite verbal modifiers

Co-ordinate = Two or more simple or complex subjects

Clause = Clausal sUbject or noun modified by a clause
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changing marker" (p.17) and the examples she gives seem to have the

marked subject contrasting with a previous one, as in my data:

(53) Mitufe/a sutim, givim long kandari, Bandarap. Bandarar em
i-kukim.

"The two of us shot it, and gave it to my mother's brother Bandarap.
Bandarap cooked it." Uf33)

3.4. There is a further function of this pronoun copying, mentioned

by Oi I lard for Black Eng' ish (1972.p.59) and by Sankoff for Tok Pisin,

which seems true for BBO also. In Table 25 I show the frequency of

pronoun copy after sUbjects of various degrees of complexity; it can

be seen that after a noun subject which includes a relative clause-

there wi I I be a pronoun as a reminder of the subject in the majority

of cases. For example:

(54) ••• and the one what sixteen she had a boyfriend. (BF34A)

(55) What got f if~ he spring; what ain't got I ife ~ dead, eh?
(BF44C) = (The seeds) that have I ife wi I I grow, those
that haven't got life are dead, aren't they?

Not only clauses, but other modifiers which add to the

length of the subject wi I I make a pronoun copy more I ikely, e.g. co-

ordinated subjects:

(56) Yea, my grandfather and his father they all live just Nurse
Cay. (BM93R)

(57) Old John and Thomas they were related? (BF32R)

or sUbjects with phrases

modifying them:

(58) The crew aboard the mailboat he does get a little order. (BF38R)

Once again, however, such characteristics of the subject

merely make the pronoun marker more I ikely; even with clauses, and
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and certainly with other ~odifiers, some subjects are not so marked:

(59) •.• and ~ho could work~ to work ad mind your fami Iy. (BF87A)

(60) Most those boats used to come from L-~ sai I ing boats. (BF75R)

(61) .•• and time my husband and al I them Door fel lows use to scul ling
(BF75R)

(62) Some Dart of Cuba, the southern Dart of C~ba ~ only sixty
mi les from Ragged Island. (BM77R)

Conversely, a simple noun

such in examples (47), (49) and (50) may have the pronoun copy.
,

3.5. Givon (1975) discusses this pronoun copying for Black Engl Ish

and Tok Pisin, characterizing it as "a universal agreement marker"

(p.3): The Tok Pisin Iii marker he cites does appear to be

obi igatory in most environments (it appears in my example (53) above)

and thus could be so described, although it derived historically from

pronoun copying as Sankoff (1976) shows. The Black Engl ish examples
,

in 01 I lard (1972) to whom Givon refers seem simi lar to BBO data.

Where the pronoun is inserted after a complex NP it could be viewed

as an agreement marker; however, its optional and contrastive

character in BBO is not the same as the automatic Iii cl Iticization

in Tok Pisin.

The rule for the insertion of pronoun copy would have to be

an optional one, with the main condition favoring its use the

syntactic complexity of the subject and a contributing factor whether

the subject was contrasted with a preceding NP. Factors against

copying would be if the subject were non-definite or non-human. Data

from Black Engl ish and other varieties of non-SE English would be

interesting for comparison, especially since Tok Pisin seems to be
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developing a secondary wave of pronoun copying with constraints simi lar

to those i n 880.

Frontins-of ~~n-Subiect

4.1. Fronting of an element other than the subject can occur in

680 as in SE, from any syntactic position in the sentencej where this

occurs a pronoun copy is usually left in the 'normal' position for

that element, and thus this transformation seems related to that

discussed in the preceding section:

(63) Guinea corn I had it the other year. (BF100S)

(64) I'lho ao and lauah at him he swell ~m right up and tvdst he
mouth round. (8M74A)

(65) The Commissioner son house if anything happen to~... (BF75R)

(66) AI' of Cat Island he had bout forty chi Idren there. (8F75R)

(67) Plenty of them who the eve-man test they eye he ain't do
much good for ~, cos the glasses what they oet they
had to take them right back in to Nassau. (BF32R)

In the above examples the copy is a pronoun; there are also

occasional examples of a noun copy being left when the noun is moved

sentence-initial, with one speaker having this as preferred form:

(68) Watermelon 1'1 I get watermelon now in the next four'weeks
f rom now. (8r..193R )

(69) Haiti had to do the same thing round Haiti. (8M78R) =1 had
to do •••

(70) Since they ain't play it, the money what we were g3 oet they
ain't give me the money. ~F44C)

In SE a simi lar movement of the NP to the front of the sen-

tence may occur without a copy being left; If movement rules involve

first copying then deletion here, as discussed for negation in
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In Chapter I f I, the BBD transformation is simply the first part of the

SE rule. A few examples of such fronting with deletion also appear

in my data:

(71) What 00 off in the bush you had to go and hunt. (BM93R)

(72) AI I kind of shit government doing. (BF32R)

4.2. The eight basifectal speakers whose output was discussed in

the previous section produced 39 fronted non-subjects with pronoun

copy, 14 with noun copy and 8 without copy, a total of 61 compared to

84 copied subjects.

These non-subjects often seem to be fronted because they

are in contrast with an element of the previous sentence:

(73) (You have to send to Nassau for it?) Everything what you want
like furn i°rure and th i ng you have to send to Nassau for
them. (BF38R)

(74) (What do you think .•• about San Andros?) Never bin spend no time
there. Fresh Creek I bin stay there good whi Ie. (BF87A)

which is similar to the pronoun copying of subjects. This is not

always the case; as with sUbJects, the fronted-and copied noun can

have been used in the previous sentence:

(75) mussy got bout thirty-odd, with the grand and the great-
grand. (Great'-grand too?) Uh, huh, areat-orand got
more great-grand than what grand I got. (BF87A)

(76) What I pass through ki I I yinna dead. Yinna aeneration kil I
ye dead. (BM74A) = It would kil I your generation.

These examples

are clearly emphatic.

4.3. In the previous section I showed that the most likely

subject to have pronoun copy was one modified by a relative clause;
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with non-subjects the trend is far less marked. BM93R, for example,

has seven instances of relative clause in a fronted non-subject out of

a total of thirty-three non-subject relative clauses, whereas al I six

of his subjects modified by a clause have pronoun copy.

Another difference between the two types is that whereas

the majority of the copied sUbjects are human (86%, see Table 5), that

is true of less than one third of the non-subjects. This reflects

think the fact that the subject is usually the agent and therefore

human, whereas this bias does not exist for most of the other case

roles.

As I mention above, most of these examples would be accept-

able in SE if the pronoun or noun copy were deleted. This Is not the

case when the noun fronted was originally modifying another noun:

(77) ••• snake since he head get through he body' I I get through. (BF44C)

(77') *Snake since head get through ..•

or after certain prepositions:

(78) Haiti had to do the same thing rOund Haiti. (BM77R)

(78') *Haiti had to do the same thing round.

or out of subordinate clauses:

(79) forget some of them big tal I woman what come home on the
wharf say I del iver them. (BF75R) I forget that I
delivered some of those women •••.

(79') forget some of those women •••• (that) I deliver. (not the
same sense)

(80) Some of those bigger boats they had another channel used to
had to bring~ around through. (BF75R) =another
channel which they used to have to bring them through.

4.4. For SE the rule proposed to account for sentences simi lar to
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my non-subject examples is left-dislocation; for BBO the element can be

copied by one rule, and the original element either real ized in ful I, or

as a pronoun, or deleted. Since these rules are required in BBO grammar

in any case, it would be best to have them operate on the subject also,

rather than having a separate rule inserting a pronoun after the subject,

and then having to place a I imitation on the copying rule that it did

not operate on subjects. In the case of the subject being copied, the

original element would have to be real ized as a pronoun (not a noun, and

if it were deleted the rules would have had no effect).

Fronting as Topical ization

,
5.1. As I mention above Givon (1976) cal Is the subject-fronting

topicalization, a speaker strategy to bring the subject/topic into

prominence when the speaker "is not confident that the hearer could

easily identify the topic". (Giv~n 1975 p.4) Although first mention

or resumption of the topic does not seem to cause fronting, a contrast

of the noun with an immediately preceding one increases the I ikefihood

of fronting both of a subject or a non-subject, and this contrastive

use seems to be a common one of so-cal led topicalization strategies in

3languages. The use of the pronoun subject to aid in identification of

the subject/topic seems to occur after the long or complex noun subject,

and would not seem to be marking that sUbject as any more of a 'topic'

than others.

The term topic is somewhat imprecise; Li and Thompson (1976)

have attempted to characterize it for 'topic-prominent' languages and

I give below some interesting simi larlties between the general izations
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they make and the situation in 680:

A. Topics are definite or generic; although there are a

few exceptions, both the subject and non-subject fronted nouns fulfi I

this condition on the whole.

8. There may be a topic in addition to a subject; most

of the non-subject exa~ples I cite above have a pronoun subject

fol lowing them; a noun is also possible:

(81) The rush what leave some peool.e open ~ on the ground. (8~!'74A)

= The rushes that are left some people open••.

I also

occasionally have double topics:
A 8

(82) Everv part of Exuma bonefish if
they only al low one. (BF32R)

8 A
you find~ round there
(Single-sentence intonation.)

C. The topic need not have a case role in the sentence. The

fronted nouns in 880 are usually I inked syntactically by means of co-

referential pronouns; however in three cases they are not:

(83) Fresh water we got to go where those mi J Is are. (8F75R)

(84) His wife I don't wish for nothing but God's grace. (8M93R)

(85) Sugar cane up there they closed down 19,000 tons of sugar on
hand. (WM84~~)

O. The topic controls co-reference. With SUbjects that are

fronted it is not possible to discriminate; with non-subjects, where

the sentence is fol lowed by another where deletion has occurred It can

be seen that the topic, not the subject, of the preceding sentence must

be supp lied:

(86) Strachan, the one what Strachan get, for fashion. Even
can't see out of them. (BF32R)~The glasses that S~ got
were for fashion. He cannot even see through them.
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(87) And th is same boy they brought~ here as a boy. Cou Idn' t
even talk good. (BF75R) = He (the boy) could not talk.

Many of the non-subject BBD examples would become acceptable

in SE if "as for ... " were added to the front and an intonation break

afterwards, e.g.:

(87') As for this boy, they brought him here as a chi (d.

These sentences are

usually used when examples of topicalization in SE are given (see for

examole Schwartz 1976).

ConeIus ion.•

6.1. Li and Thompson (1976) cite the lack of dummy subject as a

characteristic of topic-prominent languages. Whi Ie BBD has a subject

in most sentences it may be that the omission of recoverable anaphoric

pronouns and lack of a rule which inserts semantically empty subjects

are connected to the fronting of an NP which does have prominent

semantic content.

A further characteristic of languages where the topic is

prominent is lack of, or reduced use of, the passive voice. (li and

Thompson 1976) BBD has a passive with get, used as in SE. However,

as I mention in Chapter 2, verb-stem alone is often used in a 'middle'

sense to describe an action with the patient as subject, e.g.:

(87) Crab could eat. (BF44C) = Crabs can be eaten.

and the stem-form without ~ Is the equivalent of SE be+past

participle to describe the resulting state:

(87) I marry now fifty-odd years. (BM78R)
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BBD therefore has fewer contexts than SE in which the passive is

marked as such; according to Li and Thompson the typical subject

orominent language must mark Hthis non-normal subject choice" (p.647).

It would be of interest to have comoarative studies of these

phenomena for other varieties of Eng! ish to see to what extend lack

of dummy subject and anaphoric subject, and use of topicalization and

passives are related to each other and to Creole or general non-SE

features.
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Notes to Chapter IV

1. In Columns 5 and 6 of Table 1 I have arbitrari Iy divided

the occurrence of 0 subject before be with existential meaning between

the two columns.

2. The first word of this sentence is pronounced /lz/; I write

the pronunciatio~ 11s/ as 'it's' assuming that it represents

assimi lation of the lsi to the preceding /t/ and deletion of the

latter. The voiced consonant here indicates no assimi lation and

assume therefore no underlying (i)t.

3. Compare for example the use of the -wa marker In Japanese.
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1. In this disser7ation I have described certain features of the

Bahamian Dialect basi fect and the changes which occur in their

distribution and function through the mesolect. I have compared these

BD features to those of other varieties of Afro-American Engl ish.

2. In Chapter I I I analysed the distribution of copula forms

and zero copula in BD. I took for comparison categories simi lar to

those used by Labov (1972) for Black Engl ish and showed that, whi Ie

there were many simi larities of distribution between BE and BD, the

rules Labov proposed could not account for the BD data. There are two

crucial differences between the two varieties. First, it seems that

~ is found in al I copula environments in BE thus making jot probable

that the non-appearance of ~ and~ is phonologically motivated.

Second, is is usually contracted after noun as wei I as pronoun subjects

in BE, so that deletion can be ordered after, and made dependent upon

contraction. This is not the case in BD where contraction after nouns

is very rare.

Non-appearance of the copula in BD has therefore syntactic

motivation and I showed that most of the BD copula variation could be

explained by postulating an underlying copula before +NP complement

only. Such an underlying difference between copula categories could

be accounted for by postulating that BD copula at an earlier stage

was similar to that of present-day Guyanese basi feet, which has

distinct copulas for equative and locative, and treats predicate

adjectives as verbs. A locative copula de, identical to that in GC

basilect, is found in the speech of some basilectal BD speakers; this

seems to confirm both the relationship of Bahamian and Guyanese copula,
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and the persistence of separate copula categories in 60.

The surface variabi I ity of the copula is thus a reflection

of underlying differences; most of the copula forms present in

environments other than before noun-phrase complement can be accounted

for by syntactically motivated rules. ~'fas, ain't and wasn't are past

and negative markers; ~ is inserted in 'exposed' position and ncn-

finite ~ after aspect and modal markers. The appearance of the

copula in expressions such as that's riaht probably represents a

frequent ~echanism by which an SE rule spreads to other environments:

the rule is acquired first in comrron set expressions learnt as lexical

wholes.

3. From Chapter I I I it can be seen that the forms of the verbal

negator show more marked differences between the basi !ect and mesolect

In SO than did the copula. In the basi lect ain't is the commonest

negator for stative and past non-stative verbs. The obi igatory use of

don't to negate non-past non-stative verbs thus shows that a punctual/

rebitual distinction is of prime importance in the basi lect.

The complexity of the influences working during decreol izatlon

Is exemplified by the negative forms of the verb have/oot. Even with

this variable verb I was able to show the principled nature of the

gradual change of preferred form through the continuum.

This gradual spread of SE foms in SO has many similarities

with Guyanese Creole, although fewer than with the copula. Ain't is

more clearly the unmarked negator of the SO basi (ect than it is at any

stage of Guyanese Creole and never is used differently in the two systems.
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However there is an important paral lei in the treatment of stative

versus non-statlve verbs.

3.2. In discussing negative concord I once again made comparison

with Black Engl ish, using a detai led article by Laboy (1973). The

rules proposed by Laboy in this article f inked Black English negation

closely with that of SEj I showed that they were inadequate for SO

since they fai led to capture the distinction between the obligatory

concording of non-definite NP's within the scope of negation and the

optional affective character o·f the concording of verbs, adverbs etc.

For this reason I proposed that the negative concord of non-definites

is an underlying obi igatory rule and that there was an optional

superficial rule adding further negatives for emphasis. I also

showed that Laboy's concord rule was too wide in permitting concord of

non-definites and verb in any subordinate clause since it seems to be

found in both 80 and 8E only in a certain I imited set of such ciauses.

Decreol ization can be seen in negative concord as elsewherej

the sporadic use of ~ or ~ in the mesolect perhaps represents a

surface de-marking of under'ying negated non-definites, since in the

mesolect the majority of non-definites sti I I show negative concord.

The greatest variabi Iity in the concord rule appears where a single

category in the basi lectal system -- zero marking for generic, count

and mass nouns -- has to be recategorized to fit the SE system. Once

again the BD system can be seen as fol lowing a logical path of

decreol ization from an earlier stage simi lar to the Guyanese Creole

basilect.

4. In Chapter 4 I discussed the handl ing of subjects in BD. The
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lack of a rule inserting a dummy subject is complete in the SO

basi lect; the SE rule then gradually spreads through the different

environments, becoming obi igatory in al I environments by the White

mesolectal stase in contrast to the far slower Joss of negative

concord. It is of interest that in the basi lect both these

semantically empty subjects and recoverable anaphoric subject pro

nouns may be omitted.

In contrast BO has an optional rule which gives a noun in

creased prominence by placing it sentence-initial, leaving a pronoun

in its 'normal' place in the sentence. This results in some sentences

having two NP's before the verb and seems to be favored where the

fronted NP is complex or where it is in contrast with an NP of the

preceding sentence.

This transformation has many of the characteristics ascribed

to topicalization; the fronted NP is usually definite, human and controls

co-reference.

Such a transformation is not found in GC basi lect but in the

mesolect. It occurs also in Black Engl ish,Haitian Creole and creol ized

Tok Pisin; further investigation would be needed to reveal how far the

function of and constraints upon this rule are alike in these

different varieties.

5. It can be seen that SO basi lect is at a stage intermediate

between Caribbean Creole basi lect as exemplified by Guyanese Creole and

mainland Slack English as exempl ified by Harlem teenagers. A plausible

explanation of this is that these varieties had common origins and

that the differing stages reached by them are the result of differences
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in the complex social pressures which cause decreor ization.

The continuum within the BD community would thus be a sma I I

part of a broader geographical continuum stretching possibly from

Sranan of Surinam through the Caribbean varieties, Bahamian Dialect

and Sea Island Gullah to mainland Black English. Bahamian Dialect

syntax and even more that of Black Engl ish, may appear to differ

only in detai I from SE, but these differences are rooted in Creole

structures.
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Aopendix

Kev to Map Overleaf

• - Black settlement

o - Wh ite sett Iement

o - mixed cities

Capital letters marked on mao and used in designating speakers are

located near the individual settlement concerned, as fol lows:

A Andros, Mastic Point and Nicoll's Town (6 mi les apart): BlacK.

C Cat Island (settlement unknown, recorded in Andros): Black.

E Eleuthera, Current: White.

H Harbour Island off Eleuthera, mainly White.

L Long Island, Salt Pond: White.

M Man O'War Cay off Abaco: White.

N New Providence, Nassau, mixed and Fox Hil I, Black.

R Ragged Island, Duncan Town: Black.

S San Salvador, Cockburn Town: Black.
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Aooendix I I

Data on Individual SDeakers and Recordinqs

give for each speaker their occupation, whether they have been

continuously resident (cont.res.) in their Island of birth, whether it

was an interview and by whom, or conversation in my presence or recorded

by inconspicuous tape recorder. AI I speakers have consented to tapes

being used. Characterization of their speech as fluent etc. or not

gives some indication of the I ikelihood of monitoring. The number in

parenthesis is the number of minutes of actual speech by that speaker,

not including the interviewer or others.

BF32R (117) Housewife, straw-worker etc. Cent. res. Conversation In

my presence and out of it. Articulate and uninhibited.

BF75R (83) Retired midwife. Total of 3 yrs. away from island.

Interviewed by me whi Ie plaiting. Excel lent narrator

but at times monitoring.

BM93R (80) Retired boat-bui Ider and captain. Approx. 15 yrs away

from Island. Interviewed by me. Fluctuated between

long fluent narrative and sti Ited answers.

8M78R (40) Shop owner. Cont. res. Interviewed by me while working.

Fluent and relaxed.

BM77R (17) Retired captain. Short trips away. Interviewed by me.

Never fully relaxed.

BF38R (23) Housewife. Cont. res. Interviewed by me while baking. At

ease but not a loquacious person.



Brv146R ( 10)

B~J151R (7)

BF50R (4)

BF44C (42)

BF71A (24)

BF87A (26)

BM74A (14)

BF14A (9)

BF14A2 (22)

BF laOS (13)

BF64N (21 )

BF83N (7)

BF19N 35)
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Visitor to island after long absence. One of group

recorded in my absence.

Fisherman. Cant. res. Conversation ...lith Br-146R et e l ,

Housewife etc. Cont. res. Interviewed by me whi Ie

cooki ng.

Housewife and farmer. Moved from Cat Island to Andros

24 yrs. before. Interviewed by BF19N and others.

Fluent and uninhibited.

Housewife. Cant. res. Interviewed by BF19N and others.

Seemed somewhat inhibited throughout.

Housewife. Cont. res. Interviewed by me. At ease but

not loquacious.

Shop owner. Short period in Nassau. Interviewed by me

whi 1st working. One good narrative plus short answers.

School girls. Cant. res. Interviewed by students.

Part transcribed when they became involved in topic and

ceased to monitor speech.

Cant. res. Interviewed by G. Saunders, chief archivist,

for data on socia-historical development.

Shop-keeper, resident of Fox Hi I I (4 mi les from Nassau).

Interviewed by G. Saunders as above.

Housewife. Cont. res. Interviewed by nephew interested in

Afr Ican rcots ,

Language student at col lege. Cont. res. Data from her when

Interviewing adults not counted in tables, although some

times quoted. Taped when relaxing with friends.
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BF16N (7) Student teacher. Cont. res. Tapes by herself when friends

were visiting.

Br~36N (7) Carpenter etc. Taped in conversation with BF1EN.

BF77H (10) Living in Nassau recently. ~~st of life on island.

Recorded in conversation with BF16N.

BF65L (14) Housewife. Black I iving in mainly White settlement.

Interviewed by me whi Ie cooking. Somewhat inhibited.

WF80L (38) Married couple, housewife and retired fisherman &

WM80L (50) farmer. Living in mainly White settlement with nearby

Black ones. Interviewed by me together. At ease;

they sustained the dialogue with I ittle questioning.

WF39E (31) Radio-telephone operator. Cont. res. Interviewed by me.

FI uent speaker.

WM84M (65) Sai I maker. Cont. res. Interviewed by me at work.

Fluent and effective speaker.

Wf,176r'~ (36) Boat bu i Ider , Cont. res. Interv iewed by me at work.

Somewhat inhibited.

\'IF23f-.1 (36) Housewife. Approx. 2 years away from home. Conversation

recorded wh i Ie dressmaking, also without me with WF43N

and others.

~/F43N (9) Visitor to ~Jan 0' \var, resident Nassau. Conversation

with WF23M and others.

WF5M (3) Daughter of WF23M above chatting with mother and othe~
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